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LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT OF INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVITIES: THE U.S. EXPERIENCE
PREFACE

We live in a time of astounding change: the Cold War has ended;
new democratic states have arisen in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union; and autocratic regimes have given way to
democratic ones in parts of Africa and much of Latin America.
These changes have led to discussions in both new and established
democracies with respect to the proper role for intelligence agencies
in the post-Cold War era. A substantial number of democratic
states are looking, for the first time, at establishing legislative
oversight of their intelligence and security services. They see such
oversight as an essential element of a democratic state, as a means
of preventing a return to repressive practices, or as a means of providing legitimacy and direction to intelligence and security activities in the absence of a clearly defined threat to their national security.

Over the past two years, the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence has received requests from the parliaments of more than a
dozen countries for advice as they seek to establish systems of oversight for their intelligence activities. The Committee has provided
such assistance on an ad hoc basis by arranging staff briefings and
by providing copies of the relevant background materials. In some
cases, while travelling abroad, committee members and staff have
provided counsel on oversight matters to other governments.
The continuing demand for such assistance suggests that a more
comprehensive treatment of intelligence oversight would be of real
benefit. Hence, the Committee has decided to publish this booklet
providing a concise description of the U.S. system: its structure, operation, functions, and evolution over time. The appendix to this
booklet contains the relevant law and Executive branch documents
which form the framework for the system, as well as several commentaries from outside observers regarding the oversight process
in the United States.
While the primary motivation of the Committee is to provide a
convenient, readily usable reference to assist the legislative bodies
of other governments, we also commend this booklet to American
citizens who are interested in the evolution and operation of the
congressional oversight process.
SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI,

Chairman.
SENATOR JOHN W. WARNER,

Vice Chairman.
(III)
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INTRODUCTION

Any framework for the legislative oversight of intelligence necessarily must conform to the governmental framework of which it
is a part. Not surprisingly, the form of legislative oversight described in this booklet conforms to the political system established
by the U.S. Constitution and statutes of the United States. As
such, it may not be readily adaptible by governments whose political systems are different.
The U.S. Constitution provides for a system of government by
three independent branches-the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches-each with its own powers and prerogatives, and each
with powers to "check and balance" the powers of the other
branches. Intelligence oversight by the U.S. Congress is carried out
within this framework utilizing the powers and prerogatives provided by the U.S. Constitution as the basic source of its authority.
Thus, the U.S. Congress is, among other things, vested by the Constitution with the responsibility to appropriate funds for the activities of the Executive branch, including intelligence activities and
the Senate is required by the Constitution to provide its advice and
consent to the appointment of certain Executive officials by the
President, including certain intelligence officials.
In other political systems, such powers may not be lodged in the
legislature. In a unitary parliamentary form of government, for example, the legislature often does not wield power independent of
the executive function. Appropriation of funds is virtually a foregone conclusion since a failure to approve the government's bill
would trigger the fall of the government as a whole. Similarly, the
confirmation of government officials may not be meaningful in a
parliamentary system where such officials are usually senior members of the majority legislative party and may be elected members
of the parliament itself.
While legislative oversight of intelligence in the United States
may not be fully compatible with the political systems of other
countries, there may be aspects of the U.S. system which are transferable to, or inspire comparable changes in, other types of political
systems. This report describes the U.S. oversight framework in
some detail in anticipation that even where wholesale adoption of
U.S. practice is impractical, aspects of its framework may still have
relevance for the efforts of other countries.
While legislative oversight of intelligence necessarily must conform to the political system of which it is a part, it is also inevitably a product of the times in which it is instituted. Part I of this
booklet, a brief history of congressional oversight over intelligence
activities, explains how world and national events gave rise to the
intelligence committees of Congress only after a full generation of
the Cold War had passed without such institutions. Part IV, which
(1)
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describes the evolution of the congressional oversight committees,
similarly reflects the influence of outside events.
The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence was founded in
1976, in the aftermath of the Vietnam war and of scandals involving both U.S. intelligence and security agencies and the highest officials in the government. There was a clear crisis of confidence in
the country and a need to rebuild the public's trust in governmental institutions.
At the same time, however, there was much continuity in U.S.
policies and institutions. The Cold War still continued and the
American public still accepted the concept of a world-wide adversary that had to be combatted by all reasonable means. As investigatory committees of the Senate and House of Representatives
had discovered in 1975-76, moreover, U.S. intelligence was hardly
a peripheral institution; it was an extensive and expensive set of
agencies that played a crucial role in foreign and defense policy.
While regularized congressional oversight was needed, the objectives of this oversight would be more than protecting the rights of
Americans or judging the wisdom of covert action operations; oversight would also include giving positive support and guidance, as
appropriate, to a major element in the national security apparatus
of the United States.
In regularizing its legislative oversight of intelligence, then, the
United States Congress had no intent to abolish either the principle of intelligence activities or the particular institutions that engaged in those efforts. While there was great concern in the mid1970's to assert the rule of law and to improve both Executive
branch and legislative oversight, most Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and other intelligence operations were expected to continue
in much the same way as before.
Thus, congressional oversight was grafted onto an existing and
largely accepted intelligence apparatus, rather than being part of
a process of radically changing that apparatus or of creating new
national security institutions. One of the major lessons of the congressional oversight experience is, moreover, that accountability
can be fostered without sacrificing the effectiveness of intelligence
institutions.
I. EARLY EVOLUTION OF THE U.S. SYSTEM OF OVERSIGHT
OVERSIGHT PRIOR TO 1975

Intelligence activities have been conducted by the United States
Government since the beginning of the republic. Historically, these
activities were carried out by the departments and agencies responsible for U.S. military and foreign policy. Oversight by the Congress was minimal and devolved to the congressional committees
responsible for authorizing or appropriating the budget for the department or agency concerned.
It was not until 1946, in the wake of the Second World War, that
President Harry S. Truman, mindful of the surprise attack carried
out by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor in 1941, chose to create an
intelligence agency, independent of the departments charged with
the conduct of foreign relations or the preservation of national defense, to assemble the intelligence available to the government as
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a whole and provide him with an objective assessment of that information. The Central Intelligence Group, as it was first designated
by President Truman, retained many of the operational capabilities
of the Office of Strategic Services, which had carried out clandestine intelligence activities during the war. In 1947, as part of the
legislation enacted by Congress to establish national defense arrangements in the post-war era, the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) was created by law, and its Director was given the role of
pulling together intelligence obtained by the intelligence elements
of other departments and agencies.
Congressional oversight over this new agency was the responsibility of the Committees on Armed Services of the House of Representatives and of the Senate, and appropriations for CIA were
handled by the defense subcommittees of the respective Appropriations Committees of each house of the Congress. The budget for the
agency was classified, and, for security reasons, was "buried" in
non-descript line-items of the defense budget. (It remains so today.)
The bulk of U.S. intelligence activities were, and continue to be,
carried out by the Department of Defense. Thus, defense appropriations laws provided an appropriate mechanism for funding intelligence activities.
Congressional awareness of CIA activities was limited largely to
the Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of the committees
concerned with the defense budget. Staff involvement was limited
generally to one or two senior members of the staff of each of these
committees who made certain the needs of the intelligence agencies
were funded. Oversight concerns were typically worked out between the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) and a few congressional participants, with little appreciation by the Congress as a
whole and virtually none by the public at large. While there were
occasional proposals during the 1950s and 1960s to create special
committees with responsibility for intelligence, none of these proposals was adopted by the Congress.
The responsibilities of the DCI evolved over time. It was not
until the early 1950s that CIA's responsibility for the conduct of
"covert actions" (i.e., efforts to influence the course of events
abroad) crystalized. Similarly, CIA did not come into its own as a
provider of independent analysis until the Korean War in the early
1950s. In the meantime, new intelligence agencies, such as the National Security Agency and the Defense Intelligence Agency, were
created within the Department of Defense, and existing intelligence
elements within the military departments, the State Department,
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation gradually expanded. DCIs
played a relatively weak coordinating role with respect to these
agencies, however, until the early 1970s when, at the direction of
President Richard M. Nixon, the DCI began to bring together the
funding for intelligence activities into a single budgetary program
which became formally known as the National Foreign Intelligence
Program.
Congressional involvement in these developments remained
minimal until the mid-1970s, when a series of especially troubling
revelations appeared in the press concerning U.S. intelligence activities. Covert action programs involving assassination attempts
against foreign leaders and covert efforts to effect changes in other
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governments were reported for the first time. The efforts of intelligence agencies to collect information concerning the political activities of U.S. citizens during the late 1960s and early 1970s were
also documented extensively by the press.
These programs and practices surprised and concerned many
Members of the Senate and House of Representatives. Coming on
the heels of the Watergate scandal, which had involved efforts to
use and manipulate the CIA and FBI for political purposes, these
disclosures suggested to many that intelligence activities, long ignored by the Congress and operated without scrutiny outside the
Executive branch, had strayed beyond acceptable limits.
The first legislative response to these disclosures was the enactment in 1974 of the Hughes-Ryan amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. This amendment addressed the covert action
programs of the CIA, prohibiting the use of appropriated funds for
"operations in foreign countries, other than activities intended solely for obtaining necessary intelligence unless and until the President finds that each such operation is important to the national security of the United States." The amendment also required that the
President report "in a timely fashion, a description and scope of
such operation" to the "appropriate committees of the Congress,"
which was interpreted to include the Committees on Armed Services, Foreign Relations (or Foreign Affairs), and Appropriations of
each House of Congress, a total of six committees.
The following year, in 1975, Congress passed legislation which,
for the fist time, actually terminated funding for a covert operation:
the secret support of military and paramilitary activities in Angola.
In the meantime, additional disclosures began to surface in 1975
with regard to the CIA's domestic operations and the efforts of the
FBI to undermine the activities of Rev. Martin Luther King and
other civil rights leaders during the 1960s. President Gerald Ford
reacted to these disclosures by appointing a special commission
headed by Vice President Nelson Rockefeller to look into the alleged improprieties, both foreign and domestic. After an investigation of several months, the Rockefeller Commission issued a report
in late 1975 that confirmed many of the reported abuses.
Congress was not willing to rely solely upon the findings of the
Rockefeller Commission, however, and during 1975 created special
investigating committees to investigate the activities of intelligence
agencies across the board. The Senate acted first, creating a special
committee which became known as the "Church Committee" after
the name of its Chairman, Senator Frank Church of Idaho. The
House of Representatives followed suit later in the year, creating
a similar committee chaired by Congressman Otis Pike of New
York.
In the meantime, while the Church and Pike Committee investigations were proceeding, the Ford administration, in February,
1976, issued the first public Executive Order in history to govern
intelligence activities-Executive Order 11905. While the new
order did not address the obligations of intelligence agencies with
respect to the Congress, it did, for the first time, impose restrictions upon intelligence activities, limiting what might be collected
by intelligence agencies regarding "U.S. persons" (i.e. citizens,
aliens admitted for permanent residence, and organizations pre-
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dominantly comprised of such persons) and prohibiting U.S. Government employees from engaging in, or conspiring to engage in,
political assassinations.
THE CHURCH AND PIKE COMMITTEES (1975-1976)

The Church Committee began its work in January, 1975, and issued a final report, consisting of five volumes, in April, 1976. As
a result of voluminous hearings and a series of concurrent investigations directed at virtually every element of the Intelligence
Community, the Committee documented a pattern of misconduct on
the part of intelligence agencies which, among other things, strongly suggested the need for more effective congressional oversight.
The report showed widespread abuse of the civil rights of American
citizens and described activities by intelligence agencies that violated applicable law and executive policy, as well as clandestine undertakings in foreign countries which seemed at odds with U.S. values and foreign policy. At the same time, the report made clear
that existing legal and policy constraints on intelligence activities
were inadequate and that proper supervision and accountability
within the Executive branch and to the Congress were sorely lacking.
While the Church Committee made extensive recommendations
for change in its final report, it chose not to develop a legislative
proposal to address the problems it had documented. Instead, it
recommended the Senate create a new follow-on committee to provide continuing oversight and consider such additional legislation
as might be necessary. The Pike Committee made a similar recommendation in its final report.
ESTABLISHMENT OF OVERSIGHT COMMITTEES (1976-1977)

On May 19, 1976, after review by five committees and ten days
of floor debate, the Senate by a margin of 72-22 voted to create the
Select Committee on Intelligence. The resolution creating the new
committee-Senate Resolution 400, 94th Congress-remains unchanged and in effect today. (See Appendix, p. 27.) Although established as a "select" committee appointed by the Majority and Minority Leaders of the Senate-a practice normally reserved for committees that serve for a limited period-the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence has continued to function with the support of
the body as a whole.
While Senate Resolution 400 did not establish binding legal obligations on the part of intelligence agencies with respect to the new
Committee, it did include a non-binding "sense of the Senate" provision stating that the heads of intelligence agencies should keep
the Committee "fully and currently informed" of their agency's activities, including "any significant anticipated activities," and provide such information as may be requested by the Committee relating to matters within its jurisdiction.
On July 14, 1977, the House of Representatives created its own
oversight committee, by a vote of 227-171. The resolution creating
the House committee-House Resolution 658-differed in several
respects from its Senate counterpart. Notably, it established the
committee as a "Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence," indicating its status as a permanent body under the rules of the
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House. On the other hand, it did not include the "sense of the Senate" provisions pertaining to the responsibilities of intelligence
agencies vis-a-vis the new Committee.
Both committees took the position that they were "appropriate
committees" for purposes of receiving notice of covert actions pursuant to the Hughes-Ryan amendment (see above), and this position was acquiesced in by the incoming administration of President
Jimmy Carter.
II. STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEES

There is no one "right way" to organize legislative oversight of
intelligence activities. Indeed, the Senate and House oversight committees are organized differently. The differences reflect both the
variation in time-since the Senate committee was the first to be
formed and had to overcome more initial resistance-and the difference between the relatively unstructured Senate and the larger
House of Representatives, in which rules are followed more rigidly
and one political party has had a long period of dominance.
There are, however, some general principles that are worth keeping in mind for any intelligence oversight committee. One is the
need to have access to, and to handle properly, very sensitive information on intelligence capabilities and activities. Access to information is the lifeblood of intelligence oversight. Tight security is
both an end unto itself and also a means to justify and maintain
the committee's access to information. A second need, in many
cases, is to limit the role of partisan politics in the operation of the
committee. In part, this is one more means of reducing the risk of
security lapses that could affect the national security and/or the
committee's access to information. It may also serve, however, to
moderate the pace of changes wrought by legislative oversight and
thereby to give typically conservative intelligence institutions more
time to adjust to a world in which they are accountable to elected
representatives of the people.
Key to the effectiveness of the U.S. system has also been control
over the budgets of intelligence agencies. As explained below, the
oversight committees of the U.S. Congress are involved in funding
a myriad of intelligence programs and activities, from large to
small. While such a system may not be readily adaptible by other
legislatures, some form of budgetary control is essential to encouraging cooperation with the committees responsible for oversight, to
obtaining access to information held by intelligence agencies, and
generally to encourage compliance with law and direction by the
oversight committees.
MEMBERSHIP OF AN OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

Most committees of the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives distribute their membership in proportion to each political
party's membership in that house of congress. Some House committees have been weighted even more strongly in favor of the majority party, however, and occasionally a committee is organized with
nearly equal membership for the minority party in order to foster
a more bipartisan ethic.
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The House intelligence committee's membership has generally
been apportioned in the traditional manner, which has given the
majority party in the House a substantial majority on the committee as well. By contrast, Senate Resolution 400 apportions the Senate committee's membership in a more bipartisan manner, with the
majority party having only a 1-vote margin. The intended effect of
that structure, which has been generally borne out in practice, is
to limit the ability of any party to count on a bipartisan committee
majority to take legislative actions. The need to seek support from
members of more than one party, in order to attain a secure majority for legislative action also tends to lessen the likelihood that the
committee will approve proposals for radical change.
Both the 19-member House committee and the Senate committee, which has ranged between 13 and 17 members, are structured
to include members (at least one from each party) who also serve
on each of several other committees that have a legitimate interest
in intelligence matters: the Appropriations Committees, the Armed
Services Committees, the Judiciary Committees, and the Committees on Foreign Relations (in the Senate) and Foreign Affairs (in
the House of Representatives). This membership requirement has
almost always been fully implemented, with the result that those
related committees have a direct channel of communication with
the Intelligence Committees. This has helped to allay the concerns
of those committees that the intelligence oversight committees
might take (or approve) secret actions that would seriously affect
their areas of interest in adverse ways.
Both intelligence committees have limits on the number of years
a member may serve before having to leave the committee. The
Senate limit is eight years of consecutive service, and the House
limit is six years. These limits are designed to ensure a steady rotation of membership, which brings in members with new ideas
and approaches, and, over time, to acquaint more members of Congress with this area of government activity.
The selection of members for the Senate committee is also handled in an unusual manner. Most committee memberships are decided by each party's members of the Senate. For the Intelligence
Committee, however, members are named by the Majority Leader
and the Minority Leader. The intent of this approach is to remove
this committee's membership selection from the normal political
process and to permit the leadership of the Senate to select Members whose duties and experience lend themselves to service on the
oversight committee.
Each member of the House committee, including members from
the minority party, is appointed by the Speaker of the House.
Members from the minority party are nominated by the House Minority Leader, and such nominations have heretofore been accepted
by the Speaker. The selection process in the House is not specified
in the House committee's charter, Rule XLVIII of the Rules of the
House, as it is in the resolution creating the Senate Committee.
LEADERSHIP OF AN OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

As with any legislative committee, there is a premium on strong
leadership of an intelligence oversight committee. By and large, the
leadership of both the Senate and House committees have been
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chosen from the members of each party with the longest service on
the committee. This serves to maximize the chairman's and vice
chairman's familiarity with intelligence oversight, without requiring a background in those agencies.
On rare occasions, an unusual loss of members (through retirements, electoral losses or deaths) and a limit on terms of service
on an intelligence oversight committee can result in one party having no experienced members to serve as chairman. Both the Senate
and the House of Representatives can handle these or other rare
circumstances by agreeing in a particular case not to observe the
normal limit on terms of service.
There is often a premium on leadership that reaches across the
boundaries of both party and ideology. One organizational measure
used by the Senate to foster bipartisanship has been to have the
minority party's leading member on the committee serve as vice
chairman-and, in the absence of the chairman, as acting chairman-of the committee. Both the chairman and the vice chairman
may be substantially deterred from partisan posturing by the
knowledge that on any given day, the absence of the chairman may
result in a member from the opposition exercising the chairman's
powers. This arrangement generally leads to a close working relationship between the chairman and vice chairman, especially in
their handling of the most extremely sensitive matters, which may
be withheld from other members of the committee.
The House committee has no such formal procedure for shared
leadership and has generally been organized on a more partisan
basis.
SECURITY

Security is absolutely vital to the operation of an intelligence
oversight committee. Although it is also vital for such a committee
to have a means of forcing disclosure of information in extremis,
day-to-day security is the means by which the committee assures
the intelligence agencies-and by which those agencies can assure
their sources and cooperative counterparts overseas-that release
of information to the committee will not inevitably lead to public
disclosure. The experience of the Senate and House committees is
that no law or resolution can substitute for the trust that is built
upon years of secure handling of sensitive information.
The resolutions establishing each Intelligence Committee provide
that classified information and other information received by the
committee in confidence may not be disclosed outside the committee other than in a closed session of the Senate or House of Representatives, respectively, unless the committee votes to release
such information and such vote does not prompt an objection from
the Executive branch. Failure of members to abide by this restriction subjects them to investigation and, where appropriate, to referral to the Ethics Committee of each House for disciplinary action. In addition, the chairmen of each committee routinely advise
their members that anyone who fails to protect such information
will be asked to leave the committee. There have, in fact, been instances in which members have left the intelligence committees, either because of an infraction of security rules or because they were
unwilling to remain bound by these limits on their actions.
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Each committee has the power under its respective charter to release classified information. It must give the President time to object to such disclosure, however, and, if such objection is filed in
writing, must vote again on the issue and then take the matter to
a closed session of its respective House of Congress, which will
make the final determination. In practice, the committees and the
Executive branch have reached agreement on disclosures; no President has ever filed a formal objection.
Members of each committee receive access to classified information held by the committee by virtue of their elective office, i.e.,
they are not subjected to background investigations. Committee
staffs, on the other hand, are subjected to background investigations (and reinvestigations) that are carried out by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. (Although a polygraph examination is used
as a condition of employment in some intelligence agencies, it is
not used with regard to congressional staff appointments.) The results of these investigations are provided to the Committees, who,
in turn, seek a "security opinion" from the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) and Secretary of Defense concerning each potential
staff member. While each committee, as a matter of principle, reserves the right to hire its own staff, it is rare that any person is
hired for the staff over the objection of the DCI or Secretary of Defense. Indeed, there have been occasional cases in which the committees have declined to hire a potential employee on security
grounds despite the absence of objection from the DCI or Secretary
of Defense.
Intelligence Committee staff members are required to sign
"nondisclosure agreements" pledging not to reveal secret information to which they have access, and they are similarly advised that
failure to do so will result in their dismissal. The nondisclosure
agreements, by adding a contractual obligation, may open an offending staff member to various civil actions, such as denial of pension rights or recovery of any profits from the improper use of committee information. The agreements also require the pre-publication review (by the committee, which in turn relies upon Executive
branch experts) of materials that current or former staff members
may wish to publish, unless such materials are clearly unrelated
to intelligence matters or the author's service on the committee.
Each committee has established its own security procedures, consistent with (and, in some respects, exceeding) the requirements of
the Executive branch. In the Senate committee, the location of each
document is controlled every day; all readers of each document are
recorded; and there are severe restrictions on the removal of documents from the committee's office spaces or hearing rooms. Thus,
if a person attending a closed hearing should take notes, those
notes must be surrendered before leaving the room to security
staff, who arrange for the secure transportation of the notes to the
author's agency. Secure office spaces, including hearing rooms and
conference areas, have been constructed for the Intelligence Committees and certified by appropriate security authorities within the
Executive branch.
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ACCESS TO INFORMATION HELD BY THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

U.S. intelligence agencies are required by law to furnish to the
oversight committees "any information or material concerning intelligence activities . . . which is in their custody or control and
which is requested by either of the intelligence committees in order
to carry out its authorized responsibilities." The law specifically
provides that even information which reveals intelligence sources
and methods shall not be denied the committees. In short, the committees, as a matter of law and principle, recognize no limitation
on their access to information.
As noted earlier, however, no law can readily compel full access
to information if intelligence agencies are convinced that such access will result in catastrophic disclosures of information on their
sensitive sources and methods. As a matter of practice, therefore,
the committees have been willing to accommodate legitimate concerns for the security of intelligence secrets, either by limiting the
scope of their requests or by limiting the manner in which sensitive
information is handled, so long as their oversight responsibilities
can be fulfilled. Thus, the committees do not ordinarily request the
identities of intelligence agents or the details concerning anticipated collection operations where such information is not necessary
to the conduct of oversight. Similarly, the committees have refrained from inquiries involving what U.S. intelligence agencies
may know about sensitive activities undertaken by their foreign
counterparts (other than activities in, or directed at, the United
States) where such information is not relevant to the oversight of
U.S. agencies. Moreover, the committees have ordinarily been willing to limit access to particularly sensitive information to members
and/or a few senior staff, to limit the number of committee members with access to especially sensitive information, or to permit intelligence agencies to retain custody of such information rather
than maintaining copies at the committee themselves.
Intelligence agencies typically advise the committees when particularly sensitive information is being requested or provided, and
ask that the committees limit the scope of their request or the
manner in which such information is to be handled. The committees, for their part, typically satisfy themselves that such requests
are legitimate and, once satisfied, negotiate appropriate access or
handling arrangements on a case-by-case basis. As a practical matter, instances in which committee access could not be arranged
have been extremely rare.
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT COMMITTEES

In general, each of the oversight committees pursues its own
agenda during the course of a year in terms of holding hearings,
briefings, inquiries, or investigations on subjects of its choosing.
Occasionally, events drive both committees to pursue the same objective at the same time and, when this occurs, infnrmal arrangements are often made for both committees to be briefed concurrently, or perhaps for one committee to handle one aspect of an inquiry and for the other to handle a different aspect. Often this will
depend upon the level and intensity of member interest in a particular topic.
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Generally, it is the practice of intelligence agencies to provide
identical information of an oversight nature to the two committees,
regardless of which committee actually takes the lead in terms of
the inquiry or investigation at issue.
Where the two committees necessarily must come together is
over legislation and the annual budget. Because each committee is
charged by its respective body with authorizing appropriations for
intelligence activities, each year the two committees are responsible for "conferencing" the differences in the annual intelligence
authorization bill, as passed by their respective Houses. (The budget process is described in greater detail in the sections that follow.)
While conference on the authorization bill takes place after the
bill has cleared each House, typically late in the session, in practice
the committees consult quite closely regarding their respective actions on the budget long before conference. Indeed, the committee
which reports its bill first may do so based upon its understanding
of what the other committee is likely to do when it reports its own
version of the bill. The committee which reports its bill last not
only has the benefit of seeing what the other committee did, but
is able to gauge its own actions in terms of likely trade-offs later
in conference.
Both committees must also ultimately agree with respect to any
legislation regarding intelligence which may be offered by either
committee. Typically, legislative items are included in the public
portion of the annual authorization bill (see below), but sometimes
they are handled as "freestanding" bills. In either case, since agreement between the two committees will ultimately be required, each
committee understands that if it wishes to get legislation enacted,
it must ensure not only that the other committee is informed of
and appreciates its actions, but also is given an adequate opportunity to examine the legislative initiative in its own process (via
hearings or other means) if it chooses to do so. Thus, of necessity,
there is close coordination regarding both substance and timing on
all legislative initiatives. In practice, this often means that legislation first proposed in one session is not finally enacted until a later
session of Congress.
RELATIONS WITH OTHER CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES

The resolution establishing the Senate oversight committee provides that the committee will have jurisdiction over the CIA and
the "intelligence activities" of other departments and agencies of
the Executive branch. The term "intelligence activities" is defined,
however, to exclude "tactical foreign military intelligence serving
no national policymaking function." The practical effect of these
definitions is (1) to leave the CIA and DCI structure within the sole
jurisdiction of the intelligence committee; (2) to leave defense intelligence activities other than solely tactical activities to shared jurisdiction between the intelligence and armed services committees;
and (3) to leave tactical military intelligence within the sole jurisdiction of the Committee on Armed Services. (Despite this latter
limitation, the Senate oversight committee has historically reviewed the annual budget request for tactical military intelligence
activities and provided recommendations regarding the request to
the Committee on Armed Services.) Standing committees of the
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Senate whose jurisdiction encompasses departments or agencies
which conduct intelligence activities are given the right to seek referral for a period of 30 days of any legislation reported by the Senate intelligence committee pertaining to any matter within the
standing committee's jurisdiction. Conversely, the oversight committee is given the right to seek referral for the same period of any
legislation reported by other committees which pertains to "intelligence activities" within the jurisdiction of the oversight committee.
A somewhat different arrangement exists in the House of Representatives, where the oversight committee is given jurisdiction
over the CIA and the "intelligence and intelligence-related activities" (emphasis added) of other departments and agencies. This
term does not exclude "tactical intelligence," and, thus, the House
oversight committee retains jurisdiction over this category while
the Senate oversight committee does not. Similar provisions apply
to the right of other House committees to seek referral of legislation pertaining to matters within their jurisdiction, but the time
period for such referral is made a matter of discretion with the
Speaker rather than the 30-day period called for by the Senate resolution. The House oversight committee is also authorized to seek
referral of legislation covering matters within its jurisdiction which
is reported by other committees.
As a practical matter, both oversight committees seek the concurrence of other committees before reporting legislation which contains provisions which might trigger a request for referral. Where
concurrence cannot be obtained, the oversight committee has the
option of reporting a bill with a provision in dispute (and risking
a request for referral or other actions to delay or oppose passage
of the bill) or dropping the provision so as to avoid referral.
Both oversight committees also become involved in deliberations
concerning legislation in other committees which involve or may affect intelligence agencies. Indeed, intelligence agencies frequently
request the assistance of the oversight committees in dealing with
legislation in other committees which is believed to adversely affect
intelligence operations. The oversight committees typically provide
such assistance if they believe a legitimate concern is posed by the
legislation under consideration.
Occasionally, the assistance of the oversight committees is
sought by other congressional committees. Since other committees
often lack staff who are cleared for intelligence matters or otherwise lack the expertise necessary to pursue a particular inquiry,
the intelligence committees are asked to conduct investigations or
provide their assessments in particular circumstances. For example, an intelligence committee might be asked by its house's Foreign Affairs Committee for an assessment of the behavior of a particular foreign country-based upon information available to intelligence agencies-as part of the Foreign Affairs committee's consideration of legislation to impose sanctions upon the foreign government concerned.
Finally, due to the complex nature of the budget process within
the Congress, special coordination occurs between the oversight
committees and the respective Armed Services and Appropriations
Committees of each House with regard to the annual intelligence
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authorization. This coordination is explained below in the discussion of the budget process.
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OVERSIGHT MECHANISMS IN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH

In addition to the oversight provided by the congressional committees, there is an elaborate system of oversight for intelligence
activities within the Executive branch. The President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB) conducts oversight investigations on an ad hoc basis, reporting its results directly to the President, and requires periodic reports from the Inspectors General at
intelligence agencies. Each of the intelligence agencies, in fact,
maintains an internal Inspector General who reports to the agency
head concerned. Where there are intelligence elements at departments and agencies which are not intelligence agencies per se, e.g.,
the Department of State, such elements are covered by the Inspector General of the department or agency concerned. The Inspector
General at the CIA is appointed by the President and is subject to
Senate confirmation, as are the Inspectors General of departments
and agencies which are not intelligence agencies. Inspectors General at other intelligence agencies are typically appointed by the
agency head.
The oversight committees have historically had no relationship
with the PFIAB, which, as part of the Executive Office of the President, has occupied a privileged status vis-a-vis the Congress under
the American system of separation of powers. Nothing prevents elements of the Executive Office of the President and the intelligence
committees from cooperating on particular matters, however, where
both branches consider it advantageous to do so. For example, the
Senate committee contributed to the work of the Vice President's
Task Force on Combatting Terrorism in the 1980s.
Moreover, with the exception of the Inspector General at the
CIA, there are no formal links between the oversight committees
and the Inspectors General at other intelligence agencies. In practice, however, the oversight committees review the activities of the
Inspectors General as part of the committees' own oversight responsibilities and occasionally request, via the agency head concerned, that these offices conduct oversight inquiries or investigations in appropriate circumstances and report their results to the
oversight committees. The heads of intelligence agencies have historically been responsive to such requests. The CIA Inspector General is required by law to provide reports to the committees on a
semi-annual basis and to report "particularly serious or flagrant
problems, abuses or deficiencies" within seven days.
In the case of the Inspector General at the CIA, the law creating
this office (see Appendix, page 60) also provides that in several unusual circumstances, the Inspector General will report directly to
the oversight committees: (1) when the Inspector General is unable
to resolve differences with the CIA Director affecting the execution
of his or her responsibilities; (2) when the Director or Acting Director is the focus of the Inspector General's activities; and (3) when
the Inspector General is unable to obtain significant documentary
information in the course of an investigation.
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III. FUNCTIONS AND POWERS OF THE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEES
The following sections set forth the functions of the oversight
committees. In some cases-particularly where the budget process
is concerned-the explanation, while accurate, is somewhat
oversimplified in the interests of preserving clarity for the reader
with respect to the key points.
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE: THE BUDGET
PROCESS

Both Senate and House resolutions creating the oversight committees empower them to authorize appropriations for intelligence
activities. (The House resolution provides for authorization of appropriations for "intelligence and intelligence-related activities.")
This means that, consistent with the two-step funding process utilized in the U.S. Congress generally, the oversight committees each
year must report legislation to their respective bodies which "authorizes" a certain level of funding for all U.S. intelligence activities. This legislation, in theory, becomes the basis upon which the
appropriations committees in each House then determine how
funds are to be appropriated to the department or agency concerned for the next fiscal year (which runs from October 1st until
September 30th of each year). Appropriations for intelligence and
intelligence-related activities are contained largely in the Department of Defense appropriations bill.
In addition, title V of the National Security Act of 1947 (see Appendix, page 42) provides that intelligence agencies may not spend
funds available to them unless they have been both authorized and
appropriated. This provision was adopted by Congress in 1985 to
ensure that the oversight committees would have a voice in all resource decisions affecting intelligence activities.
Both oversight committees begin with the level of funds requested in the President's budget for intelligence and intelligencerelated activities, which typically arrives in February or March of
each year. The budget for intelligence activities is contained in the
President's National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP) budget,
which is submitted and justified to the Congress by the Director of
Central Intelligence. The budget for "intelligence-related activities"
is contained in a budget aggregation known as the Tactical Intelligence and Related Activities (TIARA) budget which is justified by
the Secretary of Defense. (Although the Senate committee does not
have authorizing authority over TIARA, it receives and analyzes
the TIARA budget request and recommends actions on the Administration request to the Committee on Armed Services, which retains authorizing jurisdiction.)
Trhe budget requests for NFIP and TIARA are very detailed funding plans, broken down first into major program categories (e.g.,
the General Defense Intelligence Program, the National Reconnaissance Program, the Consolidated Cryptologic Program, the FBI
Foreign Counterintelligence Program, etc.), and then into specific
elements under each major grouping. Specific allocations for both
funding and personnel are made for each element. Both budget requests are highly classified.
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Once the Administration request has been received, each committee engages in its own elaborate review of the request. These reviews typically are accomplished between February and May of
each year and consist of formal hearings, staff visits or briefings,
the submission of questions for written response by the agencies,
and occasionally in-depth audits or investigations with respect to
areas of particular concern to the committee.
On the basis of these reviews, the staffs of each committee formulate recommended positions on the Administration's request
which are presented to their respective committees for review,
modification, and approval. This takes place in a business meeting
of each committee, referred to as the "mark-up" of the annual authorization bill. Typically, the views of the Administration on the
proposal are made available to each committee prior to their taking
action. Once the committee has "marked up," the bill is formally
reported to the parent body, i.e., the House or Senate.
While the authorization bill reported to each parent body is public, the funding and personnel levels being recommended are classified by the Executive branch. The committees deal with this problem by giving legal effect, in the public bill, to a classified "schedule
of authorizations" which is incorporated by reference in the public
bill and is made available to the Executive branch. Members of the
House and Senate are invited to review the schedule at the offices
of each committee, but are not provided copies.
The public bill not only authorizes the intelligence budget for the
next fiscal year, but also contains numerous legislative measures
dealing with such intelligence matters as pension rights, health
plans, authority to engage in business activities to provide cover for
intelligence operations, etc. These legislative provisions are further
explained in a committee report that, while not carrying the force
of law, is still treated both by judges and by the Executive branch
as a significant indicator of congressional intent.
There is no secret legislation in the intelligence authorization
bill, but the classified "schedule of authorizations" is amplified by
a classified report. This report gives the reasons for particular
changes that the committee proposes to make in the budget submitted by the President. It also contains direction to the intelligence agencies, ranging from requests for particular studies to direction that particular programs or operations be undertaken, revised, or ended. These provisions are viewed by each committee
and understood by the Executive branch to be the basis for the
committee's willingness to authorize the intelligence budget. Although as report language they do not carry the force of law, they
are generally obeyed by intelligence agencies in order to avoid antagonizing the oversight committees and risking a hostile reaction
in the next year's budget cycle.
Once the committees have reported their bills to the floor, they
are subject to sequential referral to other committees which have
jurisdictional interests in the subject matter of the bill. Historically, in both Houses, the Committee on Armed Services has sought
sequential referral of the intelligence authorization bill inasmuch
as most of the funding and personnel levels being recommended
pertain to elements within the Department of Defense. Other com-
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mittees may also seek referral should they desire an opportunity
to consider specific provisions.
Once the referrals to other committees have been completed, the
bills are reported back to the floor by the committee which sought
the referral and placed on the calendar for floor action. Historically, this has occurred between June and September of each year.
On the floor, the bills are subject to amendment, according to the
rules of each House, as is any piece of legislation. Any amendments
to the classified "schedule of authorizations" are considered in a
closed session of the House concerned, but such amendments have
been very rare.
When both Houses have acted on their respective versions of the
authorization bill, the body which acted last requests a "conference" with the other body to resolve the differences between the
two bills. Typically, all members of the oversight committees in
both Houses are appointed as "conferees." Preliminary to a meeting
of the conferees, the staffs of both committees develop, where possible, a proposed resolution of the differences in funding between
the two bills which is submitted to the conferees for their consideration. Where differences cannot be unresolved in the context of the
staff proposal, items of disagreement are placed on the agenda for
discussion between conferees. Again, the views of the Administration on the proposed staff resolution and on the issues remaining
in dispute are made available to the conferees prior to the conference meeting.
In addition, there is close coordination at this stage with the Appropriations Committees in each House to ensure that the actions
of the authorizing committees are generally consistent with those
anticipated by the appropriating committees. If the authorizing
committees provide authorization where the appropriating committees do not provide appropriations, the authorization is "hollow" or
meaningless since funds cannot be spent that have not been appropriated. On the other hand, if the authorizing committees do not
provide authorization where the appropriating committees provide
appropriated funds, the intelligence agencies are precluded by law
from spending the money appropriated. Thus, close coordination
with the appropriations committees is essential at this juncture,
prior to action by the conferees on the intelligence authorization.
Once agreement has been reached between the conferees, the
conference agreement is reported, by a majority vote of the conferees from each House, back to each House for final action. Usually approval of the conference report occurs in September or October of each year, without substantial debate. The conference report
contains both the final text of the bill and a "statement of conference managers" that explains the actions taken in conference.
The conference report is also accompanied by the final "schedule of
authorizations" and a classified explanation, which, like the reports
of the individual committees, often contains specific directions to
intelligence agencies.
The bill is then enrolled and sent to the President. Once signed,
it becomes law. Should the bill be vetoed by the President, a twothirds vote in each House is required to enact the bill into law.
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LEGISLATION

Both oversight committees are legislative committees; that is,
they are authorized to have bills within their area of jurisdiction
referred to them for disposition and can report legislation to their
respective bodies.
Traditionally the oversight committees have used the annuhintelligence authorization bill as their primary legislative vehicle, not
only for purposes of authorizing appropriations (described above),
but also to enact other public law relating to intelligence. The CIA
Inspector General Act of 1990, the Intelligence Oversight Act of
1991, and the Intelligence Organization Act of 1992, were each enacted as a separate title to the intelligence authorization bill for
the fiscal year concerned. As alluded to above, the committees have
also historically used the annual authorization bill to enact administrative authorities needed by intelligence agencies in order to
carry out their functions. Indeed, the Administration routinely requests such legislation from the Congress.
Occasionally, the oversight committees have chosen to report
"freestanding" bills-outside the context of the annual authorization-where it appears that legislation is needed before the authorization bill can be enacted or where another committee has a significant interest in the legislation, or where the legislation appears
so consequential or controversial that the committees believe it
preferable to handle such legislation separately. The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, the Intelligence Identities Protection Act of 1983, and the CIA Voluntary Separation Incentive Act
of 1993 were each processed by the committees as separate, "freestanding" bills.
INVESTIGATIONS, AUDITS, AND INQUIRIES

In addition to their legislative functions, the oversight committees are authorized to conduct investigations, audits and inquiries
regarding intelligence activities as may be required. These may be
prompted by a variety of circumstances: allegations in the news
media; confidential communications by employees or former employees of intelligence agencies; or matters that have arisen in the
course of the committee's hearings, briefings, or trips.
The committees may also institute investigations or inquiries involving matters that have been reported to the committees through
official channels. Such reports come to the committees through a
variety of sources. For example, pursuant to various statutes or
agreements with Executive agencies, the committees receive periodic reports from the CIA Inspector General describing his activities; from the Attorney General describing the use of court-ordered
electronic surveillance for intelligence purposes; and from the Secretary of Defense advising of the deployment of intelligence assets
in particularly sensitive circumstances. Frequently these reports
lead to follow-on inquiries and perhaps full-fledged investigations.
Often, these inquiries and investigations involve classified matters which the committees cannot discuss publicly. However, both
committees attempt, where possible, to issue public reports where
the allegations of improprieties have themselves been public. In recent years, for example, the Senate committee has issued public re-
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ports of its investigation into allegations of improper domestic surveillance by the FBI; of its investigation of allegations that CIA
may have intentionally withheld pertinent information from a federal court; and of its investigation into allegations that the Reagan
White House had improperly withheld documents from the congressional Iran-contra committees.
Generally, the oversight committees refrain from involvement in
individual cases unless the facts of a particular case appear to indicate systemic problems or policy shortcomings at the department or
agency concerned. And, even here, the committees typically decline
involvement when the complainant's case is before the courts or is
being considered by the department or agency concerned.
ASSESSING WORLD EVENTS

Although not specifically required by their "charters," both oversight committees attempt to monitor and assess world events
where U.S. interests are involved. Typically, this occurs in the form
of briefings or hearings where representatives of intelligence agencies testify regarding the significance of these events and respond
to questions from the members. In some cases, these briefings involve events which may be the subject of legislation pending before
the Congress. Both committees, for example, received numerous
briefings by intelligence agencies prior to the votes in each body in
1991 to commit U.S. armed forces to the liberation of Kuwait.
In some cases, the committees look back on events that have already taken place to assess the value of the intelligence support to
U.S. policymakers or military commanders. Such assessments took
place, for example, in both committees after the U.S. actions in
Panama in 1989 and in Kuwait in 1991.
By making these assessments, the committees are able to test
and evaluate the quality and timeliness of the intelligence analysis
performed by elements of the Intelligence Community and come to
understand the strengths and shortcomings of U.S. intelligencegathering capabilities. This, in turn, affects the committees' respective actions on the budget and may suggest legislative initiatives
as well.
CONFIRMATION OF PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEES

Under the U.S. Constitution, certain Government officers are appointed by the President, "by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate." Such positions include the Director of Central Intelligence, the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, and the CIA
Inspector General. In the Senate, the Select Committee on Intelligence reviews the nominations of individuals appointed to these
positions.
The Senate Committee routinely explores the background of all
nominees to assess the fitness of the nominee concerned as well as
to identify possible conflicts of interest. It routinely investigates all
allegations of improper conduct which might be made regarding the
nominee either in the press or to the committee privately. The
Chairmiian and Vice Chairman of the Committee are also provided
access to the background investigation performed on the nominee
by the FBI.
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Public hearings are then conducted on the nomination where the
nominee and others who have pertinent information to share regarding the nominee testify before the Committee. Depending upon
the circumstances, these hearings have been the occasion for indepth inquiries into events of the past, as in the Robert Gates confirmation hearings in 1991, and typically provide an opportunity to
learn the nominee's vision of the future, as was the case with the
R. James Woolsey confirmation hearing in 1993.
In either event, the Senate committee has traditionally used
these occasions not only to ascertain the views of the nominee with
regard to intelligence, but also to obtain commitments from nominees towards the oversight process itself. Confirmation hearings
not only serve to acquaint the Senate committee with the leaders
of the Intelligence Community with whom it must closely work, but
also to inform the nominee with respect to the views and concerns
of the committee itself.
CONSIDERATION OF TREATIES

Under the U.S. Constitution, the President may ratify a treaty
only if the Senate has consented to it. While treaties are typically
referred to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, the Select
Committee on Intelligence is routinely asked to evaluate arms control treaties and other similar agreements where the ability of the
United States to determine violations by the other signatories is an
issue for the Senate as a whole.
Typically, the Senate committee holds extensive hearings on the
verification aspects of such treaties, and issues both classified and
unclassified reports regarding its findings and recommendations.
Such reports were issued with regard to the ability of the United
States to verify the SALT II treaty in 1979; the INF treaty in 1988;
the Threshold Test Ban Treaty and Treaty on Peaceful Nuclear Explosions in 1990; the CFE treaty in 1991; the START treaty in
1992; and the Open Skies treaty in 1993. The findings and recommendations contained in these reports are, in turn, ordinarily
addressed in the reports issued by the Committee on Foreign Relations regarding the treaties themselves.
IV. OVERSIGHT IN PRACTICE:

(1977-1995)

OVERSIGHT DURING THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION (1977-1980)

Coming to office on the heels of the Church and Pike Committee
investigations, the Carter Administration sought to establish a
clear legal framework for U.S. intelligence activities by working at
two levels: first, by drafting a new Executive Order on intelligence
activities; and second, in consultation with the two newly-formed
congressional oversight committees, by developing legislation to establish in law the mission and functions of U.S. intelligence agencies.
Among the most important provisions of the new Executive
order-Executive Order 12036 of January 26, 1978-was a requirement that the restrictions on intelligence-gathering contained in
the order be implemented in regulations of each intelligence agency
that would have to be approved by the Attorney General. This not
only ensured consistency in approach throughout the Intelligence
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Community but also provided legal review external to intelligence
agencies of the rules governing their activities.
Executive Order 12036 also, for the first time, directed the Director of Central Intelligence and the heads of intelligence agencies to
keep the two congressional intelligence committees "fully and currently informed" of intelligence activities, including "significant anticipated activities," and to provide pertinent information in their
possession to the oversight committees-subject to the constitutional authorities of the President and the statutory duty of the Director of Central Intelligence to protect intelligence sources and
methods. This was the first binding direction to intelligence agencies to cooperate with their congressional oversight committees.
The effort to craft "charter legislation" for U.S. intelligence agencies did not fare so well. In 1978, the Senate committee introduced
a detailed bill which not only set forth missions and functions for
each agency, but also proposed complex restrictions and limitations
upon the operations of each agency. After months of consultation
and after ever-increasing objections from the intelligence agencies
that the proposed restrictions would hamper them in accomplishing
their missions, the Carter Administration eventually abandoned its
effort to develop a bill agreeable to both itself and Congress, preferring instead to rely upon the new Executive order to provide the
fundamentals of control.
Unable to reach agreement with the Administration on the "missions and functions" portion of the legislation, and deeply concerned over the Administration's failure to inform them of intelligence operations relating to the failed attempt to rescue U.S. hostages in Iran, the oversight committees turned their attention to
the portion of the bill that would establish the legal obligations of
intelligence agencies towards the two oversight committees.
Months of negotiation eventually resulted in an agreement between
the oversight committees and the Administration, ultimately enacted into law as Title V of the National Security Act of 1947, also
known as "the Intelligence Oversight Act of 1980." (See appendix,
p. 42.) Significantly, this legislation established as a matter of law
(consistent with the constitutional responsibilities of the President)
the obligation of intelligence agenciesTo keep the congressional intelligence committees "fully and currently informed";
To report "significant anticipated intelligence activities" to the
committees;
To provide prior notice of covert actions to the committees and,
where prior notice could not be provided, to provide notice "in a
timely fashion"; and
To report violations of law and "significant intelligence failures"
to the committees "in a timely fashion."
In return for the Administration's agreement to make the obligations of intelligence agencies to the oversight committees a matter
of law, the Hughes-Ryan amendment was changed to require notice
of covert actions only to the two intelligence committees (i.e., the
legal requirement to notify six other committees was eliminated).
During this period, the committees continued to consolidate their
positions within their respective bodies. In 1977, the Senate committee, with the agreement of the Committee on Armed Services,
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assumed responsibility for reviewing presidential nominations of
the Director and Deputy Director of Central Intelligence. In 1978,
the committees produced the first bill authorizing appropriations
for intelligence activities ever enacted by the Congress. (Previously,
appropriations for intelligence were drawn from defense appropriations without systematic congressional review of intelligence activities.) Both committees held public hearings during this period on
the issue of whether the dollar figure for the total intelligence
budget should be made public. Investigations and inquiries were
conducted by both bodies. While confusion with respect to the obligation of intelligence agencies to provide information to the committees remained considerable-notwithstanding the new 1980
law-it did not prevent either committee from carrying out investigations requiring access to highly sensitive information.
The committees also played a major role during this period in the
enactment of legislation related to intelligence. Acting in concert
with the Judiciary Committees in each House, the committees developed legislation known as the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act of 1978 (see appendix p. 65) which, for the first time, required
that a court order be obtained from a special court established
under the Act as a condition for undertaking electronic surveillances for intelligence purposes within the United States. Heretofore, such surveillances had been carried out without a search
warrant or court order, pursuant to the asserted constitutional authority of the President. The committees were also instrumental in
the enactment of the Classified Information Procedures Act of
1980, which established statutory procedures for handling classified information involved in a federal criminal proceeding. The law
provided an in camera process for determining the relevance of
classified information that a defendant might wish to use at trial
and required federal judges to consider a variety. of alternatives to
protect national security information from being publicly disclosed
during a criminal trial, rather than posing an "all or nothing" dilemma for the Government, i.e., reveal a secret or give up a prosecution.
OVERSIGHT DURING THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION (1981-1988)

The Reagan Administration came to office with the express intent of reducing where appropriate the bureaucratic constraints
placed upon intelligence agencies and increasing the level of resources available to these agencies, which had been sharply reduced during the 1970s.
It began by revising the Carter Executive order on intelligence,
issuing Executive Order 12333 (see Appendix, p. 87) on December
4, 1981. The specific obligations of intelligence agencies contained
in the Carter order pertaining to congressional oversight were replaced simply by a reference to the new oversight statute enacted
the year before (see above). The new Administration also requested
increased resources for intelligence, and these requests were generally supported by the oversight committees.
The new Administration also brought in a controversial Director
of Central Intelligence, William J. Casey, and, for the first time,
the oversight committees-particularly the Senate committee-took
an aggressive role in investigating allegations concerning a sitting
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Director. Although DCI Casey had only recently been confirmed,
the Select Committee on Intelligence opened an intensive investigation of allegations of improper conduct on the part of the new Director while he had been in the private sector, concluding that
Casey was "not unfit to serve" as head of the CIA.
During the first Reagan Administration, new legislation-favorable to intelligence agencies-was enacted. In 1982, the Intelligence Identities Protection Act became law, making it a crime to
reveal the identity of intelligence agents under certain circumstances. In 1984, the Central Intelligence Agency Information
Act was passed, exempting certain CIA operational files from being
searched in response to requests received by CIA under the Freedom of Information Act. The committees also looked closely at the
implementation of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to assure themselves and the public that it was being administered
properly.
During this period, the oversight committees became increasingly
concerned with the role of U.S. intelligence agencies in Central
America. Investigations were conducted into allegations that CIA
may have been involved in political violence in El Salvador and
Guatemala. Yet the issue which clearly caused the greatest concern
was the CIA's role in the civil war taking place in Nicaragua. In
one highly publicized incident which occurred in 1984, the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Senate Committee, Senators Goldwater and Moynihan, respectively, severely chastized Director
Casey for failing to advise the Committee that CIA had participated in mining a harbor in Nicaragua. This led to renewed discussions with the Administration in terms of keeping the Committees
"fully and currently informed" of developments in covert action operations which had previously been briefed to the Committees. Ultimately, an informal agreement, referred to as "the Casey Accords," was agreed to which provided that "memoranda of notification" would be provided the oversight committees to advise them
of significant changes or developments in ongoing covert operations.
The committees also became increasingly involved during this period in congressional efforts to limit U.S. assistance to the Nicaraguan rebels. A series of funding restrictions-known collectively
as the "Boland Amendments" (after the name of the original sponsor of the first such restriction, Congressman Edward Boland,
Chairman of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence)-placed limits on U.S. assistance by both intelligence and
military elements of the U.S. Government and were enacted as
part of annual authorization or appropriation bills.
Alarmed by a spate of serious espionage cases in 1985 and 1986
(e.g., the Walker-Whitworth case, the Pelton case, and Pollard
case), both committees also undertook extensive reviews of U.S.
counterintelligence and security policies and practices during this
time period.
The second Reagan Administration produced what the committees regarded as the most serious breach of the oversight arrangements since the committees were created: the so-called Iran-contra
affair. In November, 1986, the oversight committees learned for the
first time that the President had approved a covert action finding
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ten months earlier authorizing the sale of arms to Iran in an effort
to obtain the release of American hostages being held in Lebanon
and had specifically ordered that the oversight committees not be
notified. The committees also learned that Administration officials
had used the proceeds of these sales to provide assistance to the
Nicaraguan rebels at a time when the use of appropriated funds for
such purpose was prohibited by law. It also came to light that certain officials in the Administration had entertained the idea of
funding covert action programs with funds other than those which
had been authorized and appropriated by the Congress, avoiding
the congressional oversight process altogether. Both committees
undertook intensive investigations of these events during November-December, 1986. These inquiries were followed by the appointment of special investigating committees in each House in January,
1987.
While the Iran-contra investigation was proceeding, both committees sought to shore up the existing oversight arrangements in
light of what they had learned. While the Reagan Administration
adopted new procedures recommitting itself to the oversight arrangements, bills were introduced in both Houses calling for notice
to the committees of all covert actions within 48 hours of their approval without exception, and hearings were held on the bills in the
fall of 1987.
In the meantime, with DCI Casey incapacitated by illness, the
Administration nominated Deputy DCI Robert M. Gates to be the
new Director in February, 1987. After a series of confirmation
hearings by the Senate committee which highlighted the role of the
nominee in the Iran-contra affair-then under investigation by the
special investigating committee and by a special prosecutor-Gates
asked that his nomination be withdrawn. The Administration then
nominated Judge William H. Webster, who was then serving as Director of the FBI, to be the new Director of Central Intelligence. A
second round of confirmation hearings ensued with Webster ultimately being confirmed by the Senate in May, 1987, after pledging
to restore the trust and cooperative working relationship shattered
by the Iran-contra affair.
Subsequently, the work of the special investigating committees
ended and in October, 1987, the final report of the committees was
issued, endorsing, among other things, the 48-hour bills then pending.
In the spring of 1988, the Senate passed a bill requiring 48-hour
notice of covert actions by a vote of 71-19, but no action was taken
in the House. The 48-hour bill thus died without being enacted, at
a time when a new Administration was coming into office.
In the summer of 1988, the Senate committee undertook an extensive oversight inquiry into the FBI's investigation of a domestic
political group, the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El
Salvador (CISPES) during the early 1980s, finding several violations of existing guidelines for such investigations. As a result of
this and an internal inquiry conducted by the FBI Inspection Division, six FBI agents were disciplined by the Director of the FBI.
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OVERSIGHT DURING THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION (1989-1992)

Met with pledges of commitment to the oversight process from
the incoming Administration, the intelligence committees did not
immediately press for enactment of the 48-hour bill, but sought instead to obtain a formal, written explanation from the new President with respect to how he intended to implement the statutory
requirement to provide notice of covert actions "in a timely fashion." After several months of discussion, President Bush wrote to
the oversight committees in October, 1989, saying that he would
ordinarily provide prior notice of covert actions to the committees,
but where that was not possible, he would provide notice "within
a few days." Should notice be withheld for a longer period, the
President stated, he would rely upon his authorities under the Constitution. In its version of the intelligence authorization bill for fiscal year 1990, the Senate adopted language which would have incorporated this formulation into the oversight statute itself, but
this language was dropped from the bill in conference after the
House committee disagreed with this proposal.
The oversight committees were able to agree, however, on one
proposal growing out of the Iran-contra affair by including in the
fiscal year 1990 intelligence authorization bill a provision calling
for the creation of an independent Inspector General at the Central
Intelligence Agency appointed by the President rather than the Director with responsibilities to report directly to the oversight committees under certain circumstances. (See Appendix, p. 60.) This
legislation marked the first time Congress had created by law an
oversight mechanism within an intelligence agency.
During 1990, both committees renewed their efforts to modify the
oversight statute to incorporate the understandings they believed
had been reached with the President in terms of reporting covert
actions to the Congress and to deal with other problems which had
surfaced in the course of the Iran-contra affair. Relying upon informal assurances from senior Administration officials that the proposed language on these points was agreeable, the committees
adopted language in the intelligence authorization bill for fiscal
year 1991 which included a substantial revision of the Intelligence
Oversight Act of 1980. The Administration subsequently had second thoughts regarding the proposed legislation and, after Congress had adjourned for the year, the President vetoed the bill.
This action led to further negotiations during the early part of
1991 to resolve the concerns of the Administration, and, after
months of negotiation, a compromise was finally achieved, allowing
for passage of the fiscal year 1991 intelligence authorization bill in
August, 1991. (See Appendix, p. 42.) The bill revised the Intelligence Oversight Act of 1980 in its entirety and, among other
things, provided that:
Presidential approvals of covert actions must be in writing
and cannot retroactively authorize such actions;
Reports to the Congress must identify all government entities participating in the operation and state whether third parties outside of government control are involved;
Covert actions cannot not be used to influence U.S. politics
or domestic opinion;
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Covert actions cannot violate the laws of the United States
or the U.S. Constitution; and
Significant changes to ongoing operations must be approved
by the President and reported to the committees in the same
manner as the original operation.
Insofar as the longstanding issue of "timely" notice was concerned, the compromise left intact the existing statutory formulation requiring prior notice ordinarily and, where that is not possible, requiring notice "in a timely fashion." But for the first time,
report language was included which said that the committees interpreted the phrase "in a timely fashion" as meaning "within a few
days," consistent with the position previously taken by the President. While the report acknowledged that the President may assert
authority under the Constitution to withhold for longer periods, the
committees expressed the view that the Constitution did not provide such authority to the President. The issue was left at this
philosophical impasse.
While the negotiations over the changes to the oversight statute
were taking place during the summer of 1991, DCI Webster resigned, and the President nominated Robert M. Gates, whose nomination had been withdrawn four years earlier, to replace him. The
Senate Committee held extensive hearings regarding the nomination, focusing particularly on the role of Gates in the Iran-contra
affair and on allegations that he had slanted intelligence analysis
at the CIA to conform to a particular political viewpoint. Indeed,
the Gates hearings constituted the first in-depth exploration of the
intelligence analytical process which had ever taken place in a public forum.
Despite the controversial nature of the hearings themselves, the
Committee voted 11-4 to report the nomination, and Gates was
confirmed by the Senate by a vote of 64-31 in October, 1991.
The new DCI immediately undertook an extensive reexamination
of the role of the Intelligence Community in the post-Cold War era.
The committees, for their part, followed suit. In January, 1992, the
chairmen of both committees introduced far-reaching bills to reorganize the Intelligence Community, and extensive hearings on the
legislation were undertaken by both bodies.
In the fall of 1992, after several months of negotiation between
the Administration and the oversight committees, agreement was
reached on "The Intelligence Organization Act of 1992," which
amended the National Security Act of 1947 to provide explicitly for
the responsibilities and authorities of the Director of Central Intelligence. (See Appendix, page 48.) Although the new law did not, as
a practical matter, represent a radical departure from the status
quo, it did represent a substantial change in the legal framework
for U.S. intelligence activities. Among other things, the new law:
Recognized the role of the DCI as statutory advisor to the
National Security Council;
Recognized the three roles of the DCI as (1) principal intelligence advisor to the President, (2) head of the U.S. Intelligence Community, and (3) head of the CIA;
Established in law the National Intelligence Council as the
highest authority for developing and publishing intelligence
analysis;
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Gave the DCI responsibility for establishing priorities for
U.S. Government intelligence-gathering and for coordinating
all collection involving human sources, both overt and clandestine;
Gave the DCI authority to approve the budgets of intelligence agencies and provided that once approved, funds could
not be reprogrammed to other purposes without the approval
of the DCI; and
For the first time in statute, defined the term "Intelligence
Community."
Indeed, the new law represented the first successful effort by the
Congress to enact organizational legislation for the U.S. Intelligence Community since 1947.
In the fall of 1992, both committees undertook extensive investigations into allegations that CIA had provided false or misleading
information to a federal criminal proceeding in Atlanta, Georgia,
involving a branch manager of the Banca Nazionale Del Lavoro
(BNL), headquartered in Rome, Italy. The Senate committee produced a lengthy report of its inquiry contained numerous recommendations for improving the relationship between intelligence
agencies and law enforcement authorities.
OVERSIGHT IN THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION (1993-

The Clinton administration has continued the commitment to the
congressional oversight process, but has as of this writing (mid1994) undertaken no significant organizational or structural
change within the Intelligence Community.
In 1993, freestanding legislation was enacted permitting the Director of Central Intelligence to offer financial incentives to senior
employees to retire at an earlier date, in an effort to assist the CIA
in meeting its manpower reduction objectives.
In 1994, in the wake of the arrest of a CIA employee and his wife
for espionage, both committees conducted oversight inquiries into
CIA security practices and reported legislative proposals to improve
the U.S. counterintelligence and security posture. Supported by the
Clinton administration, certain of the legislative proposals were enacted as part of the intelligence authorization bill for fiscal year
1995.
In particular, legislation was enacted to expand the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to impose the same court order procedure to authorize physical searches for intelligence purposes as had
existed for electronic surveillances since 1978. The legislation also
contained provisions requiring improved coordination of counterintelligence matters with the FBI and provisions to enhance the investigative authorities of federal counterintelligence agencies.
The Congress also enacted legislation to create a new commission
to review the roles and missions of U.S. intelligence agencies in the
post-Cold War era, and charged it with producing a report to the
President and the Congress by March 1, 1996. In essence, the commission was asked to reexamine the basic assumptions underlying
the intelligence function. It was envisioned that this review, once
completed, would provide the basis for subsequent actions by the
intelligence committees for years to come.
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A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING A SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

Resolved, That it is the purpose of this resolution to establish
a new select committee of the Senate, to be known as the Select
Committee on Intelligence, to oversee and make continuing studies
of the intelligence activities and programs of the United States
Government, and to submit to the Senate appropriate proposals for
legislation and report to the Senate concerning such intelligence activities and programs. In carrying out this purpose, the Select Committee on Intelligence shall make every/effort to assure that the
appropriate departments and agencies of the United States provide
informed and timely intelligence necessary for the executive and
legislative branches to make sound decisions affecting the security
and vital interests of the Nation. It is further the purpose of this
resolution to provide vigilant legislative oversight over the intelligence activities of the United States to assure that such activities
are in conformity with the Constitution and laws 9 f the United
States.
SEC. 2. (a)(1) There is hereby established a select committee to
be known as the Select Committee on Intelligence (hereinafter in
this resolution referred to as the "select committee"). The select
committee shall be composed of fifteen members appointed as follows:
(A) two members from the Committee on Appropriations;
(B) two members from the Committee on Armed Services;
(C) two members from the Committee on Foreign Relations;
(D) two members from the Committee on the Judiciary;
and
(E) seven members to be appointed from the Senate at
large.
(2) Members appointed from each committee named in clauses
(A) through (D) of paragraph (1) shall be evenly divided between
the two major political parties and shall be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate upon the recommendations of the
majority and minority leaders of the Senate. Four of the members
appointed under clause (E) of paragraph (1) shall be appointed by
the President pro tempore of the Senate upon the recommendation
of the majority leader of the Senate and three shall be appointed
by the President pro tempore of the Senate upon the recommendation of the minority leader of the Senate.
(3) The majority leader of the Senate and the minority leader
of the Senate shall be ex officio members of the select committee
but shall have no vote in the committee and shall not be counted
for purposes of determining a quorum.
(27)
46-583 98 - 2
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(b) No Senator may serve on the select committee for more
than eight years of continuous service, exclusive of service by any
Senator on such committee during the Ninety-fourth Congress To
the greatest extent practicable, one-third of the Members of the
Senate appointed to the select committee at the beginning of the
Ninety-seventh Congress and each Congress thereafter shall be
Members of the Senate who did not serve on such committee during the preceding Congress.
(c) At the beginning of each Congress, the Members of the Senate who are members of the majority party of the Senate shall elect
a chairman for the select committee, and the Members of the Senate who are from the minority party of the Senate shall elect a vice
chairman for such committee. The vice chairman shall act in the
place and stead of the chairman in the absence of the chairman.
Neither the chairman nor the vice chairman of the select committee shall at the same time serve as chairman or ranking minority
member of any other committee referred to in paragraph 6(f) of
rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate.
(d) For the purposes of paragraph 6(a) of rule XXV of the
Standing Rules of the Senate, service of a Senator as a member of
the select committee shall not be taken into account.
SEC. 3. (a) There shall be referred to the select committee all
proposed legislation, messages, petitions, memorials, and other
matters relating to the following:
(1) The Central Intelligence Agency and the Director of
Central Intelligence.
(2) Intelligence activities of all other departments and
agencies of the Government, including, but not limited to, the
intelligence activities of the Defense Intelligence Agency, the
National Security Agency, and other agencies of the Department of Defense; the Department of State; the Department of
Justice; and the Department of the Treasury.
(3) The organization or reorganization of any department
or agency of the Government to the extent that the organization or reorganization relates to a function or activity involving
intelligence activities.
(4) Authorization for appropriations, both direct and indirect, for the following:
(A) The Central Intelligence Agency and Director of
Central Intelligence.
(B) The Defense Intelligence Agency.
(C) The National Security Agency.
(D) The intelligence activities of other agencies and
subdivisions of the Department of Defense.
(E) The intelligence activities of the Department of
State.
(F) The intelligence activities of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, including all activities of the Intelligence Division.

(G) Any department, agency, or subdivision which is
the successor to any agency named in clause (A), (B), or
(C); and the activities of any department, agency, or subdivision which is the successor to any department, agency,
bureau, or subdivision named in clause (D), (E), or (F) to
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the extent that the activities of such successor department,
agency, or subdivision are activities described in clause
(D), (E), or (F).
(b) Any proposed legislation reported by the select committee,
except any legislation involving matters specified in clause (1) or
(4)(A) of subsection (a), containing any matter otherwise within the
jurisdiction of any standing committee shall, at the request of the
chairman of such standing committee, be referred to such standing
committee for its consideration of such matter and be reported to
the Senate by such standing committee within thirty days after the
day on which such proposed legislation is referred to such standing
committee; and any proposed legislation reported by any committee, other than the select committee, which contains any matter
within the jurisdiction of the select committee shall, at the request
of the chairman of the select committee, be referred to the select
committee for its consideration of such matter and be reported to
the Senate by the select committee within thirty days after the day
on which such proposed legislation is referred to such committee.
In any case in which a committee fails to report any proposed legislation referred to it within the time limit prescribed herein, such
committee shall be automatically discharged from further consideration of such proposed legislation on the thirtieth day following the
day on which such proposed legislation is referred to such committee unless the Senate provides otherwise. In computing any thirtyday period under this paragraph there shall be excluded from such
computation any days on which the Senate is not in session.
(c) Nothing in this resolution shall be construed as prohibiting
or otherwise restricting the authority of any other committee to
study and review any intelligence activity to the extent that such
activity directly affects a matter otherwise within the jurisdiction
of such committee.
(d) Nothing in this resolution shall be construed as amending,
limiting, or otherwise changing the authority of any standing committee of the Senate to obtain full and prompt access to the product
of the intelligence activities of any department or agency of the
Government relevant to a matter otherwise within the jurisdiction
of such committee.
SEC. 4. (a) The select committee, for the purposes of accountability to the Senate, shall make regular and periodic reports to the
Senate on the nature and extent of the intelligence activities of the
various departments and agencies of the United States. Such committee shall promptly call to the attention of the Senate or to any
other appropriate committee or committees of the Senate any matters requiring the attention of the Senate or such other committee
or committees. In making such reports, the select committee shall
proceed in a manner consistent with section 8(cX2) to protect national security.
(b) The select committee shall obtain an annual report from
the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Secretary of
Defense, the Secretary of State, and the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Such reports shall review the intelligence activities of the agency or department concerned and the intelligence
activities of foreign countries directed at the United States or its
interests. An unclassified version of each report may be made
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available to the public at the discretion of the select committee
Nothing herein shall be construed as requiring the public disclosure in such reports of the names of individuals engaged in intelligence activities for the United States or the divulging of intelligence methods employed or the sources of information on which
such reports are based or the amount of funds authorized to be appropriated for intelligence activities.
(c) On or before March 15 of each year, the select committee
shall submit to the Committee on the Budget of the Senate the
views and estimates described in section 301(c) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 regarding matters within the jurisdiction
of the select committee.
SEC. 5. (a) For the purposes of this resolution, the select committee is authorized in its discretion (1) to make investigations into
any matter within its jurisdiction, (2) to make expenditures from
the contingent fund of the Senate, (3) to employ personnel, (4) to
hold hearings, (5) to sit and act at any time or place during the
sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Senate, (6) to require, by subpena or otherwise, the attendance of witnesses and
the production of correspondence, books, papers, and documents,
(7) to take depositions and other testimony, (8) to procure the service of consultants or organizations thereof, in accordance with the
provisions of section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946, and (9) with the prior consent of the Government department
or agency concerned and the Committee on Rules and Administration, to use on a reimbursable basis the services of personnel of any
such department or agency.
(b) The chairman of the select committee or any member thereof may administer oaths to witnesses.
(c) Subpenas authorized by the select committee may be issued
over the signature of the chairman, the vice chairman, or any
member of the select committee designated by the chairman, and
may be served by any person designated by the chairman or any
member signing the subpena.
SEC. 6. No employee of the select committee or any person engaged by contract or otherwise to perform service for or at the request of such committee shall be given access to any classified information by such committee unless such employee or person has
(1) agreed in writing and under oath to be bound by the rules of
the Senate (including the jurisdiction of the Select Committee on
Standards and Conduct) and of such committee as to the security
of such information during and after the period of his employment
or contractual agreement with such committee; and (2) received an
appropriate security clearance as determined by such committee in
consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence. The type of
security clearance to be required in the case of any such employee
or person shall, within the determination of such committee in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence, be commensurate with the sensitivity of the classified information to which such
employee or person will be given access by such committee.
SEC. 7. The select committee shall formulate and carry out
such rules and procedures as it deems necessary to prevent the disclosure, without the consent of the person or persons concerned, of
information in the possession of such committee which unduly in-
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fringes upon the privacy or which violates the constitutional rights
of such person or persons. Nothing herein shall be construed to
prevent such committee from publicly disclosing any such information in any case in which such committee determines the national
interest in the disclosure of such information clearly outweighs any
infringement on the privacy of any person or persons.
SEC. 8. (a) The select committee may, subject to the provisions
of this section, disclose publicly any information in the possession
of such committee after a determination by such committee that
the public interest would be served by such disclosure. Whenever
committee action is required to disclose any information under this
section, the committee shall meet to vote on the matter within five
days after any member of the committee requests such a vote. No
member of the select committee shall disclose any information, the
disclosure of which requires a committee vote, prior to a vote by
the committee on the question of the disclosure of such information
or after such vote except in accordance with this section.
(bXl) In any case in which the select committee votes to disclose publicly any information which has been classified under established security procedures, which has been submitted to it by
the executive branch, and which the executive branch requests be
kept secret, such committee shall notify the President of such vote.
(2) The select committee may disclose publicly such information after the expiration of a five-day period following the day on
which notice of such vote is transmitted to the President, unless,
prior to the expiration of such five-day period, the President, personally in writing, notifies the committee that he objects to the disclosure of such information, provides his reasons therefor, and certifies that the threat to the national interest of the United States
posed by such disclosure is of such gravity that it outweighs any
public interest in the disclosure.
(3) If the President, personally in writing, notifies the select
committee of his objections to the disclosure of such information as
provided in paragraph (2), such committee may, by majority vote,
refer the question of the disclosure of such information to the Senate for consideration. The committee shall not publicly disclose
such information without leave of the Senate.
(4) Whenever the select committee votes to refer the question
of disclosure of any information to the Senate under paragraph (3),
the chairman shall, not later than the first day on which the Senate is in session following the day on which the vote occurs, report
the matter to the Senate for its consideration.
(5) One hour after the Senate convenes on the fourth day on
which the Senate is in session following the day on which any such
matter is reported to the Senate, or at such earlier time as the majority leader and the minority leader of the Senate jointly agree
upon in accordance with section 133(f) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, the Senate shall go into closed session and the
matter shall be the pending business. In considering the matter in
closed session the Senate may(A) approve the public disclosure of all or any portion of
the information in question, in which case the committee shall
publicly disclose the information ordered to be disclosed,
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(B) disapprove the public disclosure of all or any portion
of the information in question, in which case the committee
shall not publicly dislose the information ordered not to be disclosed, or
(C) refer all or any portion of the matter back to the committee, in which case the commitee shall make the final determination with respect to the public disclosure of the information in question.
Upon conclusion of the consideration of such matter in closed sessioi, which may not extend beyond the close of the ninth day on
which the Senate is in session following the day on which such
matter was reported to the Senate, or the close of the fifth day following the day agreed upon jointly by the majority and minority
leaders in accordance with section 133(f) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 (whichever the case may be), the Senate shall
immediately vote on the disposition of such matter in open session,
without debate, and without divulging the information with respect
to which the vote is being taken. The Senate shall vote to dispose
of such matter by one or more of the means specified in clauses (A),
(B), and (C) of the second sentence of this paragraph. Any vote of
the Senate to disclose any information pursuant to this paragraph
shall be subject to the right of a Member of the Senate to move for
reconsideration of the vote within the time and pursuant to the
procedures specified in rule XIII of the Standing Rules of the Senate, and the disclosure of such information shall be made consistent with that right.
(c)(1) No information in the possession of the select committee
relating to the lawful intelligence activities of any department or
agency of the United States which has been classified under established security procedures and which the select committee, pursuant to subsection (a) or (b) of this section, has determined should
not be disclosed shall be made available to any person by a Member, officer, or employee of the Senate except in a closed session of
the Senate or as provided in paragraph (2).
(2) The select committee may, under such regulations as the
committee shall prescribe to protect the confidentiality of such information, make any information described in paragraph (1) available to any other committee or any other Member of the Senate.
Whenever the select committee makes such information available,
the committee shall keep a written record showing, in the case of
any particular information, which committee or which Members of
the Senate received such information. No Member of the Senate
who, and no committee which, receives any information under this
subsection, shall disclose such information except in a closed session of the Senate.
(d) It shall be the duty of the Select Committee on Standards
and Conduct to investigate any unauthorized disclosure of intelligence information by a Member, officer or employee of the Senate
in violation of subsection (c) and to report to the Senate concerning
any allegation which it finds to be substantiated.
(e) Upon the request of any person who is subject to any such
investigation, the Select Committee on Standards and Conduct
shall release to such individual at the conclusion of its investigation a summary of its investigation together with its findings. If,
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at the conclusion of its investigation, the Select Committee on
Standards and Conduct determines that there has been a significant breach of confidentiality or unauthorized disclosure by a Member, officer, or employee of the Senate, it shall report its findings
to the Senate and recommend appropriate action such as censure,
removal from committee membership, or explusion from the Senate, in the case of Member, or removal from office or employment
or punishment for contempt, in the case of an officer or employee.
SEC. 9. The select committee is authorized to permit any personal representative of the President, designated by the President
to serve as a liaison to such committee, to attend any closed meeting of such committee.
SEC. 10. Upon expiration of the Select Committee on Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities, established by Senate Resolution 21, Ninety-fourth Congress, all records,
files, documents, and other materials in the possession, custody, or
control of such committee, under appropriate conditions established
by it, shall be transferred to the select committee.
SEC. 11. (a) It is the sense of the Senate that the head of each
department and agency of the United States should keep the select
committee fully and currently informed with respect to intelligence
activities, including any significant anticipated activities, which are
the responsibility of or engaged in by such department or agency:
Provided, That this does not constitute a condition precedent to the
implementation of any such anticipated intelligence activity.
(b) It is the sense of the Senate that the head of any department or agency of the United States involved in any intelligence
activities should furnish any information or documentation in the
possession, custody, or control of the department or agency, or person paid by such department or agency, whenever requested by the
select committee with respect to any matter within such committee's jurisdiction.
(c) It is the sense of the Senate that each department and
agency of the United States should report immediately upon discovery to the select committee any and all intelligence activities which
constitute violations of the constitutional rights of any person, violations of law, or violations of Executive orders, Presidential directives, or departmental or agency rules or regulations; each department and agency should firlther report to such committee what actions have been taken or are expected to be taken by the departments or agencies with respect to such violations.
SEC. 12. Subject to the Standing Rules of the Senate, no funds
shall be appropriated for any fiscal year beginning after September
30, 1976, with the exception of a continuing bill or resolution, or
amendment thereto, or conference report thereon, to, or for use of,
any department or agency of the United States to carry out any of
the following activities, unless such funds shall have been previously authorized by a bill or joint resolution passed by the Senate
during the same or preceding fiscal year to carry out such activity
for such fiscal year:
(1) The activities of the Central Intelligence Agency and
the Director of Central Intelligence.
(2) The activities of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
(3) The activities of the National Security Agency.
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(4) The intelligence activities of other agencies and subdivisions of the Department of Defense.
(5) The intelligence activities of the Department of State.
(6) The intelligence activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, including all activities of the Intelligence Division.
SEC. 13. (a) The select committee shall make a study with respect to the following matters, taking into consideration with respect to each such matter, all relevant aspects of the effectiveness
of planning, gathering, use, security, and dissemination of intelligence:
(1) the quality of the analytical capabilities of United
States foreign intelligence agencies and means for integrating
more closely analytical intelligence and policy formulation;
(2) the extent and nature of the authority of the departments and agencies of the executive branch to engage in intelligence activities and the desirability of developing charters for
each intelligence agency or department;
(3) the organization of intelligence activities in the executive branch to maximize the effectiveness of the conduct, oversight, and accountability of intelligence activities; to reduce duplication or overlap; and to improve the morale of the personnel of the foreign intelligence agencies;
(4) the conduct of covert and clandestine activities and the
procedures by which Congress is informed of such activities;
(5) the desirability of changing any law, Senate rule or
procedure, or any Executive order, rule, or regulation to improve the protection of intelligence secrets and provide for disclosure of information for which there is no compelling reason
for secrecy;
(6) the desirability of establishing a standing committee of
the Senate on intelligence activities;
(7) the desirability of establishing a joint committee of the
Senate and the House of Representatives on intelligence activities in lieu of having separate committees in each House of
Congress, or of establishing procedures under which separate
committees on intelligence activities of the two Houses of Congress would receive joint briefings from the intelligence agencies and coordinate their policies with respect to the safeguarding of sensitive intelligence information;
(8) the authorization of funds for the intelligence activities
of the Government and whether disclosure of any of the
amounts of such funds is in the public interest; and
(9) the development of a uniform set of definitions for
terms to be used in policies or guidelines which may be adopted by the executive or legislative branches to govern, clarify,
and strengthen the operation of intelligence activities.
(b) The select committee may, in its discretion, omit from the
special study required by this section any matter it determines has
been adequately studied by the Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities, established by Senate Resolution 21, Ninety-fourth Congress.
(c) The select committee shall report the results of the study
provided for by this section to the Senate, together with any recommendations for legislative or other actions it deems appropriate,
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no later than July 1, 1977, and from time to time thereafter as it
deems appropriate.
SEC. 14. (a) As used in this resolution, the term "intelligence
activities" includes (1) the collection, analysis, production, dissemination, or use of information which relates to any foreign country,
or any government, political group, party, military force, movement, or other association in such foreign country, and which relates 'to the defense, foreign policy, national security, or related
policies of the United States, and other activity which is in support
of such activities; (2) activities taken to counter similar activities
directed against the United States; (3) covert or clandestine activities affecting the relations of the United States with any foreign
government, political group, party, military force, movement or
other association; (4) the collection, analysis, production, dissemination, or use of information about activities of persons within the
United States, its territories and possessions, or nationals of the
United States abroad whose political and related activities pose, or
may be considered by any department, agency, bureau, office, division, instrumentality, or employee of the United States to pose, a
threat to the internal security of the United States, and covert or
clandestine activities directed against such persons. Such term
does not include tactical foreign military intelligence serving no national policymaking function.
(b) As used in this resolution, the term "department or agency"
includes any organization, committee, council, establishment, or office within the Federal Government.
(c) For purposes of this resolution, reference to any department, agency, bureau, or subdivision shall include a reference to
any successor department, agency, bureau, or subdivision to the extent that such successor engages in intelligence activities now conducted by the department, agency, bureau, or subdivision referred
to in this resolution.
SEC. 15. For the period from the date this resolution is agreed
to through February 28, 1977, the expenses of the select committee
under this resolution shall not exceed $275,000, of which amount
not to exceed $30,000 shall be available for the procurement of the
services of individual consultants, or organizations thereof, as authorized by section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946. Expenses of the select committee under this resolution shall
be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the select committee, except that vouchers shall not be required for the disbursement of salaries of employees paid at an annual rate.
SEC. 16. Nothing in this resolution shall be construed as constituting acquiescence by the Senate in any practice, or in the conduct of any activity, not otherwise authorized by law.

APPENDIX 2

RULE XLVIII
PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

1. (a) There is hereby established a permanent select committee to be known as the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (hereinafter in this rule referred to as the "select committee"). The select committee shall be composed of not more than
nineteen Members with representation to include at least one
Member from:
(1) the Committee on Appropriations;
(2) the Committee on Armed Services;
(3) the Committee on Foreign Affairs; and
(4) the Committee on the Judiciary.
(b) The majority leader of the House and the minority leader
of the House shall be ex officio members of the select committee,
but shall have no vote in the committee and shall not be counted
for purposes of determining a quorum.
(c) No Member of the House may serve on the select committee
for more than six years of continuous service. To the greatest extent practicable, at least four of the Members of the House appointed to the select committee at the beginning of each Congress
shall be Members of the House who did not serve on such committee during the preceding Congress.
2. (a) There shall be referred to the select committee all proposed legislation, messages, petitions, memorials, and other matters relating to the following:
(1) The Central Intelligence Agency and the Director of
Central Intelligence.
(2) Intelligence and intelligence-related activities of all
other departments and agencies of the Government, including,
but not limited to, the intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, and other agencies of the Department of Defense;
the Department of State; the Department of Justice; and the
Department of the Treasury.
(3) The organization or reorganization of any department
or agency of the Government to the extent that the organization or reorganization relates to a function or activity involving
intelligence or intelligence-related activities.
(4) Authorizations for appropriations, both direct and indirect, for the following:
(A) The Central Intelligence Agency and Director
of Central Intelligence.
(B) The Defense Intelligence Agency.
(C) The National Security Agency.
661
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(D) The intelligence and intelligence-related activities of other agencies and subdivisions of the Department of Defense.
(E) The intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the Department of State.
(F) The intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, including
all activities of the Intelligence Division.
(G) Any department, agency, or subdivision which
is the successor to any agency named in subdivision
(A), (B), or (C); and the activities of any department,
agency, or subdivision which is the successor to any
department, agency, bureau, or subdivision named in
subdivision (D), (E), or (F), to the extent that the activities of such successor department, agency, or subdivision are activities described in subdivision (D), (E),
or (F).
(b) Any proposed legislation initially reported by the select
committee, except any legislation involving matters specified in
subparagraph (1) or (4XA) of paragraph (a), containing any matter
otherwise within the jurisdiction of any standing committee shall,
at the request of the chairman of such standing committee, be referred to such standing committee by the Speaker for its consideration of such matter and be reported to the House by such standing
committee within the time prescribed by the Speaker in the referral; and any proposed legislation initially reported by any committee, other than the select committee, which contains any matter
within the jurisdiction of the select committee shall, at the request
of the chairman of the select committee, be referred by the Speaker
to the select committee for its consideration df such matter and be
reported to the House within the time prescrbed by the Speaker
in the referral.
(c) Nothing in this rule shall be construed as prohibiting or
otherwise restricting the authority of any other committee to study
and review any intelligence or intelligence-related activity to the
extent that such activity directly affects a matter otherwise within
the jurisdiction of such committee.
(d) Nothing in this rule shall be construed as amending, limiting, or otherwise changing the authority of any standing committee
of the House to obtain full and prompt access to the product of the
intelligence and intelligence-related activities of any department or
agency of the Government relevant to a matter otherwise within
the jurisdiction of such committee.
3. (a) The select committee, for the purposes of accountability
to the House, shall make regular and periodic reports to the House
on the nature and extent of the intelligence and intelligence-related
activities of the various departments and agencies of the United
States. Such committee shall promptly call to the attention of the
House or to any other appropriate committee or committees of the
House any matters requiring the attention of the House or such
other committee or committees. In making such reports, the select
committee shall proceed in a manner consistent with clause 7 to
protect national security.
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(b) The select committee shall obtain an annual report from
the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Secretary of
Defense, the Secretary of State, and the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Such reports shall review the intelligence
and intelligence-related activities of the agency or department concerned and the intelligence and intelligence-related activities of foreign countries directed at the United States or its interest. An unclassified version of each report may be made available to the public at the discretion of the select committee. Nothing herein shall
be construed as requiring the public disclosure in such reports of
the names of individuals engaged in intelligence or intelligence-related activities for the United States or the divulging of intelligence
methods employed or the sources of information on which such reports are based or the amount of funds authorized to be appropriated for intelligence and intelligence-related activities.
(c) On or before March 15 of each year, the select committee
shall submit to the Committee on the Budget of the House the
views and estimates described in section 301(c) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 regarding matters within the jurisdiction
of the select committee.
4. To the extent not inconsistent with the provisions of this
rule, the provisions of clauses 1, 2, 3, and 5 (a), (b), (c), and (6) (a),
(b), (c) of rule XI shall apply to the select committee, except that,
notwithstanding the requirements of the first sentence of clause
2(g)(2) of rule XI, a majority of those present, there being in attendance the requisite number required under the rules of the select committee to be present for the purpose of taking testimony or
receiving evidence, may vote to close a hearing whenever the majority determines that such testimony or evidence would endanger
the national security.
5. No employee of the select committee or any person engaged
by contract or otherwise to perform services for or at the request
of such committee shall be given access to any classified information by such committee unless such employee or person has (1)
agreed in writing and under oath to be bound by the rules of the
House (including the jurisdiction of the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct and of the select committee as to the security of
such information during and after the period of his.employment or
contractual agreement with such committee); and (2) received an
appropriate security clearance as determined by such committee in
consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence. The type of
security clearance to be required in the case of any such employee
or person shall, within the determination of such committee in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence, be commensurate with the sensitivity of the classified information to which such
employee or person will be given access by such committee.
6. The select committee shall formulate and carry out such
rules and procedures as it deems necessary to prevent the disclosure, without the consent of the person or persons concerned, of information in the possession of such committee which unduly infringes upon the privacy or which violates the constitutional rights
of such person or persons. Nothing herein shall be construed to
prevent such committee from publicly disclosing any such information in any case in which such committee determines that national
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interest in the disclosure of such information clearly outweighs any
infringement on the privacy of any person or persons.
7. (a) The select committee may, subject to the provisions of
this clause, disclose publicly any information in the possession of
such committee after a determination by such committee that the
public interest would be served by such disclosure. Whenever committee action is required to disclose any information under this
clause, the committee shall meet to vote on the matter within five
days after any member of the committee requests such a vote. No
member of the select committee shall disclose any information, the
disclosure of which requires a committee vote, prior to a vote by
the committee on the question of the disclosure of such information
or after such vote except in accordance with this clause.
(b)(1) In any case in which the select committee votes to dis.
close publicly any information which has been classified under established security procedures, which has been submitted to it by
the executive branch, and which the executive branch requests be
kept secret, such committee shall notify the President of such vote.
(2) The select committee may disclose publicly such information after the expiration of a five-day period following the day on
which notice of such vote is transmitted to the President, unless,
prior to the expiration of such five-day period, the President, personally in writing, notifies the committee that he objects to the disclosure of such information, provides his reasons therefor, and certifies that the threat to the national interest of the United States
posed by such disclosure is of such gravity that it outweighs any
public interest in the disclosure.
(3) If the President, personally, in writing, notifies the select
committee of his objections to the disclosure of such information as
provided in subparagraph (2), such committee may, by majority
vote, refer the question of this disclosure of such information with
a recommendation thereon to the House for consideration. The
committee shall not publicly disclose such information without
leave of the House.
(4) Whenever the select committee votes to refer the question
of disclosure of any information to the House under subparagraph
(3), the chairman shall, not later than the first day on which the
House is in session following the day on which the vote occurs, report the matter to the House for its consideration.
(5) If within four calendar days on which the House is in session, after such recommendation is reported, no motion has been
made by the chairman of the select committee to consider, in closed
session, the matter reported under subparagraph (4), then such a
motion will be deemed privileged and may be made by any Member. The motion under this subparagraph shall not be subject to debate or amendment. When made, it shall be decided without intervening motion, except one motion to adjourn.
(6) If the House adopts a motion to resolve into closed session,
the Speaker shall then be authorized to declare a recess subject to
the call of the Chair. At the expiration of such recess, the pending
question, in closed session, shall be, "Shall the House approve the
recommendation of the select committee?"
(7) After not more than two hours of debate on the motion,
such debate to be equally divided and controlled by the chairman
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and ranking minority member of the select committee, or their designees, the previous question shall be considered as ordered and
the House, without intervening motion except one motion to adjourn, shall immediately vote on the question, in open session but
without divulging the information with respect to which the vote
is being taken. If the recommendation of the select committee is
not agreed to, the question shall be deemed recommitted to the select committee for further recommendation.
(c)(1) No information in the possession of the select committee
relating to the lawful intelligence or intelligence-related activities
of any department or agency of the United States which has been
classified under established security procedures and which the select committee, pursuant to paragraphs (a) or (b) of this clause, has
determined should not be disclosed shall be made available to any
person by a Member, officer, or employee of the House except as
provided in subparagraphs (2) and (3).
(2) The select committee shall, under such regulations as the
committee shall prescribe, make any information described in subaragraph (1) available to any other committee or any other Member of the House and permit any other Member of the House to attend any hearing of the committee which is closed to the public.
Whenever the select committee makes such information available
(other than to the Speaker), the committee shall keep a written
record showing, in the case of any particular information, which
committee or which Members of the House received such information. No Member of the House who, and no committee which, receives any information under this subparagraph, shall disclose
such information except in a closed session of the House.
(3) The select committee shall permit the Speaker to attend
any meeting of the committee and to have access to any informa-tion in the possession of the committee.
(d) The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct shall investigate any unauthorized disclosure of intelligence or intelligence-related information by a Member, officer, or employee of the
House in violation of paragraph (c) and report to the House concerning any allegation which it finds to be substantiated.
(e) Upon the request of any person who is subject to any such
investigation, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct shall
release to such individual at the conclusion of its investigation a
summary of its investigation, together with its findings. If, at the
conclusion of its investigation, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct determines that there has been a significant breach
of confidentiality or unauthorized disclosure by a Member, officer,
or employee of the House, it shall report its findings to the House
and recommend appropriate action such as censure, removal from
committee membership, or expulsion from the House, in the case
of a Member, or removal from office or employment or punishment
for contempt, in the case of an officer or employee.
8. The select committee is authorized to permit any personal
representative of the President, designated by the President to
serve as a liaison to such committee, to attend any closed meeting
of such committee.
9. Subject to the rules of the House, no funds shall be appropriated for any fiscal year, with the exception of a continuing bill
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or resolution continuing appropriations, or amendment thereto, or
conference report thereon, to, or for use of, any department or
agency of the United States to carry out any of the following activities, unless such funds shall have been previously authorized by a
bill or joint resolution passed by the House during the same or preceding fiscal year to carry out such activity for such fiscal year:
(a) The activities of the Central Intelligence Agency and
the Director of Central Intelligence.
(b) The activities of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
(c) The activities of the National Security Agency.
(d) The intelligence and intelligence-related activities of
other agencies and subdivisions of the Department of Defense.
(e) The intelligence and intelligence-related activities of
the Department of State.
(f) The intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, including all activities of the
Intelligence Division.
10. (a) As used in this rule, the term "intelligence and intelligence-related activities" includes (1) the collection, analysis, production, dissemination, or use of information which relates to any
foreign country, or any government, political group, party, military
force, movement, or other association in such foreign country, and
which relates to the defense, foreign policy, national security, or related policies of the United States, and other activity which is in
support of such activities; (2) activities taken to counter similar activities directed against the United States; (3) covert or clandestine
activities affecting the relations of the United States with any foreign government, political group, party, military force, movement,
or other association; (4) the collection, analysis, production, dissemination, or use of information about activities o persons within
the United States, its territories and possessions, or nationals of
the United States abroad whose political and related activites pose,
or may be considered by any department, agency, bureau, office, division, instrumentality, or employee of the United States to pose,
a threat to the internal security of the United States, and covert
or clandestine activities directed against such persons.
* (b) As used in this rule, the term "department or agency" includes any organization, committee, council, establishment, or office within the Federal Government.
(c) For purposes of this rule, reference to any department,
agency, bureau, or subdivision shall include a reference to any successor department, agency, bureau, or subdivision to the extent
that such successor engages in intelligence or intelligence-related
activities now conducted by the department, agency, bureau, or
subdivision referred to in this rule.
11. Clause 6(a) of rule XVIII does not apply to conference
committee meetings respecting legislation (or any part thereof) reported from the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence.
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TITLE V-ACCOUNTABILITY FOR INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVITIES '
GENERAL CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PROVISIONS

SEC. 501. [[50 U.S.C. 413] (aW)U The President shall ensure
that the intelligence committees are kept fully and currently informed of the intelligence activities of the United States, including
any significant anticipated intelligence activity as required by this
title.
(2) As used in this title, the term "intelligence committees"
means the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate and the
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives.
(3) Nothing in this title shall be construed as requiring the approval of the intelligence committees as a condition precedent to
the initiation of any significant anticipated intelligence activity.
(b) The President shall ensure that any illegal intelligence activity is reported promptly to the intelligence committees, as well
as any corrective action that has been taken or is planned in connection with such illegal activity.
(c) The President and the intelligence committees shall each
establish such procedures as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this title.
(d) The House of Representatives and the Senate shall each establish, by rule or resolution of such House, procedures to protect
from unauthorized disclosure all classified information, and all information relating to intelligence sources and methods, that is furnished to the intelligence committees or to Members of Congress
under this title. Such procedures shall be established in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence. In accordance with
such procedures, each of the intelligence committees shall promptly
call to the attention of its respective House, or to any appropriate
committee or committees of its respective House, any matter relating to intelligence activities requiring the attention of such House
or such committee or committees.
(e) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as authority to withhold information from the intelligence committees on the grounds
that providing the information to the intelligence committees would
constitute the unauthorized disclosure of classified information or
information relating to intelligence sources and methods.
(f) As used in this section, the term "intelligence activities" includes covert actions as defined in section 503(e).
REPORTING OF INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN COVERT
ACTIONS

SEC. 502. [50 U.S.C. 413al To the extent consistent with due
regard for the protection from unauthorized disclosure of classified
information relating to sensitive intelligence sources and methods
or other exceptionally sensitive matters, the Director of Central Intelligence and the heads of all departments, agencies, and other en'This title is also set out post at page 409 along with other materials relating to congressional
oversight of intelligence activities.
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tities of the United States Government involved in intelligence activities shall(1) keep the intelligence committees fully and currently informed of all intelligence activities, other than a covert action
(as defined in section 503(e)), which are the responsibility of,
are engaged in by, or are carried out for or on behalf of, any
department, agency, or entity of the United States Government, including any significant anticipated intelligence activity
and any significant intelligence failure; and
(2) furnish the intelligence committees any information or
material concerning intelligence activities, other than covert
actions, which is within their custody or control, and which is
requested by either of the intelligence committees in order to
carry out its authorized responsibilities.
PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL AND REPORTING OF COVERT ACTIONS
SEC. 503. [50 U.S.C. 413b1 (a) The President may not authorize the conduct of a covert action by departments, agencies, or entities of the United States Government unless the President determines such an action is necessary to support identifiable foreign
policy objectives of the United States and is important to the national security of the United States, which determination shall be
set forth in a finding that shall meet each of the following conditions:
(1) Each finding shall be in writing, unless immediate action by the United States is required and tinme does not permit
the preparation of a written finding, in which,,case a written
record of the President's decision shall be contemporaneously
made and shall be reduced to a written finding as soon as possible but in no event more than 48 hours after the decision is
made.
(2) Except as permitted by paragraph (1), a finding may
not authorize or sanction a covert action, or any aspect of any
such action, which already has occurred.
(3) Each finding shall specify each department, agency, or
entity of the United States Government authorized to fimd or
otherwise participate in any significant way in such action.
Any employee, contractor, or contract agent of a department,
agency, or entity of the United States Government other than
the Central Intelligence Agency directed to participate in any
way in a covert action shall be subject either to the policies
and regulations of the Central Intelligence Agency, or to written policies or regulations adopted by such department, agency, or entity, to govern such participation.
(4) Each finding shall specify whether it is contemplated
that any third party which is not an element of, or a contractor
or contract agent of,. the United States Government, or is not
otherwise subject to United States Government policies and
regulations, will be used to fund or otherwise participate in
any significant way in the covert action concerned, or be used
to undertake the covert action concerned on behalf of the United States.
(5) A finding may not authorize any action that would violate the Constitution or any statute of the United States.
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(b) To the extent consistent with due regard for the protection
from unauthorized disclosure of classified information relating to
sensitive intelligence sources and methods or other exceptionally
sensitive matters, the Director of Central Intelligence and the
heads of all departments, agencies, and entities of the United
States Government involved in a covert action(1) shall keep the intelligence committees fully and currently informed of all covert actions which are the responsibility of, are engaged in by, or are carried out for or on behalf
of, any department, agency, or entity of the United States Government, including significant failures; and
(2) shall furnish to the intelligence committees any information or material concerning covert actions which is in the
possession, custody, or control of any department, agency, or
entity of the United States Government and which is requested
by either of the intelligence committees in order to carry out
its authorized responsibilities.
(c)(1) The President shall ensure that any finding approved
pursuant to subsection (a) shall be reported to the intelligence committees as soon as possible after such approval and before the initiation of the covert action authorized by the finding, except as otherwise provided in paragraph (2) and paragraph (3).
(2) If the President determines that it is essential to limit access to the finding to meet extiaordinary circumstances affecting
vital interests of the United States, the finding may be reported to
the chairmen and ranking minority members of the intelligence
committees, the Speaker and minority leader of the House of Representatives, the majority and minority leaders of the Senate, and
such other member or members of the congressional leadership as
may be included by the President.
(3) Whenever a finding is not reported pursuant to paragraph
(1) or (2) of this section, the President shall fully inform the intelligence committees in a timely fashion and shall provide a statement of the reasons for not giving prior notice.
(4) In a case under paragraph (1), (2), or (3), a copy of the finding, signed by the President, shall be provided to the chairman of
each intelligence committee. When access to a finding is limited to
the Members of Congress specified in paragraph (2), a statement
of the reasons for limiting such access shall also be provided.
(d) The President shall ensure that the intelligence committees, or, if applicable, the Members of Congress specified in subsection (c)(2), are notified of any significant change in a previously
approved covert action, or any significant undertaking pursuant to
a previously approved finding, in the same manner as findings are
reported pursuant to subsection (c).
(e) As used in this title, the term "covert action" means an activity or activities of the United States Government to influence political, economic, or military conditions abroad, where it is intended
that the role of the United States Government will not be apparent
or acknowledged publicly, but does not include(1) activities the primary purpose of which is to acquire intelligence, traditional counterintelligence activities, traditional
activities to improve or maintain the operational security of
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United States Government programs, or administrative activities;
(2) traditional diplomatic or military activities or routine
support to such activities;
(3) traditional law enforcement activities conducted by
United States Government law enforcement agencies or routine support to such activities; or
(4) activities to provide routine support to the overt activities (other than activities described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3))
of other United States Government agencies abroad.
(f) No covert action may be conducted which is intended to influence United States political processes, public opinion, policies, or
media.
FUNDING OF INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

SEC. 504. [50 U.S.C. 4141 (a) Appropriated funds available to
an intelligence agency may be obligated or expended for an intelligence or intelligence-related activity only if(1) those funds were specifically authorized by the Congress for use for such activities; or
(2) in the case of funds from the Reserve for Contingencies
of the Central Intelligence Agency and consistent with the provisions of section 503 of this Act concerning any significant anticipated intelligence activity, the Director of Central Intelligence has notified the appropriate congressional committees
of the intent to make such funds available for such activity; or
(3) in the case of funds specifically authorized by the Congress for a different activity(A) the activity to be funded is a higher priority intelligence or intelligence-related activity;
(B) the need for funds for such activity is based on
unforseen requirements; and
(C) the Director of Central Intelligence, the Secretary
of Defense, or the Attorney General, as appropriate, has
notified the appropriate congressional committees of the
intent to make such funds available for such activity;
(4) nothing in this subsection prohibits obligation or expenditure of funds available to an intelligence agency in accordance with sections 1535 and 1536 of title 31, United States
Code.
(b) Funds available to an intelligence agency may not be made
available for any intelligence or intelligence-related activity for
which funds were denied by the Congress.
(c) No funds appropriated for, or otherwise available to, any department, agency, or entity of the United States Government may
be expended, or may be directed to be expended, for any covert action, as defined in section 503(e), unless and until a Presidential
finding required by subsection (a) of section 503 has been signed
or otherwise issued in accordance with that subsection.
(dXl) Except as otherwise specifically provided by law, funds
available to an intelligence agency that are not appr. priated funds
may be obligated or expended fie an intelligence or intelligence-related activity only if those funds are used for activities reported to
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the appropriate congressional committees pursuant to procedures
which identify(A) the types of activities for which nonappropriated funds
may be expended; and
(B) the circumstances under which an activity must be reported as a significant anticipated intelligence activity before
such funds can be expended.
(2) Procedures for purposes of paragraph (1) shall be jointly
agreed upon by the intelligence committees and, as appropriate,
the Director of Central Intelligence or the Secretary of Defense.
(e) As used in this section(1) the term "intelligence agency' means any department,
agency, or other entity of the United States involved in intelligence or intelligence-related activities;
(2) the term "appropriate congressional committees" means
the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Committee on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and
the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Committee on
Appropriations of the Senate; and
(3)the term "specifically authorized by the Congress"
means that(A) the activity and the amount of funds proposed to
be used for that activity were identified in a formal budget
request to the Congress, but funds shall be deemed to be
specifically authorized for that activity only to the extent
that the Congress both authorized the funds to be appropriated for that activity and appropriated the funds for
that activity; or
(B) although the funds were not formally requested,
the Congress both specifically authorized the appropriation
of the funds for the activity and appropriated the funds for
the activity.
NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF CERTAIN TRANSFERS OF DEFENSE ARTICLES
AND DEFENSE SERVICES
SEC. 505. 150 U.S.C. 4151 (aX(1) The transfer of a defense article or defense service, or the anticipated transfer in any fiscal year
of any aggregation of defense articles or defense services, exceeding
$1,000,000 in value by an intelligence agency to a recipient outside
that agency shall be considered a significant anticipated intelligence activity for the purpose of this title.
(2) Paragraph (1) does not apply if(A) the transfer is being made to a department, agency, or
other entity of the United States (so long as there will not be
a subsequent retransfer of the defense articles or defense services outside the United States Government in conjunction with
an intelligence or intelligence-related activity); or
(B) the transfer(i) is being made pursuant to authorities contained in
part II of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, the Arms Export Control Act, title 10 of the United States Code (including a law enacted pursuant to section 7307(bXl) of
that title), or the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, and
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(ii) is not being made in conjunction with an intelligence or intelligence-related activity.
(3) An intelligence agency may not transfer any defense articles or defense services outside the agency in conjunction with any
intelligence or intelligence-related activity for which funds were denied by the Congress.
(b) As used in this section(1) the term "intelligence agency. means any department,
agency, or other entity of the United States involved in intelligence or intelligence-related activities;
(2) the terms "defense articles" and "defense services"
mean the items on the United States Munitions List pursuant
to section 38 of the Arms Export Control Act (22 CFR part
121);
(3) the term "transfer" means(A) in the case of defense articles, the transfer of possession of those articles; and
(B) in the case of defense services, the provision of
those services; and
(4) the term "value" means(A) in the case of defense articles, the greater of(i) the original acquisition cost to the United
States Government, plus the cost of improvements or
other modifications made by or on behalf of the Government; or
(ii) the replacement cost; and
(B) in the case of defense services, the full cost to the
Government of providing the services.
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AN ACT To promote the national security by providing for a Secretary of Defense;
for a National Military Establishment; for a Department of the Army, a Department of the Navy, and a Department of the Air Force; and for the coordination
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and agencies of the Government concerned with the national security.
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601. Protection of identities of certain United States undercover intelligence officers, agents, informants, and sources.
602. Defenses and exceptions.
603. Report.
604. Extraterritorial jurisdiction.
605. Providing information to Congress.
606. Definitions.

TITLE VII-PROTECTION OF OPERATIONAL FILES OF THE CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Sec. 701. Exemption of certain operational files from search, review, publication, or
disclosure.
Sec. 702. Decennial review of exempted operational files.
DECLARATION OF POLICY
SEC. 2. [50 U.S.C. 4011 In enacting this legislation, it is the
intent of Congress to provide a comprehensive program for the future security of the United States; to provide for the establishment
of integrated policies and procedures for the departments, agencies,
and functions of the Government relating to the national security;
to provide a Department of Defense, including the three military
Departments of the Army, the Navy (including naval aviation and
the United States Marine Corps), and the Air Force under the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense; to provide that each military department shall be separately organized
under its own Secretary and shall function under the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense; to provide for their
unified direction under civilian control of the Secretary of Defense
but not to merge these departments or services; to provide for the
establishment of unified or specified combatant commands, and a
clear and direct line of command to such commands; to eliminate
unnecessary duplication in the Department of Defense, and particularly in the field of research and engineering by vesting its
overall direction and control in the Secretary of Defense; to provide
2' Section

repealed without amending table of contents.
Item editorially inserted.
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more effective, efficient, and economical administration in the Department of Defense; to provide for the unified strategic direction
of the combatant forces, for their operation under unified command, and for their integration into an efficient team of land,
naval, and air forces but not to establish a single Chief of Staff
over the armed forces nor an overall armed forces general staff.
DEFINITIONS

3. [50 U.S.C. 401a] As used in this Act:
(1) The term "intelligence" includes foreign intelligence
and counterintelligence.
(2) The term "foreign intelligence" means information relating to the capabilities, intentions, or activities of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign
persons.
(3) The term "counterintelligence" means information gathered and activities conducted to protect against espionage,
other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassinations conducted by or on behalf of foreign governments or elements
thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign persons, or international terrorist activities.
(4) The term "intelligence community" includes(A) the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence,
which shall include the Office of the Deputy Director of
Central Intelligence, the National Intelligence Council (as
provided for in section 105(b)(3)), and such other offices as
the Director may designate;
(B) the Central Intelligence Agency;
(C) the National Security Agency;
(D) the Defense Intelligence Agency;
(E) the central imagery authority within the Department of Defense;
(F) the National Reconnaissance Office;
(G) other offices within the Department of Defense for
the collection of specialized national intelligence through
reconnaissance programs;
(H) the intelligence elements of the Army, the Navy,
the Air Force, the Marine Corps, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of the Treasury, and the Department of Energy;
(I) the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the Department of State; and
(J) such other elements of any other department or
agency as may be designated by the President, or designated ointly by the Director of Central Intelligence and
the head of the department or agency concerned, as an element of the intelligence community.
(5) The terms 'national intelligence" and "intelligence related to the national security(A) each refer to intelligence which pertains to the interests of more than one department or agency of the Government; and
(B) do not refer to counterintelligence or law enforcement activities conducted by the Federal Bureau of InvesSEC.
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tigation except to the extent provided for in procedures
agreed to by the Director of Central Intelligence and the
Attorney General, or otherwise as expressly provided for in
this title.
(6) The term "National Foreign Intelligence Program" refers to all programs, projects, and activities of the intelligence
community, as well as any other programs of the intelligence
community designated jointly by the Director of Central Intelligence and the head of a United States department or agency
or by the President. Such term does not include programs,
projects, or activities of the military departments to acquire intelligence solely for the planning and conduct of tactical military operations by United States Armed Forces.
TITLE I-COORDINATION FOR NATIONAL SECURITY
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

SEC. 101. [50 U.S.C. 4021 (a) There is hereby established a
council to be known as the National Security Council (thereinafter
in this section referred to as the "Council").
The President of the United States shall preside over meetings
of the Council: Provided, That in his absence he may designate a
member of the Council to preside in his place.
The function of the Council shall be to advise the President
with respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and military
policies relating to the national security so as to enable the military services and the other departments and agencies of the Government to cooperate more effectively in matters involving the national security.
The Council shall be composed of
(1) the President;
(2) the Vice President;
(3) the Secretary of State;
(4) the Secretary of Defense;
(5) the Director for Mutual Security;
(6) the Chairman of the National Security Resources
Board; and
(7) The Secretaries and Under Secretaries of other executive departments and the military departments, the Chairman
of the Munitions Board, and the Chairman of the Research and
Development Board, when appointed by the President by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, to serve at his
pleasure.
(b) In addition to performing such other functions as the President may direct, for the purpose of more effectively coordinating
the policies and functions of the departments and agencies of the
Government relating to the national security, it shall, subject to
the direction of the President, be the duty of the Council'The poitions of Director for Mutual Security, Chairman of the National Security Resources
Board, Chairman of the Munitions Board, and Chairman of the Research and Development
Board have been abolished by various Reorganiztion Plans. The statutory members of the National Security Council are the President, Vice President, Secretary of State, and Secretary of
Defense.
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(1) to assess and appraise the objectives, commitments,
and risks of the United States in relation to our actual and potential military power, in the interest of national security, for
the purpose of making recommendations to the President in
connection therewith; and
(2) to consider policies on matters of common interest to
the departments and agencies of the Government concerned
with the national security, and to make recommendations to
the President in connection therewith.
(c) The Council shall have a staff to be headed by a civilian executive secretary who shall be appointed by the President, and who
shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 a year. I The executive secretary, subject to the direction of the Council, is hereby
authorized, subject to the civil-service laws and the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended, 2 to appoint and fix the compensation of
such personnel as may be necessary to perform such duties as may
be prescribed by the Council in connection with the performance of
its functions.
(d) The Council shall, from time to time, make such recommendations, and such other reports to the President as it deems
appropriate or as the President may require.
(e) The Chairman (or in his absence the Vice Chairman) of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff may, in his role as principal military adviser
to the National Security Council and subject to the direction of the
President, attend and participate in meetings of the National Security Council.
(f) The Director of National Drug Control Policy may, in his
role as principal adviser to the National Security Council on national drug control policy, and subject to the direction of the President, attend and participate in meetings of the National Security
Council. 3
(g) The President shall establish with the National Security
Council a board to be known as the "Board for Low Intensity Conflict". The principal function of the board shall be to coordinate the
policies of the United States for low intensity conflict.
(h) The Director of Central Intelligence (or, in the Director's
absence, the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence) may, in the
performance of the Director's duties under this Act and subject to
the direction of the President, attend and participate in meetings
of the National Security Council.
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SEC. 102. i50 U.S.C. 4031 (a)(1) There is hereby established a
Central Intelligence Agency.
I The specification of the salary of the head of the National Security Council staff is obsolete
and
has been superseded.
2
The Classification Act of 1923 was repealed by the Classification Act of 1949. The Classification Act of 1949 was repealed by the law enacting title 5, United States Code (Public Law 89544, Sept. 6, 1966, 80 Stat. 378), and its provisions were codified as chapter 51 and subchapter
53 of title 5. Section 7(b) of that Act (80 Stat. 631) provided: 'A reference to a law replaced
by sections 1-6 of this Act, including a reference in a regulation, order, or other law, is deemed
to 3refer to the corresponding provision enacted by this Act."
The amendment made by §1003(aX3) of P.L. 100-690 (102 Stat. 4182), redesignating subsection (f0 as (g) and adding a new Mf)is repealed by section 1009 of P.L. 100-690 (102 Stat.
4188), effective Nov. 18, 1993.
1
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(2) There shall be a Director of Central Intelligence who shall
be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate. The Director shall(A) serve as head of the United States intelligence community;
(B) act as the principal adviser to the President for intelligence matters related to the national security; and
(C) serve as head of the Central Intelligence Agency.
(b) To assist the Director of Central Intelligence in carrying out
the Director's responsibilities under this Act, there shall be a Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, who shall be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, who
shall act for, and exercise the powers of, the Director during the
Director's absence or disability.
(c)(1) The Director or Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
may be appointed from among the commissioned officers of the
Armed Forces, or from civilian life, but at no time shall both positions be simultaneously occupied by commissioned officers of the
Armed Forces, whether in an active or retired status.
(2) It is the sense of the Congress that under ordinary circumstances, it is desirable that either the Director or the Deputy
Director be a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces or that either such appointee otherwise have, by training or experience, an
appreciation of military intelligence activities and requirements.
(3)A) A commissioned officer of the Armed Forces appointed
pursuant to paragraph (2) or (3), while serving in such position(i) shall not be subject to supervision or control by the Secretary of Defense or by any officer or employee of the Department of Defense;
(ii) shall not exercise, by reason of the officer's status as
a commissioned officer, any supervision or control with respect
to any of the military or civilian personnel of the Department
of Defense except as otherwise authorized by law; and
(iii) shall not be counted against the numbers and percentages of commissioned officers of the rank and grade of such officer authorized for the military department of which such officer is a member.
(B) Except as provided in clause (i) or (ii) of paragraph (A), the
appointment of a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces pursuant to paragraph (2) or (3) shall in no way affect the status, position, rank, or grade of such officer in the Armed Forces, or any
emolument, perquisite, right, privilege, or benefit incident to or
arising out of any such status, position, rank, or grade.
(C) A commissioned officer of the Armed Forces appointed pursuant to subsection (a) or (b), while serving in such position, shall
continue to receive military pay and allowances (including retired
pay) payable to a commissioned officer of the officer's grade and
length of service for which the appropriate military department
shall be reimbursed from funds available to the Director of Central
Intelligence.
(d) The Office of the Director of Central Intelligence shall, for
administrative purposes, be within the Central Intelligence Agency.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
SEC. 103. [50 U.S.C. 403-31 (a) PROVISION OF INTELLIGENCE.(1) Under the direction of the National Security Council, the Director of Central Intelligence shall be responsible for providing national intelligence(A) to the President;
(B) to the heads of departments and agencies of the executive branch;
(C) to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and senior
military commanders; and
(D) where appropriate, to the Senate and House of Representatives and the committees thereof.
(2) Such national intelligence should be timely, objective, independent of political considerations, and based upon all sources
available to the intelligence community.

(b) NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE COuNCIL.-41)(A) There is estab-

lished within the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence the
National Intelligence Council (hereafter in this section referred to
as the "Council"). The Council shall be composed of senior analysts
within the intelligence community and substantive experts from
the public and private sector, who shall be appointed by, report to,
and serve at the pleasure of, the Director of Central Intelligence.
(B) The Director shall prescribe appropriate security requirements for personnel appointed from the private sector as a condition of service on the Council to ensure the protection of intelligence sources and methods while avoiding, wherever possible, unduly intrusive requirements which the Director considers to be unnecessary for this purpose.
(2) The Council shall(A) produce national intelligence estimates for the Government, including, whenever the Council considers appropriate,
alternative views held by elements of the intelligence community; and
(B) otherwise assist the Director in carrying out the responsibilities described in subsection (a).
(3) Within their respective areas of expertise and under the direction of the Director, the members of the Council shall constitute
the senior intelligence advisers of the intelligence community for
purposes of representing the views of the intelligence community
within the Government.
(4) The Director shall make available to the Council such staff
as may be necessary to permit the Council to carry out its responsibilities under this subsection and shall take appropriate measures to ensure that the Council and its staff satisfy the needs of
policymaking officials and other consumers of intelligence.
(5) The heads of elements within the intelligence community
shall, as appropriate, furnish such support to the Council, including the preparation of intelligence analyses, as may be required by
the Director.
(c) HEAD OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY.-In the Director's
capacity as head of the intelligence community, the Director shall-
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(1) develop and present to the President an annual budget
for the National Foreign Intelligence Program of the United
States;
(2) establish the requirements and priorities to govern the
collection of national intelligence by elements of the intelligence community;
(3) promote and evaluate the utility of national intelligence
to consumers within the Government;
(4) eliminate waste and unnecessary duplication within
the intelligence community;
(5) protect intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure; and
(6) perform such other functions as the President or the
National Security Council may direct.
(d) HEAD OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.-In the Director's capacity as head of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Director shall(1) collect intelligence through human sources and by other
appropriate means, except that the Agency shall have no police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security
functions;
(2) provide overall direction for the collection of national
intelligence through human sources by elements of the intelligence community authorized to undertake such collection
and, in coordination with other agencies of the Government
which are authorized to undertake such collection, ensure that
the most effective use is made of resources and that the risks
to the United States and those involved in such collection are
minimized;
(3) correlate and evaluate intelligence related to the national security and providing appropriate dissemination of such
intelligence;
(4) perform such additional services as are of common concern to the elements of the intelligence community, which services the Director of Central Intelligence determines can be
more efficiently accomplished centrally; and
(5) perform such other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national security as the President or
the National Security Council may direct.
AUTHORITIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

SEC. 104. [50 U.S.C. 403-41 (a) ACCESS TO INTELLIGENCE.-To
the extent recommended by the National Security Council and approved by the President, the Director of Central Intelligence shall
have access to all intelligence related to the national security which
is collected by any department, agency, or other entity of the United States.
(b) APPROVAL OF BUDGETS.-The Director of Central Intelligence shall provide guidance to elements of the intelligence community for the preparation of their annual budgets and shall approve such budgets before their incorporation in the National Foreign Intelligence Program.
(c) ROLE OF DCI IN REPROGRAMMING.-No funds made available under the National Foreign Intelligence Program may be re-
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programmed by any element of the intelligence community without
the prior approval of the Director of Central Intelligence except in
accordance with procedures issued by the Director.
(d) TRANSFER OF FUNDS OR PERSONNEL WITHIN THE NATIONAL
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM.-(1) In addition to any other au-

thorities available under law for such purposes, the Director of
Central Intelligence, with the approval! of the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget, may transfer funds appropriated for
a program within the National Foreign Intelligence Program to another such program and, in accordance with procedures to be developed by the Director and the heads of affected departments and
agencies, may transfer personnel authorized for an element of the
intelligence community to another such element for periods up to
a year.
(2) A transfer of funds or personnel may be made under this
subsection only if(A) the funds or personnel are being transferred to an activity that is a higher priority intelligence activity;
(B) the need for funds or personnel for such activity is
based on unforeseen requirements;
(C) the transfer does not involve a transfer of funds to the
Reserve for Contingencies of the Central Intelligence Agency;
(D) the transfer does not involve a transfer of funds or personnel from the Federal Bureau of Investigation; and
(E) the Secretary or head of the department which contains the affected element or elements of the intelligence community does not object to such transfer.
(3) Funds transferred under this subsection shall remain available for the same period as the appropriations account to which
transferred.
(4) Any transfer of funds under this subsection shall be carried
out in accordance with existing procedures applicable to
reprogramming notifications for the appropriate congressional committees. Any proposed transfer for which notice is given to the appropriate congressional committees shall be accompanied by a report explaining the nature of the proposed transfer and how it satisfies the requirements of this subsection. In addition, the Select
Committee on Intelligence of the Senate and the Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives shall be
promptly notified of any transfer of funds made pursuant to this
subsection in any case in which the transfer would not have otherwise required reprogramming notification under procedures in effect as of the date of the enactment of this section.
(5) The Director shall promptly submit to the Select Committee
on Intelligence of the Senate and to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and, in the case
of the transfer of personnel to or from the Department of Defense,
the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and House of
Representatives, a report on any transfer of personnel made pursuant to this subsection. The Director shall include in any such report an explanation of the nature of the transfer and how it satisfies the requirements of this subsection.
(e) COORDINATION WITH FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.-Under the
direction of the National Security Council and in a manner consist-
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ent with section 207 of the Foreign Service Act of 1980 (22 U.S.C.
3927), the Director shall coordinate the relationships between elements of the intelligence community and the intelligence or secu.
rity services of foreign governments on all matters involving intel.
ligence related to the national security or involving intelligence acquired through clandestine means.
(f) USE OF PERSONNEL.-The Director shall, in coordination
with the heads of departments and agencies with elements in the
intelligence community, institute policies and programs within the
intelligence community-

(1) to provide for the rotation of personnel between the elements of the intelligence community, where appropriate, and
to make such rotated service a factor to be considered for promotion to senior positions; and
(2) to consolidate, wherever possible, personnel, administrative, and security programs to reduce the overall costs of
these activities within the intelligence community.
(g) TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF CIA EMPLOYEES.-Not-

withstanding the provisions of any other law, the Director may, in
the Director s discretion, terminate the employment of any officer
or employee of the Central Intelligence Agency whenever the Director shall deem such termination necessary or advisable in the interests of the United States. Any such termination shall not affect
the right of the officer or employee terminated to seek or accept
employment in any other department or agency of the Government
if declared eligible for such employment by the Office of Personnel
Management.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE PERTAINING TO
THE NATIONAL FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
SEC. 105. 150 U.S.C. 403-51 (a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary
of Defense shall(1) ensure that the budgets of the elements of the intelligence community within the Department of Defense are adequate to satisfy the overall intelligence needs of the Department of Defense, including the needs of the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the commanders of the unified and
specified commands and, wherever such elements are performing governmentwide functions, the needs of other departments
and agencies;
(2) ensure appropriate implementation of the policies and
resource decisions of the Director of Central Intelligence by elements of the Department of Defense within the National Foreign Intelligence Program;
(3) ensure that the tactical intelligence activities of the Department of Defense complement and are compatible with intelligence activities under the National Foreign Intelligence
Program;
(4) ensure that the elements of the intelligence community
within the Department of Defense are responsive and timely
with respect to satisfying the needs of operational military
forces;
(5) eliminate waste and unnecessary duplication among
the intelligence activities of the Department of Defense; and
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(6) ensure that intelligence activities of the Department of
Defense are conducted jointly where appropriate.
(b) RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS.-Consistent with sections 103 and 104 of this Act, the Secretary of Defense shall ensure(1) through the National Security Agency (except as otherwise directed by the President or the National Security Council), the continued operation of an effective unified organization
for the conduct of signals intelligence activities and shall ensure that the product is disseminated in a timely manner to
authorized recipients;
(2) through a central imagery authority (except as otherwise directed by the President or the National Security Council), with appropriate representation from the intelligence community, the continued operation of an effective unified organization within the Department of Defense for carrying out
tasking of imagery collection, for the coordination of imagery
processing and exploitation activities, and for ensuring the dissemination of imagery in a timely manner to authorized recipients;
(3) through the National Reconnaissance Office (except as
otherwise directed by the President or the National Security
Council), the continued operation of an effective unified organization for the research and development, acquisition, and operation of overhead reconnaissance systems necessary to satisfy
the requirements of all elements of the intelligence community;
(4) through the Defense Intelligence Agency (except as otherwise directed by the President or the National Security
Council), the continued operation of an effective unified system
within the Department of Defense for the production of timely,
objective military and military-related intelligence, based upon
all sources available to the intelligence community, and shall
ensure the appropriate dissemination of such intelligence to
authorized recipients;
(5) through the Defense Intelligence Agency (except as otherwise directed by the President or the National Security
Council), effective management of Department of Defense
human intelligence activities, including defense attaches; and
(6) that the military departments maintain sufficient capabilities to collect and produce intelligence to meet(A) the requirements of the Director of Central Intelligence;
(B) the requirements of the Secretary of Defense or
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff;
(C) the requirements of the unified and specified combatant commands and of joint operations; and
(D) the specialized requirements of the military departments for intelligence necessary to support tactical
commanders, military planners, the research and develop-

ment process, the acquisition of military equipment, and
training and doctrine.
(c) USE OF ELEMENTS OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE.-The Secretary of Defense, in carrying out the functions described in this
section, may use such elements of the Department of Defense as
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may be appropriate for the execution of those functions in addition
to, or in lieu of, the elements identified in this section.
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5 United States Code.
SEC. 17. [60 U.S.C. 403q] INSPECTOR

GENERAL FOR THE AGENCY.

(a) PURPOSE; ESTABLISHMENT.-In order to(1) create an objective and effective office, appropriately accountable to Congress, to initiate and conduct independently
inspections, investigations, and audits relating to programs
and operations of the Agency;
(2) provide leadership and recommend policies designed to
promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the administration of such programs and operations, and detect fraud and
abuse in such programs and operations;
(3) provide a means for keeping the Director fully and currently informed about problems and deficiencies relating to the
administration of such programs and operations, and the necessity for and the progress of corrective actions; and
(4) in the manner prescribed by this section, ensure that
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (hereafter in this
section referred to collectively as the "intelligence committees")
are kept similarly informed of significant problems and deficiencies as well as the necessity for and the progress of corrective actions,
there is hereby established in the Agency an Office of Inspector
General (hereafter in this section referred to as the "Office").

(b) APPOINTMENT; SUPERVISION; REMOVAL.-(1) There shall be

at the head of the Office an Inspector General who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate. This appointment shall be made without regard to political
affiliation and shall be solely on the basis of integrity, compliance
with the security standards of the Agency, and prior experience in
the field of foreign intelligence. Such appointment shall also be
made on the basis of demonstrated ability in accounting, financial
analysis, law, management analysis, or public administration.
(2) The Inspector General shall report directly to and be under
the general supervision of the Director.
(3) The Director may prohibit the Inspector General from initiating, carrying out, or completing any audit, inspection, or investigation if the Director determines that such prohibition is necessary to protect vital national security interests of the United
States.
(4) If the Director exercises any power under paragraph (3), he
shall submit an appropriately classified statement of the reasons
for the exercise of such power within seven days to the intelligence
committees. The Director shall advise the Inspector General at the
time such report is submitted, and, to the extent consistent with
the protection of intelligence sources and methods, provide the Inspector General with a copy of any such report. In such cases, the
Inspector General may submit such comments to the intelligence
committees that he considers appropriate.
(5) In accordance with section 535 of title 28, United States
Code, the Director shall report to the Attorney General any infor(60)
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mation, allegation, or complaint received from the Inspector Ge
eral, relating to violations of Federal criminal law involving any
ficer or employee of the Agency, consistent with such guidelines ,
may be issued by the Attorney General pursuant to subsecti4n
(b)(2) of such section. A copy of all such reports shall be furnish,
to the Inspector General.
(6) The Inspector General may be removed from office only b
the President. The President shall immediately communicate Ad
writing to the intelligence committees the reasons for any such r
moval.
(c) DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.-It shall be the duty and r

sponsibility of the Inspector General appointed under this section,
(1) to provide policy direction for, and to conduct, super.
vise, and coordinate independently, the inspections, investiga.
tions, and audits relating to the programs and operations of
the Agency to ensure they are conducted efficiently and in ae.
cordance with applicable law and regulations;
(2) to keep the Director fully and currently informed con.
cerning violations of law and regulations, fraud and other sen.
ous problems, abuses and deficiencies that may occur in such
programs and operations, and to report the progress made in
implementing corrective action;
(3) to take due regard for the protection of intelligence
sources and methods in the preparation of all reports issued by
the Office, and, to the extent consistent with the purpose and
objective of such reports, take such measures as may be appropriate to minimize the disclosure of intelligence sources and
methods described in such reports; and
(4) in the execution of his responsibilities, to comply with
generally accepted government auditing standards.

(d) SEMIANNUAL REPORTS; IMMEDIATE REPORTS OF SERIOUS OR
FLAGRANT PROBLEMS; REPORTS OF FUNCTIONAL PROBLEMS.-41)

The Inspector General shall, not later than June 30 and December
31 of each year, prepare and submit to the Director of Central Intelligence a classified semiannual report summarizing the activities
of the Office during the immediately preceding six-month period.
Within thirty days, the Director shall transmit such reports to the
intelligence committees with any comments he may deem appropriate. Such reports shall, at a minimum, include a list of the title
or subject of each inspection, investigation, or audit conducted during the reporting period and(A) a description of significant problems, abuses, and deficiencies relating to the administration of programs and
operations of the Agency identified by the Office during the reporting period;
(B) a description of the recommendations for corrective action made by the Office during the reporting period with respect to significant problems, abuses, or deficiencies identified
in subparagraph (A);
(C) a statement of whether corrective action has been completed on each significant recommendation described in previous semiannual reports, and, in a case where corrective action has been completed, a description of such corrective action;
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(D) a certification that the Inspector General has had full
and direct access to all information relevant to the performance of his functions;
(E) a description of all cases occurring during the reporting
period where the Inspector General could not obtain documentary evidence relevant to any inspection, audit, or investigation
due to his lack of authority to subpoena such information; and
(F) such recommendations as the Inspector General may
wish to make concerning legislation to promote economy and
efficiency in the administration of programs and operations undertaken by the Agency, and to detect and eliminate fraud and
abuse in such programs and operations.
(2) The Inspector General shall report immediately to the Director whenever he becomes aware of particularly serious or flagant problems, abuses, or deficiencies relating to the administration of programs or operations. The Director shall transmit such report to the intelligence committees within seven calendar days, together with any comments he considers appropriate.
(3) In the event that(A) the Inspector General is unable to resolve any differences with the Director affecting the execution of the Inspector General's duties or responsibilities;
(B) an investigation, inspection, or audit carried out by the
Inspector General should focus upon the Director or Acting Director; or
(C) the Inspector General, after exhausting all possible alternatives, is unable to obtain significant documentary information in the course of an investigation, the Inspector General
shall immediately report such matter to the intelligence committees.
(4) Pursuant to Title V of the National Security Act of 1947,
the Director shall submit to the intelligence committees any report
of an inspection, investigation, or audit conducted by the office
which has been requested by the Chairman or Ranking Minority
Member of either committee.
(e) AUTHORITIES OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL.-(1) The Inspector General shall have direct and prompt access to the Director
when necessary for any purpose pertaining to the performance of
his duties.
(2) The Inspector General shall have access to any employee or
any employee of a contractor of the Agency whose testimony is
needed for the performance of his duties. In addition, he shall have
direct access to all records, reports, audits, reviews, documents, papers, recommendations, or other material which relate to the programs and operations with respect to which the Inspector General
has responsibilities under this section. Failure on the part of any
employee or contractor to cooperate with the Inspector General
shall be grounds for appropriate administrative actions by the Director, to include loss of employment or the termination of an existing contractual relationship.
(3) The Inspector General is authorized to receive and investigate complaints or information from any person concerning the
existence of an activity constituting a violation of laws, rules, or
regulations, or mismanagement, gross waste of funds, abuse of au-
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thority, or a substantial and specific danger to the public heaiA
and safety. Once such complaint or information has been receivN
from an employee of the Agency(A) the Inspector General shall not disclose the identity
the employee without the consent of the employee, unless tk
Inspector General determines that such disclosure is unavoid
able during the course of the investigation; and
(B) no action constituting a reprisal, or threat of reprisal
for making such complaint may be taken by any employee 0
the Agency in a position to take such actions, unless the col.
plaint was made or the information was disclosed with the
knowledge that it was false or with willful disregard for it
truth or falsity.
(4) The Inspector General shall have authority to administer to
or take from any person an oath, affirmation, or affidavit, when.
ever necessary in the performance of his duties, which oath affir.
mation, or affidavit when administered or taken by or before at
employee of the Office designated by the Inspector General shajw
have the same force and effect as if administered or taken by or
before an officer having a seal.
(5) The Irspector General shall be provided with appropriate
and adequate office space at central and field office locations, to.
gether with such equipment, office supplies, maintenance services
and communications facilities and services as may be necessary for
the operation of such offices.
(6) Subject to applicable law and the policies of the Director
the Inspector General shall select, appoint and employ such officers
and employees as may be necessary to carry out his functions. In
making such selections, the Inspector General shall ensure that
such officers and employees have the requisite training and experience to enable him to carry out his duties effectively. In this re.
gard, it is the sense of Congress that the Inspector General should
create within his organization a career cadre of sufficient size to
provide appropriate continuity and objectivity needed for the effec.
tive performance of his duties.
(7) Subject to the concurrence of the Director, the Inspector
General may request such information or assistance as may be nec.
essary for carrying out his duties and responsibilities from any
Federal agency. Upon request of the Inspector General for such in.
formation or assistance, the head of the Federal agency involved
shall, insofar as is practicable and not in contravention of any existing statutory restriction or regulation of the Federal agency concerned, furnish to the Inspector General, or to an authorized designee, such information or assistance.
(f) SEPARATE BUDGET AccouNT.-Beginning with fiscal year
1991, and in accordance with procedures to be issued by the Director of Central Intelligence in consultation with the intelligence
committees, the Director of Central Intelligence shall include in the
National Foreign Intelligence Program budget a separate account
for the Office of Inspector General established pursuant to this Section.
(g) TRANSFER.-There shall be transferred to the Office the office of the Agency referred to as the "Office of Inspector GeneraLThe personnel, assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records, and
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uflexpended balances of appropriations, authorizations, allocations,
ndOther funds employed, held, used, arising from, or available to
snch "Office of Inspector General" are hereby transferred to the Office established pursuant to this section.

APPENDIx 6

CHAPTER 36.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE

Section
1801. Definitions
1802. Electronic surveillance authorization without court order; certification by Attorney General; reports to congressional committees;
transmittal under seal; duties and compensation of communication
common carrier; applications; jurisdiction of court
1803. Designation of judges
(a) Court to hear applications and grant orders; record of denial;
transmittal to court of review
(b) Court review; record, transmittal to Supreme Court
(c) Expeditious conduct of proceedings; security measures for maintenance of records
(d) Tenure
1804. Applications for court orders
(a) Submission by Federal officer; approval of Attorney General;
contents
(b) Exclusion of certain information respecting foreign power targets
(c) Additional affidavits or certifications
(d) Additional information
1805. Issuance of order
(a) Necessary findings
(b) Specifications and directions of orders
(c) Exclusion of certain information respecting foreign power targets
(d) Duration of order; extensions; review of circumstances under
which information was acquired, retained or disseminated
(e) Emergency orders
(f) Testing of electronic equipment; discovering unauthorized electronic surveillance; training of intelligence personnel
(g) Retention of certifications, applications and orders
1806. Use of information
(a) Compliance with minimization procedures; privileged communications; lawful purposes
(b) Statement for disclosure
(c) Notification by United States
(d) Notification by States or political subdivisions
(e) Motion to suppress
(f) In camera and ex parte review by district court
(g) Suppression of evidence; denial of motion
(h) Finality of orders
(i) Destruction of unintentionally acquired information
(j) Notification of emergency employment of electronic surveillance;
contents; postponement, suspension or elimination
1807. Report to Administrative Office of the United States Court and to
Congress
1808. Report of Attorney General to congressional committees; limitation
on authority or responsibility of information gathering activities of
418
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congressional committees; report of congressional committees to
Congress
1809. Criminal sanctions
(a) Prohibited activities
(b) Defense
(c) Penalties
(d) Federal jurisdiction
1810. Civil liability
1811. Authorization during time of war

§ 1801. Definitions
As used in this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.]:
(a) "Foreign power" means(1) a foreign government or any component thereof whether or not
recognized by the United States;
(2) a faction of a foreign nation or nations, not substantially composed of United States persons;
(3) an entity that is openly acknowledged by a foreign government or
governments to be directed and controlled by such foreign government or governments;
(4) a group engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation therefor;
(5) a foreign-based political organization, not substantially composed
of United States persons; or
(6) an entity that is directed and controlled by a foreign government
or governments.
(b) '.'Agent of a foreign power" means(1) any person other than a United States person, who(A) acts in the United States as an officer or employee of a foreign
power, or as a member of a foreign power as defined in subsection
(a)(4);
(B) acts for or on behalf of a foreign power which engages in
clandestine intelligence activities in the United States contrary to
the interests of the United States, when the circumstances of such
person's presence in the United States indicate that such person
may engage in such activities in the United States, or when such
person knowingly aids or abets any person in the conduct of such
activities or knowingly conspires with any person to engage in such
activities; or
(2) any person who(A) knowingly engages in clandestine intelligence gathering activities for or on behalf of a foreign power, which activities involve or
may involve a violation of the criminal statutes of the United
States;
419
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(B) pursuant to the direction of an intelligence service or network
of a foreign power, knowingly engages in any other clandestine
intelligence activities for or on behalf of such foreign power, which
activities involve or are about to involve a violation of the criminal
statues of the United States;
(C) knowingly engages in sabotage or international terrorism, or
activities that are in preparation therefor, for or on behalf of a
foreign power; or
(D) knowingly aids or abets any person in the conduct of activities
described in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) or knowingly conspires
with any person to engage in activities described in subparagraph
(A), (B), or (C).
(c) "International terrorism" means activities that(1) involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that are a
violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State, or
that would be a criminal violation if committed within the jurisdiction
of the United States or any State;
(2) appear to be intended(A) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population;
(B) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or
coercion; or
(C) to affect the conduct of a government by assassination or
kidnapping; and
(3) occur totally outside the United States or transcend national
boundaries in terms of the means by which they are accomplished,
the persons they appear intended to coerce or intimidate, or the locale
in which their perpetrators operate or seek asylum.
(d) "Sabotage" means activities that involve a violation of chapter 105 of
title 18, United States Code, [18 USCS §§ 2151 et seq.], or that would
involve such a violation if committed against the United States.
(e) "Foreign intelligence information" means(1) information that relates to, and if concerning a United States
person is necessary to, the ability of the United States to protect
against(A) actual or potential attack or other grave hostile acts of a
foreign power or an agent of a foreign power;
(B) sabotage or international terrorism by a foreign power or an
agent of a foreign power; or
(C) clandestine intelligence activities by an intelligence service or
network of a foreign power or by an agent of a foreign power; or
(2) information with respect to a foreign power or foreign territory
that relates to, and if concerning a United States person is necessary
to-

(A) the national defense or the security of the United States; or
(B) the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United States.
420
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(f) "Electronic surveillance" means(1) the acquisition by an electronic, mechanical, or other surveillance
device of the contents of any wire or radio communication sent by or
intended to be received by a particular, known United States person
who is in the United States, if the contents are acquired by intentionally targeting that United States person, under circumstances in which
a person has a reasonable expectation of privacy and a warrant would
be required for law enforcement purposes;
(2) the acquisition by an electronic, mechanical, or other surveillance
device of the contents of any wire communication to or from a person
in the United States, without the consent of any party thereto, if such
acquisition occurs in the United States;
(3) the intentional acquisition by an electronic, mechanical, or other
surveillance device of the contents of any radio communication, under
circumstances in which a person has a reasonable expectation of
privacy and a warrant would be required for law enforcement purposes, and if both the sender and all intended recipients are located
within the United States; or
(4) the installation or use of an electronic, mechanical, or other
surveillance device in the United States for monitoring to acquire
information, other than from a wire or radio communication, under
circumstances in which a person has a reasonable expectation of
privacy and a warrant would be required for law enforcement purposes.
(g) "Attorney General" means the Attorney General of the United
States (or Acting Attorney General) or the Deputy Attorney General.
(h) "Minimization procedures", with respect to electronic surveillance,
means-(1) specific procedures, which shall be adopted by the Attorney
General, that are reasonably designed in light of the purpose and
technique of the particular surveillance, to minimize the acquisition
and retention, and prohibit the dissemination, of nonpublicly available
information concerning unconsenting United States persons consistent
with the need of the United States to obtain, produce, and disseminate
foreign intelligence information;
(2) procedures that require that nonpublicly available information,
which is not foreign intelligence information, as defined in subsection
(e)(l), shall not be disseminated in a manner that identifies any
United States person, without such person's consent, unless such
person's identity is necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or assess its importance;
(3) notwithstanding paragraphs (1) and (2), procedures that allow for
the retention and dissemination of information that is evidence of a
crime which has been, is being, or is about to be committed and that
is to be retained or disseminated for law enforcement purposes; and
421
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(4) notwithstanding paragraphs (1), (2), and (3), with respect to any
electronic surveillance approved pursuant to section 102(a) [50 USCS
§ 1802(a)], procedures that require that no contents of any communication to which a United States person is a party shall be disclosed,
disseminated, or used for any purpose or retained for longer than
twenty-four hours unless a court order under section 105 [50 USCS
§ 1805] is obtained or unless the Attorney General determines that
the information indicates a threat of death or serious bodily harm to
any person.
(i) "United States person" means a citizen of the United States, an alien
lawfully admitted for permanent residence (as defined in section
101(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act [8 USCS
§ 1101(a)(20)]), an unincorporated association a substantial number of
members of which are citizens of the United States or aliens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence, or a corporation which is incorporated in the United States, but does not include a corporation or an
association which is a foreign power, as defined in subsection (a)(l), (2),
or (3).
(j) "United States", when used in a geographic sense, means all areas
under the territorial sovereignty of the United States and the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands.
(k) "Aggrieved person" means a person who is the target of an
electronic surveillance or any other person whose communications or
activities were subject to electronic surveillance.
(1) "Wire communication" means any communication while it is being
carried by a wire, cable, or other like connection furnished or operated
by any person engaged as a common carrier in providing or operating
such facilities for the transmission of interstate or foreign communications.
(m) "Person" means any individual, including any officer or employee of
the Federal Government, or any group, entity, association, corporation,
or foreign power.
(n) "Contents", when used with respect to a communication, includes
any information concerning the identity of the parties to such communication or the existence, substance, purport, or meaning of that communication.
(a) "State" means any State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands, and any territory or possession of the United States.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 101, 92 Stat. 1783.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Short titles:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, § 1, 92 Stat. 1783, provided: "this Act
[50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq., generally; for full classification of this Act,
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Consult USCS Tables volumes] may be cited as the 'Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978'.".
Other provisions:
Effective date of Act Oct. 25, 1978; exception. Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798, provided: "The provisions of this
Act [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq., generally; for full classification of the
Act, consult USCS Tables volumes] and the amendments made hereby
shall become effective upon the date of enactment of this Act [enacted
Oct. 25, 1978], except that any electronic surveillance approved by the
Attorney General to gather foreign intelligence information shall not be
deemed unlawful for failure to follow the procedures of this Act, if that
surveillance is terminated or an order approving that surveillance is
obtained under title I of this Act [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] within
ninety days following the designation of the first judge pursuant to
section 103 of this Act [50 USCS § 1803].".
RESEARCH GUIDE
Law Review Articles:
Shapiro, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act: Legislative Balancing of
National Security and the Fourth Amendment. 15 Harvard Journal of
Legislation 119, December, 1977.
United States v Butenko (494 F2d 593): Executive Authority to
Conduct Warrantless Wiretaps for Foreign Security Purposes. 27
Hastings L J 705, January, 1976.
Nesson, Aspects of the Executive's Power Over National Security
Matters: Secrecy Classifications and Foreign Intelligence Wiretaps. 49
Ind L J 399, Spring, 1974.
Wiretapping of an Alien Spy for Foreign Intelligence Purposes Does
not Violate Communications Act of 1934 or Fourth Amendment. 8
NYU Journal of International Law and Politics 479, Winter, 1976.
Present and Proposed Standards for Foreign Intelligence Electronic
Surveillance. 71 Northwestern L Rev 109, March-April, 1976.
Presidential Power to Conduct Electronic Surveillance for Foreign
Affairs Purposes. 20 Villanova L Rev 833, March, 1975.
Fourth Amendment and Executive Authorization of Warrantless Foreign Security Surveillance. 1976 Washington U L Q 397, Spring, 1978.
Fourth Amendment and Judicial Review of Foreign Intelligence Wiretapping: Zweibon v. Mitchell (516 F2d 594). 45 George Washington L
Rev 55, November, 1976.

§ 1802. Electronic surveillance authorization without court order;
certification by Attorney General; reports to congressional committees; transmittal under seal; duties and compensation of communication common carrier; applications; jurisdiction of court
(a)(1) Notwithstanding any other law, the President, through the Attorney
General, may authorize electronic surveillance without a court order
under this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] to acquire foreign intelligence
423
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information for periods of up to one year if the Attorney General
certifies in writing under oath that(A) the electronic surveillance is solely directed at(i) the acquisition of the contents of communications transmitted
by means of communications used exclusively between or among
foreign powers, as defined in section 101(a) (1), (2), or (3) [50
USCS § 1801(a)(1), (2), or (3)]; or
(ii) the acquisition of technical intelligence, other than the spoken
communications of individuals, from property or premises under
the open and exclusive control of a foreign power, as defined in
section 101(a) (1), (2), or (3) [50 USCS § 1801(a)(1), (2), or (3)];
(B) there is no substantial likelihood that the surveillance will acquire
the contents of any communication to which a United States person is
a party; and
(C) the proposed minimization procedures with respect to such
surveillance meet the definition of minimization procedures under
section 101(h) [50 USCS § 1801(h)]; and
if the Attorney General reports such minimization procedures and any
changes thereto to the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence at least thirty
days prior to their effective date, unless the Attorney General determines
immediate action is required and notifies the committees immediately of
such minimization procedures and the reason for their becoming effective immediately.
(2) An electronic surveillance authorized by this subsection may be
conducted only in accordance with the Attorney General's certification
and the minimization procedures adopted by him. The Attorney General
shall assess compliance with such procedures and shall report such
assessments to the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence under the provisions of
section 108(a) [50 USCS § 1808(a)].
(3) The Attorney General shall immediately transmit under seal to the
court established under section 103(a) [50 USCS § 1803(a)] a copy of his
certification. Such certification shall be maintained under security measures established by the Chief Justice with the concurrence of the
Attorney General, in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence, and shall remain sealed unless(A) an application for a court order with respect to the surveillance is
made under sections 101(h)(4) and 104 [50 USCS §§ 1801(h)(4) and
1804]; or
(B) the certification is necessary to determine the legality of the
surveillance under section 106(f) [50 USCS § 1806(f)].
(4) With respect to electronic surveillance authorized by this subsection,
the Attorney General may direct a specified communication common
carrier to424
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(A) furnish all information, facilities, or technical assistance necessary
to accomplish the electronic surveillance in such a manner as will
protect its secrecy and produce a minimum of interference with the
services that such carrier is providing its customers; and
(B) maintain under security procedures approved by the Attorney
General and the Director of Central Intelligence any records concerning the surveillance or the aid furnished which such carrier wishes to
retain.
The Government shall compensate, at the prevailing rate, such carrier
for furnishing such aid.
(b) Applications for a court order under this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et
seq.] are authorized if the President has, by written authorization, empowered the Attormy [Attorney] General to approve applications to the court
having jurisdiction under section 103 [50 USCS § 1803] and a judge to
whom an application is made may, notwithstanding any other law, grant
an order, in conformity with section 105 [50 USCS § 1805], approving
electronic surveillance of a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power
for the purpose of obtaining foreign intelligence information, except that
the court shall not have jurisdiction to grant any order approving electronic surveillance directed solely as described in paragraph (1)(A) of
subsection (a) unless such surveillance may involve the acquisition of
communications of any United States person.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 102, 92 Stat. 1786.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Explanatory notes:

The bracketed word "Attorney" was inserted in subsec. (b) to denote
word probably intended by Congress.
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.
Other provisions:
Foreign intelligence electronic surveillance. Ex. Or. No. 12139 of May
23, 1979, 44 Fed. Reg. 30311, provided:
"1-101. Pursuant to Section 102(a)(1) of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 U.S.C. 1802(a)) [subsec. (a)(1) of this
section], the Attorney General is authorized to approve electronic
surveillance to acquire foreign intelligence information without a court
order, but only if the Attorney General makes the certifications
required by that Section.
"1-102. Pursuant to Section 102(b) of the Foreign Intelligence Act of
1978 (50 U.S.C. 1802(b)) [subsec. (b) of this section], the Attorney
General is authorized to approve applications to the court having
jurisdiction under Section 103 of that Act [50 USCS § 1803] to obtain
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orders for electronic surveillance for the purpose of obtaining foreign
intelligence information.
"1-103. Pursuant to Section 104(a)(7) of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 U.S.C. 1804(a)(7)) [50 USCS
§ 1804(a)(7)], the following officials, each of whom is employed in the
area of national security or defense, is designated to make the certifications required by Section 104(a)(7) of the Act in support of applications
to conduct electronic surveillance:
"(a) Secretary of State.
"(b) Secretary of Defense.
"(c) Director of Central Intelligence.
"(d) Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
"(e) Deputy Secretary of State.
"(f) Deputy Secretary of Defense.
"(g) Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.
"None of the above officials, nor anyone officially acting in that
capacity, may exercise the authority to make the above certifications,
unless that official has been appointed by the President with the advice
and consent of the Senate.
"1-104. Section 2-202 of Executive Order No. 12036 is amended by
inserting the following at the end of that section: 'Any electronic
surveillance, as defined in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of
1978, shall be conducted in accordance with that Act as well as this
Order.'.
"1-105. Section 2-203 of Executive Order No. 12036 is amended by
inserting the following at the end of that section: 'Any monitoring
which constitutes electronic surveillance as defined in the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 shall be conducted in accordance
with that Act as well as this Order.'.

§ 1803. Designation of judges
(a) Court to hear applications and grant orders; record of denial; transmittal to court of review. The Chief Justice of the United States shall publicly
designate seven district court judges from seven of the United States
judicial circuits who shall constitute a court which shall have jurisdiction
to hear applications for and grant orders approving electronic surveillance
anywhere within the United States under the procedures set forth in this
Act, except that no judge designated under this subsection shall hear the
same application for electronic surveillance under this Act which has been
denied previously by another judge designated under this subsection. If any
judge so designated denies an application for an order authorizing electronic surveillance under this Act, such judge shall provide immediately for
the record a written statement of each reason for his decision and, on
motion of the United States, the record shall be transmitted, under seal, to

the court of review established in subsection (b).
(b) Court of review; record, transmittal to Supreme Court. The Chief
Justice shall publicly designate three judges, one of whom shall be publicly
426
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designated as the presiding judge, from the United States district courts or
courts of appeals who together shall comprise a court of review which shall
have jurisdiction to review the denial of any application made under this
Act. If such court determines that the application was properly denied, the
court shall immediately provide for the record a written statement of each
reason for its decision and, on petition of the United States for a writ of
certiorari, the record shall be transmitted under seal to the Supreme Court,
which shall have jurisdiction to review such decision.
(c) Expeditious conduct of proceedings; security measures for maintenance
of records. Proceedings under this Act shall be conducted as expeditiously
as possible. The record of proceedings under this Act, including applications made and orders granted, shall be maintained under security measures established by the Chief Justice in consultation with the Attorney
General and the Director of Central Intelligence.
(d) Tenure. Each judge designated under this section shall so serve for a
maximum of seven years and shall not be eligible for redesignation, except
that the judges first designated under subsection (a) shall be designated for
terms of from one to seven years so that one term expires each year, and
that judges first designated under subsection (b) shall be designated for
terms of three, five, and seven years.
(Oct. 27, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 103, 92 Stat. 1788.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECHVES
References in text:
"This Act", referred to in this section, is Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95511, 92 Stat. 1783, popularly known as the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978, which is generally classified to 50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq. For full classification of this Act, consult USCS Tables
volumes.
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.

§ 1804. Applications for court orders
(a) Submission by Federal officer; approval of Attorney General; contents.
Each application for an order approving electronic surveillance under this
title (50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] shall be made by a Federal officer in
writing upon oath or affirmation to a judge having jurisdiction under
section 103 [50 USCS § 1803]. Each application shall require the approval
of the Attorney General based upon his finding that it satisfies the criteria
and requirements of such application as set forth in this title [50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq.]. It shall include(1) the identity of the Federal officer making the application;
427
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(2) the authority conferred on the Attorney General by the President of
the United States and the approval of the Attorney General to make the
application;
(3) the identity, if known, or a description of the target of the electronic
surveillance;
(4) a statement of the facts and circumstances relied upon by the
applicant to justify his belief that(A) the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign power or an
agent of a foreign power; and
(B) each of the facilities or places at which the electronic surveillance
is directed is being used, or is about to be used, by a foreign power or
an agent of a foreign power;
(5) a statement of the proposed minimization procedures;
(6) a detailed description of the nature of the information sought and
the type of communications or activities to be subjected to the surveillance;
(7) a certification or certifications by the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs or an executive branch official or officials
designated by . the President from among those executive officers employed in the area of national security or defense and appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate(A) that the certifying official deems the information sought to be
foreign intelligence information;
(B) that the purpose of the surveillance is to obtain foreign intelligence information;
(C) that such information cannot reasonably be obtained by normal
investigative techniques;
(D) that designates the type of foreign intelligence information being
sought according to the categories described in section 101(e) [50
USCS § 1801(e)]; and
(E) including a statement of the basis for the certification that(i) the information sought is the type of foreign intelligence information designated; and
(ii) such information cannot reasonably be obtained by normal
investigative techniques;
(8) a statement of the means by which the surveillance will be effected
and a statement whether physical entry is required to effect the surveillance;
(9) a statement of the facts concerning all previous applications that
have been made to any judge under this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.]
involving any of the persons, facilities, or places specified in the application, and the action taken on each previous application;
(10) a statement of the period of time for which the electronic surveillance is required to be maintained, and if the nature of the intelligence
gathering is such that the approval of the use of electronic surveillance
428
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under this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] should not automatically
terminate when the described type of information has first been obtained, a description of facts supporting the belief that additional
information of the same type will be obtained thereafter; and
(11) whenever more than one electronic, mechanical or other surveillance device is to be used with respect to a particular proposed
electronic surveillance, the coverage of the devices involved and what
minimization procedures apply to information acquired by each device.
(b) Exclusion of certain information respecting foreign power targets.
Whenever the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign power, as
defined in section 101(a)(1), (2), or (3) [50 USCS § 1801(a)(1), (2) or (3)1,
and each of the facilities or places at which the surveillance is directed is
owned, leased, exclusively used by that foreign power, the application need
not contain the information required by paragraphs (6), (7)(E), (8), and
(11) of subsection (a) [50 USCS § 1801(a)(6), (7)(E), (8) and (11)], but
shall state whether physical entry is required to effect the surveillance and
shall contain such information about the surveillance techniques and
communications or other information concerning United States persons
likely to be obtained as may be necessary to assess the proposed minimization procedures.
(c) Additional affidavits or certifications. The Attorney General may
require any other affidavit or certification from any other officer in
connection with the application.
(d) Additional information. The judge may require the applicant to furnish
such other information as may be necessary to make the determinations
required by section 105 [50 USCS § 1805].
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 104, 92 Stat. 1788.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.
Other provisions:
Foreign intelligence electronic surveillance. For provisions governing
electronic surveillance to acquire foreign intelligence information, see
Ex. Or. No. 12139 of May 23, 1979, 44 Fed. Reg. 30311, located at 50
USCS § 1802 note.

§ 1805. Issuance of order
(a) Necessary findings. Upon an application made pursuant to section 104
[50 USCS § 1804], the judge shall enter an ex parte order as requested or
as modified approving the electronic surveillance if he finds that429
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(1) the President has authorized the Attorney General to approve
applications for electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence information;
(2) the application has been made by a Federal officer and approved by
the Attorney General;
(3) on the basis of the facts submitted by the applicant there is probable
cause to believe that(A) the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign power or
agent of a foreign power: Provided, That no United States person may
be considered a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power solely
upon the basis of activities protected by the first amendment to the
Constitution of the United States; and
(B) each of the facilities or places at which the electronic surveillance
is directed is being used, or is about to be used, by a foreign power or
an agent of a foreign power;
(4) the proposed minimization procedures meet the definition of minimization procedures under section 101(h) [50 USCS § 1804(h)]; and
(5) the application which has been filed contains all statements and
certifications required by section 104 [50 USCS § 1804] and, if the target
is a United States person, the certification or certifications are not
clearly erroneous on the basis of the statement made under section
104(a)(7)(E) [50 USCS § 1804(a)(7)(E)] and any other information
furnished under section 104(d) [50 USCS § 1804(d)].
(b) Specifications and directions of orders. An order approving an electronic surveillance under this section shall(1) specify(A) the identity, if known, or a description of the target of the
electronic surveillance;
(B) the nature and location of each of the facilities or places at which
the electronic surveillance will be directed;
(C) the type of information sought to be acquired and the type of
communications or activities to be subjected to the surveillance;
(D) the means by which the electronic surveillance will be effected
and whether physical entry will be used to effect the surveillance;
(E) the period of time during which the electronic surveillance is
approved; and
(F) whenever more than one electronic, mechanical, or other surveillance device is to be used under the order, the authorized coverage of
the devices involved and what minimization procedures shall apply to
information subject to acquisition by each device; and
(2) direct(A) that the minimization procedures be followed;
(B) that, upon the request of the applicant, a specified communication
or other common carrier, landlord, custodian, or other specified
430
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person furnish the applicant forthwith all information, facilities, or
technical assistance necessary to accomplish the electronic surveillance
in such a manner as will protect its secrecy and produce a minimum
of interference with the services that such carrier, landlord, custodian,
or other person is providing that target of electronic surveillance;
(C) that such carrier, landlord, custodian, or other person maintain
under security procedures approved by the Attorney General and the
Director of Central Intelligence any records concerning the surveillance or the aid furnished that such person wishes to retain; and
(D) that the applicant compensate, at the prevailing rate, such carrier,
landlord, custodian, or other person for furnishing such aid.
(c) Exclusion of certain information respecting foreign power targets.
Whenever the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign power, as
defined in section lOl(a)(l), (2), or (3) [50 USCS § 1801(a)(1)(2), or (3)],
and each of the facilities or places at which the surveillance is directed is
owned, leased, or exclusively used by that foreign power, the order need
not contain the information required by subparagraphs (C), (D), and (F) of
subsection (b)(l) [50 USCS § 1801(b)(1)(C), (D), and (F)], but shall
generally describe the information sought, the communications or activities
to be subjected to the surveillance, and the type of electronic surveillance
involved, including whether physical entry is required.
(d) Duration of order; extensions; review of circumstances under which
information was acquired, retained or disseminated. (1) An order issued
under this section may approve an electronic surveillance for the period
necessary to achieve its purpose, or for ninety days, whichever is less,
except that an order under this section shall approve an electronic
surveillance targeted against a foreign power, as defined in section
ll(a)(l), (2), or (3) [50 USCS § 1801(a)(1), (2) or (3)], for the period
specified in the application or for one year, whichever is less.
(2) Extensions of an order issued under this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et
seq.], may be granted on the same basis as an original order upon an
application for an extension and new findings made in the same manner
as required for an original order, except that an extension of an order
under this Act for a surveillance targeted against a foreign power, as
defined in section 101(a)(5) or (6) [50 USCS § 1801(a)(5) or (6)], or
against a foreign power as defined in section 101(a)(4) [50 USCS
§ 1801(a)(4)] that is not a United States person, may be for a period not
to exceed one year if the judge finds probable cause to believe that no
communication of any individual United States person will be acquired
during the period.
(3) At or before the end of the period of time for which electronic
surveillance is approved by an order or an extension, the judge may
assess compliance with the minimization procedures by reviewing the
circumstances under which information concerning United States persons was acquired, retained, or disseminated.
431
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(e) Emergency orders. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title [50
USCS §§ 1801 et seq.], when the Attorney General reasonably determines
that(1) an emergency situation exists with respect to the employment of
electronic surveillance to obtain foreign intelligence information before
an order authorizing such surveillance can with due diligence be obtained; and
(2) the factual basis for issuance of an order under this title [50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq.] to approve such surveillance exists;
he may authorize the emergency employment of electronic surveillance if a
judge having jurisdiction under section 103 [50 USCS § 1803] is informed
by the Attorney General or his designee at the time of such authorization
that the decision has been made to employ emergency electronic surveillance and if an application in accordance with this title [50 USCS §§ 1801
et seq.] is made to that judge as soon as practicable, but no more than
twenty-four hours after the Attorney General authorizes such surveillance.
If the Attorney General authorizes such emergency employment of electronic surveillance, he shall require that the minimization procedures
required by this title (50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] for the issuance of a
judicial order be followed. In the absence of a judicial order approving
such electronic surveillance, the surveillance shall terminate when the
information sought is obtained, when the application for the order is
denied, or after the expiration of twenty-four hours from the time of
authorization by the Attorney General, whichever is earliest. In the event
that such application for approval is denied, or in any other case where the
electronic surveillance is terminated and no order is issued approving the
surveillance, no information obtained or evidence derived from such
surveillance shall be received in evidence or otherwise disclosed in any
trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or before any court, grand jury,
department, office, agency, regulatory body, legislative committee, or other
authority of the United States, a State, or political subdivision thereof, and
no information concerning any United States person acquired from such
surveillance shall subsequently be used or disclosed in any other manner by
Federal officers or employees without the consent of such person, except
with the approval of the Attorney General if the information indicates a
threat of death or serious bodily harm to any person. A denial of the
application made under this subsection may be reviewed as provided in
section 103 [50 USCS § 1803].
(f) Testing of electronic equipment; discovering unauthorized electronic
surveillance; training of intelligence personnel. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.], officers, employees, or
agents of the United States are authorized in the normal course of their
official duties to conduct electronic surveillance not targeted against the
communications of any particular person or persons, under procedures
approved by the Attorney General, solely to432
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(I) test the capability of electronic equipment, if(A) it is not reasonable to obtain the consent of the persons incidentally subjected to the surveillance;
(B) the test is limited in extent and duration to that necessary to
determine the capability of the equipment;
(C) the contents of any communication acquired are retained and
used only for the purpose of determining the capability of the
equipment, are disclosed only to test personnel, and are destroyed
before or immediately upon completion of the test; and:
(D) Provided, That the test may exceed ninety days only with the
prior approval of the Attorney General;
(2) determine the existence and capability of electronic surveillance
equipment being used by persons not authorized to conduct electronic
surveillance, if(A) it is not reasonable to obtain the consent of persons incidentally
subjected to the surveillance;
(B) such electronic surveillance is limited in extent and duration to
that necessary to determine the existence and capability of such
equipment; and
(C) any information acquired by such surveillance is used only to
enforce chapter 119 of title 18, United States Code [18 USCS §§ 2510
et seq.], or section 605 of the Communications Act of 1934 [47 USCS
§ 6051, or to protect information from unauthorized surveillance; or
(3) train intelligence personnel in the use of electronic surveillance
equipment, if(A) it is not reasonable to(i) obtain the consent of the persons incidentally subjected to the
surveillance;
(ii) train persons in the course of surveillances otherwise authorized
by this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.]; or
(iii) train persons in the use of such equipment without engaging in
electronic surveillance;
(B) such electronic surveillance is limited in extent and duration to
that necessary to train the personnel in the use of the equipment; and
(C) no contents of any communication acquired are retained or
disseminated for any purpose, but are destroyed as soon as reasonably
possible.
(g) Retention of certifications, applications and orders. Certifications made
by the Attorney General pursuant to section 102(a) (50 USCS § 1802(a)]
and applications made and orders granted under this title [50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq.] shall be retained for a period of at least ten years from the
date of the certification or application.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title 1, § 105, 92 Stat. 1790.)
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HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
References in text:
"This Act", referred to in subsec. (d)(2), is Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95511, 92 Stat. 1783, popularly known as the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978, which is generally classified to 50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq. For full classification of this Act, consult USCS Tables
volumes.
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.

§ 1806. Use of information
(a) Compliance with minimization procedures; privileged communications;
lawful purposes. Information acquired from an electronic surveillance
conducted pursuant to this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] concerning any
United States person may be used and disclosed by Federal officers and
employees without the consent of the United States person only in
accordance with the minimization procedures required by this title [50
USCS §§ 1801 et seq.]. No otherwise privileged communication obtained in
accordance with, or in violation of, the provisions of this title [50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq.] shall lose its privileged character. No information acquired
from an electronic surveillance pursuant to this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et
seq.] may be used or disclosed by Federal officers or employees except for
lawful purposes.
(b) Statement for disclosure. No information acquired pursuant to this title
[50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] shall be disclosed for law enforcement purposes
unless such disclosure is accompanied by a statement that such information, or any information derived therefrom, may only be used in a criminal
proceeding with the advance authorization of the Attorney General.
(c) Notification by United States. Whenever the Government intends to
enter into evidence or otherwise use or disclose in any trial, hearing, or
other proceeding in or before any court, department, officer, agency,
regulatory body, or other authority of the United States, against an
aggrieved person, any information obtained or derived from an electronic
surveillance of that aggrieved person pursuant to the authority of this title
[50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.], the Government shall, prior to the trial,
hearing, or other proceeding or at a reasonable time prior to an effort to so
disclose or so use that information or submit it in evidence, notify the
aggrieved person and the court or other authority in which the information
is to be disclosed or used that the Government intends to so disclose or so
use such information.
(d) Notification by States or political subdivisions. Whenever any State or
political subdivision thereof intends to enter into evidence or otherwise use
434
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or disclose in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or before any court,
department, officer, agency, regulatory body, or other authority of a State
or a political subdivision thereof, against an aggrieved person any information obtained or derived from an electronic surveillance of that aggrieved
person pursuant to the authority of this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.], the
State or political subdivision thereof shall notify the aggrieved person, the
court or other authority in which the information is to be disclosed or
used, and the Attorney General that the State or political subdivision
thereof intends to so disclose or so use such information.
(e) Motion to suppress. Any person against whom evidence obtained or
derived from an electronic surveillance to which he is an aggrieved person
is to be, or has been, introduced or otherwise used or disclosed in any trial,
hearing, or other proceeding in or before any court, department, officer,
agency, regulatory body, or other authority of the United States, a State, or
a political subdivision thereof, may move to suppress the evidence obtained
or derived from such electronic surveillance on the grounds that(1) the information was unlawfully acquired; or
(2) the surveillance was not made in conformity with an order of
authorization or approval.
Such a motion shall be made before the trial, hearing, or other proceeding
unless there was no opportunity to make such a motion or the person was
not aware of the grounds of the motion.
(f) In camera and ex parte review by district court. Whenever a court or
other authority is notified pursuant to subsection (c) or (d), or whenever a
motion is made pursuant to subsection (e), or whenever any motion or
request is made by an aggrieved person pursuant to any other statute or
rule of the United States of any State before any court or other authority
of the United States or any state to discover or obtain applications or
orders or other materials relating to electronic surveillance or to discover,
obtain, or suppress evidence or information obtained or derived from
electronic surveillance under this Act, the United States district court or,
where the motion is made before another authority, the United States
district court in the same district as the authority, shall, notwithstanding
any other law, if the Attorney General files an affidavit under oath that
disclosure or ali adversary hearing would harm the national security of the
United States, review in camera and ex parte the application, order, and
such other materials relating to the surveillance as may be necessary to
determine whether the surveillance of the aggrieved person was lawfully
authorized and conducted. In making this determination, the court may
disclose to the aggrieved person, under appropriate security procedures and
protective orders, portions of the application, order, or other materials
relating to the surveillance only where such disclosure is necessary to make
an accurate determination of the legality of the surveillance.
(g) Suppression of evidence; denial of motion. If the United States district
court pursuant to subsection (f) determines that the surveillance was not
435
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lawfully authorized or conducted, it shall, in accordance with the requirements of law, suppress the evidence which was unlawfully obtained or
derived from electronic surveillance of the aggrieved person or otherwise
grant the motion of the aggrieved person. If the court determines that the
surveillance was lawfully authorized and conducted, it shall deny the
motion of the aggrieved person except to the extent that due process
requires discovery or disclosure.
(h) Finality of orders. Orders granting motions or requests under subsection (g), decisions under this section that electronic surveillance was not
lawfully authorized or conducted, and orders of the United States district
court requiring review or granting disclosure of applications, orders, or
other materials relating to a surveillance shall be final orders and binding
upon all courts of the United States and the several States except a United
States court of appeals and the Supreme Court.
(i) Destruction of unintentionally acquired information. In circumstances
involving the unintentional acquisition by an electronic, mechanical, or
other surveillance device of the contents of any radio communication,
under circumstances in which a person has a reasonable expectation of
privacy and a warrant would be required for law enforcement purposes,
and if both the sender and all intended recipients are located within the
United States, such condents shall be destroyed upon recognition, unless
the Attorney General determines that the contents indicate a threat of
death or serious bodily harm to any person.
(j) Notification of emergency employment of electronic surveillance; contents; postponement, suspension or elimination. If an emergency employment of electronic surveillance is authorized under section 105(e) [50 USCS
§ 1805(e)] and a subsequent order approving the surveillance is not
obtained, the judge shall cause to be served on any United States person
named in the application and on such other United States persons subject
to electronic surveillance as the judge may determine in his discretion it is
in the interest of justice to serve, notice of(I) the fact of the application;
(2) the period of the surveillance; and
(3) the fact that during the period information was or was not obtained.
On an ex parte showing of good cause to the judge the serving of the
notice required by this subsection may be postponed or suspended for a
period not to exceed ninety days. Thereafter, on a further ex parte showing
of good cause, the court shall forego ordering the serving of the notice
required under this subsection.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 106, 92 Stat. 1793.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
References in text:
"This Act", referred to in subsec. (f), is Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95511, 92 Stat. 1783, popularly known as the Foreign Intelligence
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Surveillance Act of 1978, which is generally classified to 50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq. For full classification of this Act, consult USCS Tables
volumes.
Effective date
Act Oct. 25,
provided that
exception, see
USCS § 1801.

of section:
1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50

§ 1807. Report to Administrative Office of the United States Court
and to Congress
In April of each year, the Attorney General shall transmit to the Administrative Office of the United States Court and to Congress a report setting
forth with respect to the preceding calendar year(a) the total number of applications made for orders and extensions of
orders approving electronic surveillance under this title [50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq.1; and
(b) the total number of such orders and extensions either granted,
modified, or denied.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 107, 92 Stat. 1795.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For

exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.

§ 1808. Report of Attorney General to congressional committees;
limitation on authority or responsibility of information gathering
activities of congressional committees; report of congressional committees to Congress
(a) On a semiannual basis the Attorney General shall fully inform the
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence concerning all electronic surveillance under this
title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.]. Nothing in this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et

seq.] shall be deemed to limit the authority and responsibility of the
appropriate committees of each House of Congress to obtain such information as they may need to carry out their respective functions and duties.
(b) On or before one year after the effective date of this Act [50 USCS
§ 1801 note] and on the same day each year for four years thereafter, the
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence shall report respectively to the House of Representatives and the Senate, concerning the implementation of this Act. Said
reports shall include but not be limited to an analysis and recommenda437
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tions concerning whether this Act should be (1) amended, (2) repealed, or
(3) permitted to continue in effect without amendment.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 108, 92 Stat. 1795.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
References in text:
"This Act", referred to in subsec. (b), is Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95511, 92 Stat. 1783, popularly known as the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978, which is generally classified to 50 USCS
§§ 1801 et seq. For full classification of this Act, consult USCS Tables
volumes.
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.

§ 1809. Criminal sanctions
(a) Prohibited activities. A person is guilty of an offense if he intentionally(1) engages in electronic surveillance under color of law except as
authorized by statute; or
(2) discloses or uses information obtained under color of law by
electronic surveillance, knowing or having reason to know that the

information was obtained through electronic surveillance not authorized
by statute.
(b) Defense. It is a defense to a prosecution under subsection (a) that the
defendant was a law enforcement or investigative officer engaged in the
course of his official duties and the electronic surveillance was authorized
by and conducted pursuant to a search warrant or court order of a court
of competent jurisdiction.
(c) Penalties. An offense described in this section is punishable by a fine of
not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than five years, or
both.
(d) Federal jurisdiction. There is Federal jurisdiction over an offense under
this section if the person committing the offense was an officer or employee
of the United States at the time the offense was committed.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 109, 92 Stat. 1796.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title 111, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
438
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exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50

USCS § 1801.

§ 1810.

Civil liability

An aggrieved person, other than a foreign power or an agent of a foreign
power, as defined in section 101(a) or (b)(l)(A) [50 USCS § 1801(a) or
(b)(1)(A)], respectively, who has been subjected to an electronic surveillance or about whom information obtained by electronic surveillance of
such person has been disclosed or used in violation of section 109 [50
USCS § 1809] shall have a cause of action against any person who
committed such violation and shall be entitled to recover(a) actual damages, but not less than liquidated damages of $1,000 or
$100 per day for each day of violation, whichever is greater;
(b) punitive damages; and
(c) reasonable attorney's fees and other investigation and litigation costs
reasonably incurred.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 110, 92 Stat. 1796.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Effective date of section:
Act Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
provided that this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
exception, see note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50
USCS § 1801.

§ 1811.

Authorization during time of war

Notwithstanding any other law, the President, through the Attorney
General, may authorize electronic surveillance without a court order under
this title [50 USCS §§ 1801 et seq.] to acquire foreign intelligence information for a period not to exceed fifteen calendar days following a declaration
of war by the Congress.
(Oct. 25, 1978, P. L. 95-511, Title I, § 111, 92 Stat. 1796.)
HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Effective date
Act Oct. 25,
provided that
exception, see

of section:
1978, P. L. 95-511, Title III, § 301, 92 Stat. 1798,
this section is generally effective on Oct. 25, 1978. For
note containing Act Oct. 25, 1978, § 301, located at 50

USCS § 1801.
INDEX

An index to material contained in this title will be found at the end of
50 USCS Appendix; see subsequent volume.
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EXECUTIVE ORDERS
EXECUlwV

ORDER NO.123OF UNITED STATES
INTELEICGNCE ACTIVIES
(December 4, 1981, 46 F.R. 59941)

the activiti.!s. capabilities, plans, and
*bout
Timely and accurate information
intentions of foreign powers. orgsnizations. and persons, and their aents,i
esaenial totlie national security of the United State. All reaaonablk and
lawful meant must be used to ensure thatthe United States will receive t1e
beet intelligence available. For that purpose, by virtue of the authority vested
in aw by tW. Constitution and atetutes of the United States of America.
Inclding the National Security Act of 1947, as amended, and as President of
tLe United Stat. of America. in ordert., provide for the effective conduct of
United States intelligence activities and the protection of constitutional right..
itis hereby asdered anfollows:
Pert1
*:;oes. Direction. Duties and Responsibilitis With Respect to th.YNotional
Intelligence, Efrf
;I Cools. The United States intelligence effort shell provide the Presidenit
and the National Security Council with the naceary information on which to
bae decisions concerning the conduct and development of foreign, defense
and economic policy, and the protection of United States national interests
and agencies abhU cooperate
from foreign security threats. All departmentb
;ully to Fulfill this goal.
(a)Mlximum emphaals should be given to fohtering analytical competition
among appropriate elements of the Intelligence Community.
(b) AU means corsistent with applicable United States low and this Order.
shall be
United States persons, National
and with full consideration of the rights of
and the
rsed to d2velop intllin infortion for the President
efforts
collection
d app ch between technical
bAl
Security Council
and other means should be maintained and encoursged.
(c) Special emphasis should be given to detecting and countering espionage
and other threats snd activities directed by foreign intelligence services
against the United Statse Covernant. or United States corporations. Wisblisaments orpersons
(d) To the gretest extent poesible consistent with applicable United States
law and this Order, and with full consideration of the rights of United States
parsons. all agencies and departments should sek to ensure full and free
exchan of information In order to derive maximum benefit from the United
States intelnigece effort.
M utionalSecurity Council
1.2 The
(a) Putpooe. The National Security Council (NSCI was established by the
National Security Act of 1947 to advise the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign and military policies relating to the national
security. The NSC shll act as the highest Executive Branch entity that
provide. review of. guidance for and direction to the conduct of all national
foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and special activities and attendant
policiea and proigrms.
fb) Conimitteee. The NSC shall establish such committees as may be necessary to carry out its funations and responsibilities under this Order. The NSC.
or a committee established by it. shall consider and submit to the President a
policy recommendation, including all dissents, on each special activity and
shall review proposals for other sensitive intelligence operations.
13 Notional Foreign Intel gance dAdvisory Croup.
(a) Estoblishment and Duties. The Director of Central Intelligence shall estab
Dbhsuch boards. councils, or goups as required for the purpose of obtaining
advice from within the Intelligence Community concarniny
(1) Production. review and coordinatlen of national foreign intelligence:
(2) Priorities for the National Foreign Intelliren e Proerem F .duet:

(87)
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(3)Interagency exchanges of foreign intelligence information;
(4)Arrangements with foreign governments on intelligence matters:
(5) Protection of intelligence sources and methods.
(6) Activities of common concern: and
(7) Such other matters as may be referred by the Director of Central Intelligence.

(b) Membership. Advisory groups established pursuant to this section shall be
chaired by the Director of Central Intelligence or his designated representative
and shall consist of senior representatives from organizations within the
Intelligence Community and from departments or agencies containing such
organizations, as designated by the Director of Central Intelligence. Groups for
consideration of substantive intelligence matters will include representatives
of organizations involved In tie collection, processing and analysis of intelligence. A senior representative of the Secretary of Commerce. the Attorney
General, the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense shall be invited to participate in any group
which deals with other than substantive intelligence matters.
1.4 The Intelligence Community. The agencies within the Intelligence Community shall. in accordance with applicable United States law and with the
other provisions of this Order. conduct Intelligence activities necessary for the
conduct of foreign relations and the protection of the national security of the
United States. including
(a) Collection of information needed by the President. the National Security
Council. the Secretaries of State and Defense, and other Executive Branch
officials for the performance of their duties and responsibilities;
(b) Production and dissemination of intelligence;
(c) Collection of information concerning, and the conduct of activities to
protect against intelligence activities directed against the United States.
international terrorist and international narcotics activities, and other hostile
activities directed against the United States by foreign powers, organizations.
persona. and their agent;
(d) Special activities;
(e) Administrative and support activities within the United States and abroad
necessary for the performance of authorized activities; and
(f) Such other intelligence activities as the President may direct from time to
time,
1.5 Director of Central Intelligence. In order to discharge the duties and
responsibilities prescribed by law, the Director of Central Intelligence shall be
responsible directly to the President and the NSC and shall:
(a) Act as the primary adviser to the President and the NSC on national
foreign intelligence and provide the President and other officials in the
Executive Branch with national foreign intelligence:
(b) Develop such objectives and guidance for the Intelligence Community as
will enhance capabilities for responding to expected future needs for national
foreign intelligence;

(c) Promote the development and maintenance of services of common concern
by designated intelligence organizations on behalf of the Intelligence Community.;
(d) Ensure implementation of special activities;
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(e) Formulate policies concerning foreign intelligence and counterintelligence
arrangements with foreign governments, coordinate foreign intelligence and
counterinteliigence reiatiouships between agencies of the Intelligerce Comrrunity and the intelligence or internal security services of foreign governments.
and estab!ish procedur governing the conduct of liaison by any department
or agency with such services on narcoticm activities;;
(f) Participate in the devulopment of prccedures approved by the Attorney
General governing criminal ±nrcotic intelligence activities abroad to ensure
that these activities are consistent with foreign intelligercc programs;
(SI Ensure the establishment by the Intelligence Cormmnity of common
security and access standards for managing and handling foreign intelligence
systems, information, and products;
(h) Ensure that progrpar am deveklped which protect intelligence sources,
methods and analytic. procedure;
(i) Establish uniform crieria for the determination of :elative priorities for the
bansnmssion of critical national foreign intelligence, and advise the Secretary
of Defense noerning the communications requirements o. the Intelligence
Community fur the tranmission of such Inteligence:
(j) Establish appropriate staff,, committees or other advisory groups to assist
in the execution of the Director's responsibilities:
(ki Have full responsibtlity for production end dissemination of national
foreign intelligence, and authority to levy analytic tasks on departmental
intelligence production organizationi. in consultation with those organizations, ensurirg that appropriate mechanisms for competitive analysis are
developed so that diverse points of view are conridered fully and differences
of judgment within the Intelligence Community are brought to the attention of
national Dolicymakers;
vi) Ensure the timely exploitation and dissemination of dabt 3 athered by
national foreign intelligence collection means, and ensure that the resulting
intelligence is disseminated immediately to appropriate government entities
and militry commands;
1m) Establith mechanisms which translate national foreign intelligence objec.
tives and priorities approved by the NSC into specific guidance for The
Intelligence Community. resolve conflicts in tasking priority. provide to departments and age:.cies having information collection capabilities that are not
part of the National Foreign Intelligence Program advisory tasking concerning
collection of national foreign intelligence, and provide for the development of
plane and arrangements for transfer of required collection tasking authority to
the Secretary of Defense when directed by the President:
(n) Develop, with the advice of the program managers and departments and
agencies concerned. the consolidated National Foreign Intelligence Program
budget. and present it to the President and the Congress.
(o) Review end approve all requests for reprogramming National Foreign
Intelligence Program funds. in accordance with guidelines established by the
Office of Management and Budget;
(p) Monitor National Foreign Intelligence Program implementation. and. as
necessary. cc.ndu::t program and performance audits and evaluat ons;
(q) Together with the Secretary of Defense, ensure that there Is no unneceswry overlap between national foreign intellig'nce programs and Department
of Defense intelligence programs consistent with the requirement to develop
competitive analysis, and provide to and obtain from the Secretary of Defense
all information necessary for ths purpose;
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(r) In accordance with law and relevant procedures approved by the Attorney
General under this Order, give the heads of the departments and agencies
access to all intelligence, developed by the CIA or the staff elements of the
Director of Central Intelligence, relevant to the national intelligence needs of
the departments and agencies: and
4s) Facilitate the use of national foreign intelligence products by Congress in a
secure manner.
1.6 Duties and Responsibilities of the Heads of Executive Branch Departments and Agencies.

(a) The heads of all Executive Branch departments and agencies shalL in
accordance with law and relevant procedures approved by the Attorney
General under this Order, give the Director of Central Intelligence access to all
information relevant to the national intelligence needs of the United States.
and shall give due consideration to the requests from the Director of Central
Intelligence for appropnate support for Intelligence Community activities.
(b) The heads of departments and agencies involved in the National Foreign
Intelligence Program shall ensure timely development and submission to the
Director of Central Intelligence by the program managers and heads of
component activities of proposed national programs and budgets In the format
designated by the Director of Central Intelligence, and shall also ensure that
the Director of Central Intelligence is provided, in a timely and responsive
manner, all information necessary to perform the Directors program and
budget responsibilities.
(c) The heads of departments and agencies involved in the National Foreign
Intelligence Program may appeal to the President decisions by the Director of
Central Intelligence on budget or reprogramming matters of the National
Foreign Intelligence Program.
1.7 Senior Official, of the Intelligenm Community. The heads of departments and agencies with organizations in the Intelligence Community or the
heads of such organizations. as appropriate, shall:
(a)Report to the Attorney General possible violations of federal criminal laws
by employees and of specified federal criminal laws by any other person as
provided in procedures agreed upon by the Attorney General and the head of
the department or agency concerned, in a manner consistent with the protection of intelligence sources and methods, as specified In those procedures
(b) In any case involving serious or continuing breaches of security, recommend to the Attorney General that the case be referred to the FBI for further
investigation

(c) Furnish the Director of Central Intelligence and the NSC. In accordance
with applicable law and procedures approved by the Attorney General under
this Order, the information required for the performance of their respective
duties;
(d) Report to the Intelligence Oversight Board, and keep the Director of
Central Intelligence appropriately informed, concerning any intelligence activities of their organizations that they have reason to believe may be unlawful
or contrary to Executive order or Presidential directive;
(e) Protect intelligence and intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure consistent with guidance from the Director of Central Intelli.encr

(I) Disseminate intelligence to cooperating foreign governments under arrangements established or agreed to by the Director of Central Intelligence:
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approved by the Attorney
gi Participate in the developnaent of procedu
General governing production and dissemination of intelligence resulting frOm6
criminal narcotics intelligence activities abroad if their departments. agencies,
or organizations have intelligence responsibilities for foreign or domestic
narcotici production and trafrfcking
(h) Instruct their employees to cooperate fully with 'he Intelligence Oversight
Board: and
(i) Ensure that the Inspectors General and General Counsels for their organizations have access to any information necessary to perform their duties
assigned by this Order.
1.8 The Central Intelligence Agency. A!l duties and responsibilities of the
CIA shall be related to the intelligence functions set out below. As authorized
by this Order the National Security Act of 1947. as amended; the CIA Act of
1949. as amended; appropriate directives or other applicable law, the CIA
shal
(a) Collk-t. produce and disseminate foreign intelligence and counterintelli.
gence. including information not otherwise obtainable. The collection of foreign intelligence or counterintelligence within the United States shall be
coordinated with the FBI as required by procedures agreed upon by the
Director of Central Intelligence and th'e Attorney General;
(b) Collect, produce and disseminate intelligence on foreign aspects of narcot-

ics production and trafficking

(c) Conduct counterintelligence activities outside the United States and, with.
out atsuming or performing any in teral secuwity functions, conduct cointerintelligence activities within the United States in coordination with the FE! as
required by procedures agreed upon the Director of Central Intelligence and
the Attorney General;
(d) Coordinate counterintelligence activities and the collection of information
no; otherwise obtainable when conducted outside the United States by other
departments and agencies;
(ci Conduct special activities approved by the President. No agency except the
CIA (or the Armed Forces of the United States in time of war declared by
Congress or during any period covered by a report from the President to the
Congress under the War Powers Resolution (87 Stat. 855)) may conduct any
spicial activity uwiess the President determines that another agency-is more
likely to achieve a particular objective;
(f) Conduct services of common concern for the Intelligence Community as
directed by the NSC;
(g) Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement of
techrikal systems and devices relating to authorized functions.
fn) Protect the security of its installations, activities, information, property.
and employees by *ppropriate means, including such investigations of applicants, employees. contractors. and other persons with similar associations
with the CIA as are necessary; and
(i) Conduct such administrative and technical support activities within and
outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions described
in sections (a) and through (h) above, including procurement and essential
cover and proprietary arrangements.
1.9 The Departnment of Slae The Secretary of State shall:
(a) Overtly collect information relevant to United States foreign policy concerns;
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(b) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to United States
foreign policy as required for the execution of the Secretary's responsibilities;
(c) Disseminate. as appropriate. reporta received from United States diplomat.
ic and consular posts;
(d) Transmit reporting requirements of the Intelligence Community to the
Chiefs of United States Missions abroad; and
(e) Support Chiefs of Missions In discharging their statutory responsibilities
for direction and coordination of mission activities.
1.10 The Department of the Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall;
(a) Overtly collect foreign financial and monetary information:
(b) Participate with the Department of State in the overt collection of general
foreign economic information:
(c) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to United States
economic policy as required for the execution of the Secretary's responsibilIties; and
(d) Conduct, through the United States Secret Service, activities to determine
the existence and capability of surveillance equipment being used against the
President of the United States. the Executive Office of the President. and, as
authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury or the President. other Secret
Service protectees and United States officials. No information shall be acquired intentionally through such activities except to protect against such
surveillance, and those activities shall be conducted pursuant to procedures
agreed upon by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General.
1.11 The Department of Defense. The Secretary of Defense shall:
(a) Collect national foreign intelligence and be responsive to collection tasking
by the Director of Central Intelligence;
(b) Collect. produce and disseminate military and military-related foreign
intelligence and counterintelligence as required for execution of the Secretary's responsibilities;
(cI)Conduct programs and missions necessary to fulfill national departmental
and tactical foreign intelligence requirements:
id) Conduct counterintelligence activities in support of Department of Defense
components outside the United States in coordination with the CIA. and
within the United States in coordination with the FBI pursuant to procedures
agreed upon by the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General;
(a) Conduct. as the executive agent of the United States Government. signals
intelligence and communications security activities, except as otherwise directed by the NSC_
(f) Provide for the timely transmission of critical intelligence, as defined by the
Director of Central intelligemce. within the United States Government
(g) Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement of
technical systems and devices relating to authorized intelligence functions;
(h) Protect the security of Department of Defense, installations, activities.
property, information, and employees by appropriate means, including such
investigations of applicants, employees, contractors, and other persons with
similar associations with the Department of Defense as are necessary;
(i) Establish and maintain military intelligence relationships and military
Intelligence exchange programs with selected cooperative foreign defense
establishments and international organizations, and ensure that such relation-
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ships and programs are in accordance with policies formulated by the Director
of Central Intelligence;
(J) Direct. operate, control and provide fiscal management for the Notional
Security Agency and for defense and military intelligence and national recon.
naissance entities: and
(k) Conduct such administrative and technical support activities within and
outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions described
in sections (a) through (j) above.
1.12 Intelligence Components Utilized by the Serretcry of Defense. In carrying out the responsibilities assigned in section 1.11. the Secretary of Defense is
authorized to utilize the following
(a) Defense Intelligence Agency. whose responsibilities shall include;
(1) Collection. production. or. through tasking and coordination. provision of
military and mil tary-related intelligence for the Secretary of Defense. the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. other Defense components. and. as appropriate, nor-Defense
agencies:

(2) Collection and provision of military intelligenie for national foreign intelligence and counterintelligence products;
IS) Coordination of all Department of Defense i itelligence collection requirementso
(4)Management of the Defense Attache system; and
(51 Provision of foreign intelligence and counterintelligence staff support as
directed by the-joint Chiefs of Stff.
(b) N/otionol Security Agency, whose responsibilities shall include:
(1) Establishment and operation of an effective unified organization for signals
intelligence activities. except for the delegation of operational control over
certain operations that are conducted through other elements of the Intelligence Community. No other department or agency may engage in signals
intelligence activities except pursuant to a delegation by the Secretary of
Defense;

(2) Control of signals intelligence collection and processing activities, Including assignment of resources to an appropriate agent for such periods and tasks
as required for the direct support of military commanders;
(3) Collection of signals intelligence information for national foreign intelligence purposes in accordance with guidance from the Director of Central,
Intelligence:

(4) Processing of signals Intelligence data for national foreign intelligence
purposes in accordance with guidance from the Director of Central Intelligencea
(5) Dissemination of signals intelligence information for national foreign intelligence purposes to authorized elements of the Government. including the
military services, in accordance with guidance from the Director of Central
Intelligence;
(6) Collection, processing and dissemination of signals intelligence information
for counterintelligence purposes;

(7) Provision of signals intelligence support for the conduct of military operations in accordance with tasking, priorities, and standards of timeliness
assigned by the Secretary of Defense. If provision of such support requires use
of national collection systems. these systems will be tasked within existing
giddance from the Director of Central Intelligence.
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(8) Executing the responsibilities of the Secretary of Defense as executive
agent for the communicatiors security of the United States Government.
(9) Conduct of 'esearch and development to meet the needs of the United
States for signals intelligence and communications secunty;U
(10) Protection of the security of its installations. Lctivities. Property. informa.
tion. and employees by appropnate means, including such investigations of
applicants, employees. contractors, and other persons with similar associations with the NSA as are necessary:
(11) Prescribin3, within its field of authorized operations. security regulations
covering operating practices, including the transmission, handling and distribution of signals intelligence and communications security material within
and among the elements under control of the Director of the NSA. and
exercising the necessary supervisory control to ensure compliance with the
regulatioas;

(12) Conduct of foreign c-.Iptologic liaison relationships, with liaison for
intelligence purposes conducted in accordance with policies formulated by the
Director of Central Intelligence: and
(13) Conduct of such administrative and technical support activities within
and outside the United Siates as are necessary to perform the functions
described in sections (1)through (12) above. includding procurement.
(c) Offices for the collection of specialized intelligence through reconn2issance programs,

whose responsibilities shall include:

(1) CarryinZ out consolidated reconnaissance programs for specialized intelligence.

(2) Responding to tasking in accordance with procedures established by the
Direcior of Central Intelligence: and
(3) Delegating authority to the various departments and agencies for research,
development, procurement, and operation of designated means of collection.
(d) The foreign intelligence and counterintelligence elements of the Army.

Navy. Air Force, and Marine Cotpe, whose responsibilities shall include:
(1) Collection, production and dissemination of military and military-related
foreign intelligence and counterintelLigence. and information on the foreign
aspects of narcotics production and trafficking. When collection is conducted
in response to national foreign intelligence requirements. it will be conducted
in accordance with guidance from the Director of Central Intelligence. Collection of national foreign intelligence, not otherwise obtainable. outside the
United States shall be coordinated with the CIA. and such collection within
the United States shall be coordinated with the FBI;
(2) Conduct of counterintelligence activities outside the United States in
coordination with the CIA. and within the United States in coordination with
the FBI: and
(3) Monitoring of the development, procurement and management of tactical
intelligence systems and equipment and conducting related research, development, and test and evaluation activities.
(el Other offices within the Deportment of Defense appropriate for conduct of
the intelligence missions and responsibilities assigned to the Secretary of

Defense. If such, other offices are used for intelligence purposes. the provisions
of Part 2 of this Order shall apply to those offices when used for those
purposes.
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he Department of Energy. The Secretary of Energy shall1.13
(a) Participate with the Department of State in overtly collecting infornation
with respect to foreign energy matterm
(b) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence necessary for the Secretary$s
responsibilities;
[c} Participate in formulating intelligence collection and analysis requirements
where the special expert capability of the Department can contribute; and
(d) Provide expert technicaL analytical and research capability to other agencies within the Intelligence Community.
1.14 The Federal Bureau of Investigation. Under the supervision of the
Attorney General and pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General
may establish, the Director of the FBI shall:
and coordinate councounterintelligence
(a) Within the United States conduct
terintelligence activities of other agencies within the Intelligence Community.
When a counterintelligence activity of the FBI involves military or civilian
personnel of the Department of Defense, the FBI shall coordinate with the
Department of Defense;
(b) Conduct counterintelligence activities outside the United States in coordination with the CIA as required by procedures agreed upon by the Director of
Central Intelligence and the Attorney General;
(c) Cqnduct within the United States, when requested by officials of the
Intelligence Community designated by the President. activities undertaken to
collect foreign intelligence or support foreign intelligence collection requirements of other agencies within the Intelligence Community. or. when requested by the Director of the National Security Agency. to support the communications security activities of the United States Government;
(d) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence and counterintelligence; and
(e) Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement of
technical systems and devices relating to the functions authorized above.
Pert 2

Conduct of Intelligence Activities
21 Need Accurate and timely information about the capabilities. intentions
and activities of foreign powers. organizations, or persons and their agents is
essential to informed decisionmaking in the areas of national defense and
foreign relations. Collection of such information is a priority objective and will
be pursued in a vigorous. innovative and responsible manner that is consistent
with the Constitution and applicable law and respectful of the principles upon
which the United States was founded.
2.2 Purpose. This Order is Intended to enhance human and technical collection techniques especially those undertaken abroad, and the acquisition of
significant foreign intelligence. as well as the detection and countering of
international terrorist activities and espionage conducted by foreign powers.
Set forth below are certain general principles that, in addition to and consistent with applicable laws, are intended to achieve the proper balance between
the acquisition of essential information and protection of individual interests.
Nothing in this Order shall be construed to apply to or interfere with any
authorized civil or criminal law enforcement responsibility of any department
or agency.
2.3 Collection of Informotion. Agencies within the Intelligence Community
are authorized to collect, retain or disseminate information concerning United
States persons only in accordance with procedures established by the head of
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the agency concerned and approved by the Attorney General. consistent with
the authorities provided by Part I of this Order. Those procedures shall permit
collection. retention and dissemination of the following types of inf.rmation:
(a) Information that is publicly available or collected with the consent of the
person concerned
(b) Information constituting foreign intelligence or counterintelligence. includ.
ins such information concerning corporations or other commercial organizations. Collection within the United States of foreign intelligence not otherwise
obtainable shall be uLdertaken by the FBI or. when significant foreign intelligence is sought. by other authorized agencies of the Intelligence Community.
provided that no foreign intelligence collestion by such agencies may be
undertaken for the purpoie of acquiring information conceming the domestic
activities of United States persons:
(c) Infonnation obtained in the course of a lawful foreign intelligence, counterintelligence. international narcotics or International terrorism investigation
id) Information needed to protect the safety of any persons or organizations.
inc'uding those who are targets. victims or hostages of international terrorist
organizations:
'e) Information needed to protect foreign intelligence or counterintelligence
sources or methods from unauthorized disclosure. Collection within the United
Siates shall be undertaken by the FBI except that other agencies of the
Intelligence Community may also collect such information concerning present
or former employees, present or former intelligence agency contractors or their
present or former employees, or applicants for any such employment or
contracting;
(fj Information concerning persons who are reasonably believed to be potential sources or contacts for the purpose of determining their suitability or
cre~ibility
(S)Information arising out of a lawful personnel, physical or communications
secuirity investigation
(h) Information acquired by overhead reconnaissance not directed at specific
United States persons.
(i) incidentally obtained information that may indicate involvement iii activit e; that may violate federal, state, local or foreign ;aws: and
(j) Information necessary for administrative purposes.
In addition, agencies within the Intelligence Community may disseminate
information, other than information derived fromn signals intelligence, to each
appropriate agency within the Intelligence Community fo; purposes of allow.
in. the recipient agency to determine whether the information is relevant to its
reaponsibilitiesand can be retained by it
2.4 Collection Techniques. Agencies within the Intelligence Community shall
use the least intrusive collectioa techniques feasible within the United Statea
or directed against United States persons abroad. Agencies are not authorized
to use such techniques as electronic surveillance. unconsented physical
search, mail surveill.nce. physical aurveillance. or monitoring devices unless
they ae in accordance with procedures established by the head of the agency
concerned and apwroved by the Attorney General. Such procedures shall
protect constitutional and other legal rights and limit use of such information
to lawful povernmental purpos9. These pocdures shall not autho~ize
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la) The CIA to engage in electronic surveillance within the United States
except for the purpose of training. testing. or conducting countermeasures to
hostile electronic surveillance;
(b) Unconsented physical searches in the United States by agencies other than
the FBL except for.
(I) Searches by counterintelligence elements of the military services directed
against military personnel within the United States or abroad for intelligence
purposes. when authorized by a military commander empowered to approve
physical searches for law enforcement purposes. basei upon a finding of
probable cause to believe that such persons are acting as agents of foreign
powers: and
(2) Searches by CIA of personal property of non-United States persons
lawfully in its possession.
(c) Physical surveillance of a United States person in the United States by
agencies other than the FBI. except for.
(1) Physical swuveillance of present or former employees, present or former
intelligence agency contractors or their present of former employees, or
applicants for any such employment or contracting; and
(2) Physical surveillance of a military person employed by a nonintelligence
element of a military service.
(d) Physical surveillance of a United States person abroad to collect foreign
intelligence, except to obtain significant information that cannot reasonably
be acquired by other means.
2.5 Attorney Generul Approval. The Attorney General hereby is delegated
the power to approve the use for intelligence purposes. within the United
States or against a United States person abroad. of any technique for which a
warrant would be required if undertaken for law enforcement purposes.
provided that such techniques shall not be undertaken unless the Attorney
General has determined in each case that there is probable cause to believe
that the technique is directed against a foreign power or an agent of a foreign
power. Electronic surveillance, as defined in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978. shall be conducted in accordance with that Act, as well as
this Order.
2.0 Assistance to Low Enforcement Authorities. Agencies within the Intelligence Community are authorized to:
(a) Cooperate with appropriate law enforcement agencies for the purpose of
protecting the employees, information, property and facilities of any agency
within the Intelligence Community.
(b) Unless otherwise precluded by law or this Order. participate in law
enforcement activities to investigate or prevent clandestine intelligence activities by foreign powers. or international terrorist or narcotics activities;
(c) Provide specialized equipment. technical knowledge. or assistance of
expert personnel for use by any department or agency. or. when lives are
endangered. to support local law enforcement agencies Provision of assistance by expert personnel shall be approved in each case by the General
Counsel of the providing agency; and
(d) Render any other assistance and cooperation to law enforcement authorities not precluded by applicable law.
2.7 Contracting. Agendes within the Intelligence Community are authorized
to enta into contracts or arrangements for the provision of goods or services
with pnvate companies or institutions in the United States and need not
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reveal the sponsomsip of such contract. or arrangementsor guthoruizd
itellignce puoses Contracts or ogements with academic Institutions
may be undertaken only with the consent of appropriate officials of the
institution.
2ll Conisjeagy With Other Laws Nothing in thd Order shall be conatrued
to authorize any activity In violation of the Constitution or setaut of the
United States.
2* Undiscloeed Participatian in Orldirotions Within the United Stlas. No
one acting cn behalf of agencies within the Intelligence Community may join
or otherwise participate in ary organization In the United States on behalf of
any agency within the Intelligence Community without disclosing his Intelligence affiliation to appropriate officials of the orgnization. except In accorance with procedures established by the head of the agency corcerned and
approved by the Attorney General. Such participation shall be authorized only
if It is essential to achieving lawful purposes as determined by the agency
hesd or designee. No such participation my be undertaken for the Purpose of
influencing the activity of the organization or Its members except in case
where:
(a) The participation is undertaken on behalf of the FI1 in the course of a
lawful investigation or
(b) The organization concerned is composed primarily of individuals who are
not United States persocs and is reasonably believed to be acting on behdIf of
a foreign power.
2.1 H,,mon Experimcnctaion. No agency within the Intelligence Community
shall sponsor, contract for or conduct research on human subjects exc-pt in
accordance with guidelines issued by the Department of Hea!th and Human
Services. The subject's informed consent shall be documented as required by
those guidelines.
2.11 Prohibition on Assassinotion. No person employed by or acting on
behalf of the United States Government shall engage in. or conspire to engage
in. asassLiation.
Z12 Indir-ct Participation. No agency of the Intelligence Community Salon
participate in or request any person to undertake activities forbidden by this
Order.
Part 3
General Provision#
3.1 Congreuioncl Over;4hL The duties and responsibilities or the Director
of Central Intelligence and the heads of other departments, agencies, and
entities engaged in intelligence activities to cooperate with ti e Congress in the
conduct of its responsio lities for oversight of intelligence activities sh&all be as
provided in title 50, Unwted States Code. section 413. The requirements of
section 862 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. as amended z22
U.S.C. 2422).
and section 501 of the Nationc-l Security Act of 1947. as amended (50 US.C
413). shall apply to all special activities as defined in this Order.
3.2 Implementation. The NSC the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General* and the Director of Central Intelligence shall issue such appropriate
directives and procedures as,are necessary to implement this Order. Heads of
agencies within the Litelligence Community shall issue appropriate supplementary directives and procedures consistent with this Order. The Attorney
General shall provide a statement of reasons for not approving any procedure, established by th beed of an agency in the Intelligence Community
other than the FBL The National Security Council my establish procedures in
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Instances where the agency head and the Attorney General are unable to
reach agreement on other than constitutional or other legal Frounds.
3.3 Procedures. Until the procedures required by this Order have been
established. the activi:ies herein authonzed which require procedures shall be
conducted in accordance with existing procedures or requirements established
under Executive Order No. 1203e. Procedures required by this Order shall be
established as expeditiously as possible All procedures promulgated pursUant
to this Order shall be made available to the congressional intelligence commit.
tees.
3.4 Definitions. For the purposes of this Order. the followiitk terms shall hav.e
these meanings:
(a) Counterintelligence means information gathered and activities conducted
to protect against espionage. other intelligence activities. sabotage. or assassinations conducted for or on behalf of foreign powers. organizations or per.
sons. or international terrorist activities, but not including personnel. physical.
document or communications security programs.
(b) Electronic surveillance means acquisition of a nonpublic conimiinication
by electronic means without the consent of a person who is a party to an
electronic communication or, in the case of a nonelectronic communication.
without the consent of a person who is visably present at the place of
communication, but not including the use of radio direction finding equipment
solely to determine the location of a transmitter.
(c) Eniployee means a person employed by. assigned to oi acting for an
agency within the Intelligence Community.
(d) Foreign intelligence means information relating'to the capabilities, intentions and activities of foreign powers, organizations or persons. but not
including counterintelligence except for information on international terrorist
activities.
(e) Intelligence activities means all activities that agencies within the Intelligence Community are authorized to conduct pursuant to this Order.
(f) Intelligence Community and agencies within the Intelhgence Cimmunity
refer to the following agencies or organizations.
(1) The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA):
(2) The National Security Agency (NSA):
(3) The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).
(4) The offices within the Department of Delense for the collection of special.
iz:7d national foreign intelligence through retconnaissance programs:
(5) The Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the Department of State:
(6) The intelligence elements of the Army. Navy. Air Force. and Mdrine Corps.
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). the Uepartment of the Treasury. and
the Department of Energy: and
(7) The staff elements of the Director of Central Iniel.igence.
(g) The Notioiiol Foreign Intelligence rh'rigro;:: includes the programs listed
below. but its composition shall be subject to rieiew by the National Security
Council and modification by the President
(1) The programs of the CIA;
(2) The Consolidated Cryptologic Program. the General Defense Intelligence
Program. and the programs of the offices within the Department of Defense for
the collection of specialized national foreign intelligence through reconnais-
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aance, except such elements as the Director of Central Intelligence and the
Secretary of Defense agree should be excluded;
(3) Other programs of agencies within th! Intelligence Community designated
jointly by the Director of Central Intelligence and the head of the department
or by the President as national foreign intelligence or coun erintelligence
activities
(4) Activities of the staff elements of the Directur of Censr-l Intelligence:
(5) Activitiesto acquire the intelligence required for the planning and conduct
of tactical operations by the United States military forces are nsot included in
the National Foreign ?ntelligence Program.
(hN Special activities means activities conducted in support u national foreign
pnI cy objectives abroad which are planned and executed so that the sole of
the United States Government is not apparent or acknowledged publicly, and
functions in support of such actffities. but which are not intended to influence
United States political processes, public opinion, policies, or media and do not
include diplomatic activities or the colection and production of intelligence or
related support function.
(i) United States person means a United States citizen, an alien known by the
intollipence agency concerned to be a permanent resident alien, an unincorporated association subetantially composed of United States citizens or permanent resident aliens, or a corpration incorporated in the United States.
*.:.cept for i corporation directed and controlled by a foreign government or
Sgvernments.
3
Pupoee and Effect This Order is intended to control and provide
direction and guidance to the Intelligence Community. Nothing contained
herein or in any procedures promulgated hereunder is intended to confer any
substantive or procedural right or privilege on any person or organization.
38 Revocation. Executive Order No. 12M6 of January 24 1978. as amended,
entitled "United States Intelligence Activities." is revoked.
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APPENDIx 8

Congress and the
Intelligence

Community: Taking the
Road Less Traveled
FREDERICK M. KAISER

This chapter examines why, when choosing between "two roads
[that] diverged in a wood ... [Congressl took the one less traveled" and
whether or not "that has made all the difference" (-with apologies to poet

Robert Frost). The metaphor has two meanings here. First, the choice Congress made signaled a new direction: from minimal and sporadic oversight
of intelligence, Congress moved to a measurably higher and more consistent
level, where it is even accused of "micromanagement" by administration
officials and supporters (Bush 1987; Crovitz 1990). Second, the choice re-

flected a new approach: from a fragmented and isolated subcommittee system, involving only a few legislators who met infrequently and had a tiny
staff, Congress moved to a more routine, regularized, and institutionalized
process featuring committees on intelligence with comprehensive jurisdiction and involving a larger number of legislators and professional staff. (For
background, see Crabb and Holt 1989, 163-92; Jeffreys-Jones 1989, 194247; Johnson 1989, 207-67; Smist 1990; and Treverton 1990).
These newly traveled roads paralleled other broad trends and developments affecting Congress during the postreform era (Davidson, 1988,
351-62). These include: reinvigorated partisanship, particularly in the
House; strengthened party and institution-wide leadership; assaults on the
jurisdiction and power of established standing committees, sometimes to
the benefit of new select or ad hoc panels; and weakened committee leadership. Other changes are evident, such as a concentration of policy-making
arenas and shifts in congressional workload and activities, for instance, from
lawmaking to oversight and from enacting new programs to modifying and
fine-tuning existing ones.
These developments, of course, are only trends; they are neither absolute
nor guaranteed indefinitely. This is because the bicameral legislature is far
from uniform or monolithic and because other competing forces and prssures, both inside and outside the institution, influence its structure and
organization (Oleszek 1983; Davidson and Oleszek 1976).
In 1956 the Senate debated-and defeated-a proposal to create ajoint
committee on intelligence as a means of increasing oversight of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA). Senator Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass), who
(101)

1W / mrsuoaucs
-.sou'a
servedon the two CIA oversight panelsat thecime,arguedthatthe agency's
twice-a-year brieftngr to an Armed Services
subcommittee
and its once-a
yearreport to an Appropriations subcommittee
weresufficient. Hasremarks
revealthe then-fundamental assumptionof minimal oversight "It asnot a
questionof reluctanceon the part of CIA offacialsto speakto us. Instead,
atasa questionof oar reluctance,
i you will, to seekinformation andknomledgeon subjectswthichI personally, s a memberof Congressand as a
citizen, mouldrather not have "f(ComgreaiouttfRecord1956,5924).
Thirty-one yearslr, CIA Deputy
Director RoberGairn described a
much diferent scene.Writing in 1987.Gatescontended
that matordenelopmemsin congressional oversight of intligene-particularly "the obtaming, by Congresrin themid-1970s, of acs to intelligence information
esntially equalto chatof the executivebranch"-ranked alongsideof
Watergateandthe Vietnam War in shifting the"balanceof powerbetween
theexecutiveandCongress
on national security matters"(1987 224). While
Gate's contention goe too far-the Iran-contra affair demonstrated
that
Congress
can be not only deceived
but alsoclosedout of important policy
decisions,at leastin theshort mn-it is generallyapplicable to the posreform Congress.
As a result,important variations remainin the way oversight asconducted,its organizartional
and structural characteristics, andproposalsfor
change.
Thereis variability betweenthe HouseandSenate,amongdifferent
tmeperiods,andamongthe polcies, programs,andagenciesThe diffr
encesarosein part from changing political conditions, suchas the persias
trence
of diaided party government,inherentcontrastsbetweenthe Senate
andHous, andtheturnover of legislators andenecutive
officials. They also
developed
because
of rival viws on generalpolicis andparucalar profects,
execucive
branchofficials' actionsandreputations, and Congress's
role in
national securitypolicy-making.

PRECURSORS AND PRECEDENTS
Highly visiblepolitical developments
in theexecutivebranch indirecify adeancedthe causefor increased
oversightof intelligence
in the mad-1970s.
Most importantly, the enecutivebranch wasin turmoil durmg this period.
Individual officeholders werediscredited andthe presidency
was severly
weakened
by theabuseof office andother seriouswrongdoings. The result
wasoumevous
forcedresignations
andfirings, hich alongwith the normal
course
of eventsproduced an unusually high turnover in positions connected
with the presidency
and intelligence commuiy.
Evenwithout thesewounds the political ...cuisoes-ihe presiden,,
presdet, andpolitical appuimaes-al-ne could nor realisticaly control the
nteIligence
community. Indeed,theyhad long beenunableor unwiling
mi
1t, - c he Watergateandinllihgcv.- agency
anvesigatlOes
d-s-ivrre
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The intelligence
commnaiy, moreovev,
grew dramatically during the cold
marera expanding its rangeand scopeof activities to include covertop
eraltions
abroadandsophisticated iniblIgence gatherig. i operatedunder
a degree
of secrecyunmatchedby any other part of govcrnment. Furthe,
becauseof its capabilities in intelligence collection andassessmm as weil
as in coven action, theaitalligence community amassed
influencein a wide
rangeof national security manersand grewa..uitomed to itsindependence
andautonomy. This autonomy andlack of accountabilaty allowed thecarlier
abuses
to occur.
The 1976-77 movetoward greaterconsoaldation
andconcentration for
overseeing
intelligence
emerged,
somewhatironically, from theincreasigly
fragmented,
decentralizedanddispersd systemof theearlyto mid. 1970s
Congressional
investigations at that time uncovered
srious abusesin he
intelligence
community and attemptsto manipulate it. Al,. disclosed
a defectivecongressional
oversightsystem-one that led cither to neglect
or to a protective symbiotic refationship betweenMineligence
agncies and
their traditional overseers
on Capitol Hill. Theseinquiries provedio bh
catalystsfor the precedem-nseitng
legislativechanges-a law, chamber
rules,oeganaaton andstructure-of thepostreform( ongress
Congressional
investigations of the Watergatescandal,conduted an
1973 and 1974,revead estensave
illegalities and abusesby the White
House,including attemptsto manipulate intiligence agencis--particularly
the CIA and FederalBureauof Incestigaltio (FBI)-for political purpose
(WatergateCommittee 1973,1-45; U.S.Congress,
HouseJudicary Commmacct1974,1-4). At about thesame time,aHouseJudiciary subcommittee
launchedthe first malorinvestigation of theFBI in its hitory, focusing on
thebureau'scounterinteligence program The resuts of this investigaon
led to regularannualoversighthearingsandnewstatutory controls, which
enhanced
Congress'soversightpowersby requiring annualauthorazat
for the FBI andlimiting thebureau'sdirectorto a singlrlen ycar term
Also at this time theHousemadea concerted
effort to reahgncomm.ter
jurisdictionnresulting antheCommittee ReformAmendments
of 1974(Davidsonand Olesrek1976).The ForeignAffairs Commirteeacquiredspcal
oversightfor intelligence activitis rating to foreignpohcy Thiswas part
of a qutd penq.o with the ArmedServices
Committee, whih pre.visly
hadexclusivedominion over CIA organization andoperations among lie
authorizing committees(Cngeensiouanl
Record 1974,34409 10, Kser
1977,262). Shortly aher tha changein Housevuoscamepassageof hr
Hughes-Ryan
amendment
d
L.
L 93559). It setutpecedented goadeianes
CIA covertoperations abroad, requiring the presidentto prove that th
operattons
are ssenial to national securiy. Forthefirst time, theprside
oat requiredto report
-n a imely fashion,a descryptton
andsc-ipeof such
operationto theappropr.iae committees
of theCongress,"with the Senate
Foreign
Reations and Houwse
ForeignAflairscimmaees specifially idI
ufrd an heJa,l-d

,a I h, tiliciaic year IY'i,
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operation for the first time,cursingoff fundsfor military andparamilitary
operations in Angola.Thebanwaseitended in 1976andremainedin force
for a decade.
wasconsolidatedinto a
overight of intelligence
In 1975congressional
eachcreateda select
The HouweandSenate
singlepanelin eachchamber.
comminee-the PikeCommittee andsheChurchCommittee, respectivdyto inestigate chargesof intelligenceagencyillegalities andimproper ac
tivities (s Freman 1977; Johnson1985;andSmist1990,25-f2l 134andse.
214).The committeesfound numerouslong-standing, widespread,
rious bush. The FBI,for example,hadengagedin a counteintelligenc
Di.
programto "neutralize" civil rights leaders;is included wiresapping
Martin Luther King, Jr., to gaininformation thatcould be usedtodiscredit
survellasce
electronic
him. The National SecurityAgencyhadconducted
and other
of U.S. citizenson "watch lists" suppliedby law-enfomcement
evenwhenno illegal conduct was charged.TheCIA
intelligenceagencies,
The
programs.
mail-opening
operated
and FBI had covertly andillegally
CIA hadinfiltrated domesticdissidentgroups,despitea statutory banon
domesticsecurityactivities, and had testeddrugson unwitting sobirs
severalof whom later committed suicide.The CIA, relying in pan on on
fovnigr
in bizarreattemptsto embarrass
figures,hadengaged
ganized-crime
plots againstthem,including FidelCastroof
leadersandin assassination
when
Commission
Warren
the
from
kept
was
information
vital
Cuba.(This
in 1963.)The
JohnF.Kmnnedy
of President
the assassination
is investigated
abroad; someof
in various other coven operations
CIA alsohad engaged
weresucessfully directed againstdemocratically electedgoenmemis
these
(suchas the regimeof SalvadorAllende in Chile) while othersprovedin
effective(suchas theoneagainsiCastro).
by White Housepresure.
In somecam sheabum werecompounded
Other casesof abuseweremarkedby negligence-on the pan of the in
telligencecommunity or the presidency-in insisting on accountability or
andactivities(U.S.Congress.
in providing proper controls over theagencies
Church Committee 1976).
isolatedsystem
Its
fragmented,
blam.
not
without
was
too,
Congres
of owneeing intelligence was as timesineffective, insufficient, or nones
istent (U.S.Congress,Church Committee 1976).As a result,the Church
con
intelligence
urgedthe formation of a permanent
andPikecommittees
mitne in eachchamberto expand, regularize,and improve congressonal
ovenight (U.S. Congres Church Commitre 1976;U.S. Congres,Pike
Committee1976).Two temporary inestigative bodies-the Church and
Pike committen-were createdand grantednearlyidentical jursdictions.
ratein thecon
snd authority. Suchtwin creationsar exsremely
mandates,
temporaryCongress.occurring only twice-in the 1970swith thee mto
on theIran
with thecreation of selectcommittees
panels.andin the 19SOs
par.h
contra affairtThemirror approachof creating parallel,consolidated

and jueisdictional breadthof the problems.And
reflectedthe seriousness
theseefforts wereclassic'lire
of massireabuses,
fieenthe media'scoverage
to problemsthat areraised
toovenight; thatis, rnactions
alarm"approaches
list by the media or by criticisms from advenely affectedpanies(Mc'
CubbinsandSchwam 1984).
and theexecuito
Imensecontronery andconflict-between Congresa
andfactionswithin themajority Dem
andDemocrats,
branch,Republicans
ocratsin Congress-followed, especiallyin the House.The Househad to
-rerrein selectcommittee whenthe finrsonefailed, afterlie months,
its terminal condition
to 'get off deadmuter," as onelegislator described
(Crtaiessid Record 1975. 22623). Both she Houseand Senateselect
in seuring information from
numerousobstacles
encountered
committees
And an early draft of the
theFord administration and affectedagencies.
soure,
PikeCommittee report wasleakedto the pressby an undetermined
a
pledgeby the full House.
and
Houme
siolating both a pleafrom theWhite
the traditional ovenigrit orientation
Congres's new efforts challenged
of powerful standing comminres. Theinitial thruss,howandthehegemony
for.
of the era of subcommittee
eer, followed the pnreiling tendencies
rmment-additional (overight) units, fragmentedauthority andjurisdicby
But
power(David-n 19ffb, 350-1).
dispersed
ions,andincreasingly
1975eachchamberconsolidated jurisdiction in onepanel.This andother
setthe stagefor newrolesandactorssoascend.
changes
legislative

THE ESTABLISHMENT AND EVOLUTION
OF SELECT COMMITTEES ON
INTELLIGENCE
A numberof complementary caoes andconditionsmergedto determine
in 1976
in theSenate
of a selectcommittee on intelligence
theestablishment
andin the Housein 1977(she
SelectCommittee on Intelligence)
(theSenate
committees'
the
While
SelectCommittee on Intelligence).
HousePermanent
ssemialfeature remainlargely intact and still govrn their generaloicotation.theydiffer in waysthat affecttheir behavior, activities, andinfluence.
Developmonts and Conflicts in Congeess
97
neededsotake responsibility
wasthat Congeesa
In the1 0s theconsensus
if Congresswasto gpin
hr control of sheintelligence community. especially
parity with the presidentover national securitypolicy. Moreover, earlier
of thenewselect
the
creation
to
contributed
insideCongress
developmenrs
by laying the foundation that they would even
on intelligence
committees
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tually copy, adapt, or rely on. That foundation embracednewstructures
andorientations, including intenseadversial oversight for intelligence,
neworganizational options, and new typesof authority like the Hughes.
Ryanamendment
and annual authorizations.
Other trends,many of which would becomeprominent featurn of the
postreforin era,wereevidentduring Congremeas
restructuring of intelligence
overnight.Partyleaders,particularly HouseDemocrati, becamemoreaaive
andassertive,and partinship, especially in the House,was heightened.
Oneby product of the rstnucturing wanthat certain standing committees
andtheir seniority leaderssuffereda further loonof esadnuive
control over
their jursdictions. In addition, a rhangt in congressional
priorities-from
lawmaking to oversighi-was implicit in the establinhusent
of the new
panels.
Eventhough the House andSenateIntelligence
committees
becomethe
locusof pownr in Congressover intelligencematters,their establiuhment
andessential
featurms
werenot guaranteed
giventhehighly chargedpolitical
atmouphere
andconflicts that surrounded them; nor wastheir stability en
tirely predictable. Furthermore, over time,eachcommittee grewmoredis
tine from the other in severalrespectsfor oveviews, seeJohnson1985,
253-65; Johnson1989,207-34; andSmint1990,S2-133, 214-51)
WhensheIntelligence committeeswereestablished,
generalagreerin
exissted
on the need for Congres to restructure its overnight of intelligenceas an alternative to the fragtented, isolatedsystem-through panelswith
consolidated
jurisdiction. Theconsensus
on tho central precept,however.
belieddiffereices over otier governing princples and pragmaticconcerns
Conflicts aroseova the panels'jursdicion, status(a a selector standing
commttintet,
power (to report legislation or to conductoversight), authority
(to disloscdassified infornation), membenhip size,partisan composition,
selectionciteria, length of teem,and leadershipstrauture.The stakesin
volved in thesedebatesweresignificant andconflinctual.
Most obvioss were
the vestedintemresof established
standing comminste,which would los
varying amountsof jurisdiction and authority. The parties'influence
would
differ, depending on whether a partisan or bipartisan structure wanadopted
Congrest'soperating norms and procedures
alsowould be affectedif the
neweommitnees
weregivenauthority to report legislation andtreatedlike
other nuthoriong committem. And sheoversightprocessandperformance
would hingeon the jurisdictaion,
power, andstructure of the newpanels
The conflict surrounding thesedifficult choiceswas evidentin bolth
chambers.The Senateacted fint, airing its differencesopenly and volu
minously; Housemajority parry leadersscriptedshediscussion
andactive
narrowly. However, the Houstesabbreviatedconsideration did not rfleci
overwhelming agreementwith theproposal drafted by Democratic
leades.
tarher,the leadens
imposedartificial limisatons us thedebateandthevo
becauseof deep differences on several ma lr issues
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Establishment of the SenateIntelligence Committee
(1976)
On 19 May 1976the Senateagreedto createthe SelectCommitteeon
Intelligence
by a seveny-two to ewenty-two majority. Thevote climaxed a
longandinvolved process
of committee deliberation and Senatedebateon
shefloor. The resolution-Senate Resolution 400-and companion proposals
generated
hearingsandmeetingsby five standing committees,
reports
or recommendations
from four standing committeesand one selectcow
miner,bve distinct versionsof the basicresolution, and flout debatespan
ning tendaysand thirteen proposedamendments,
ten of which wereulit
matelyadopted.
Disputesand Their Resolution The exaensive
and extended Senate
debateocceuredfor severalreasons,including themanyisues that needed
in bhe
rsoled, she coroversy surrounding the choices,the high stakes
involned, andtheuniquenes of theventure Dividedgoveenwent alsoplayed
a role, with a Republican presidentanda Democratic Senate
(and House)
atodds.
Eventually, though, the disputeswereresolvedin a final compromise
'resisn arranged
by Ruln CommitteeChair Howard Cannon ID Nev.)and
Malority LeaderMike Mansfield (D-Monm.)in consultation wih a large
numberof senaton and represintatives of the Ford administrasion. The
process
itselfenlistedsupport,or reducedsomeoppositisn, by incorporating
a widespectrum
of viewpoints without arbitrarily e. luding any of hem.
Mansheld,
whos attemptssoenhance
oversightof imelligence
beganin the
19rs, was strongly committed to creating a potent newcommitte. Yethe
ail realized
the needfor restraint in order sogainSenate
GOP and esecutive
branchacceptance
in an atmosphere
of divided governmentandenecurive.
legislive contlicrs over intelligence mattersMansfield wasnot an agg
,int parian; his nodeate stylewas conduciveso the drvedopmet of a
compromise.
In addition, despiteits conflicts with sheesecutive branch,the
ChurchCommittec's own organization and recommendations
supported
severalof the basicarrangements
adoptedfor the newpanel (suchas its
bipartisanstructure).
The compromissuccerdedin lesning the concernsof severalinput
am rival camps.One raisedih prospectthat a newpanel would woube
uirng enoughto oversee
andcontrol intelligence activistes
adequatelylit
lcked independence
andimportant bill-reponing power.Another raised
theprospectthat a committee grantedsos muchpower andindependence
would
handicapintelligence activitis andoperations. Someadministration
t
upporreteandopponents of the intelligence panel,partcularly snor Re
publicanson Armed Servicr, arguedthat a newpanel might ieupardise
lassihed sasional surity ioforma.
Ilegitimate intligence activi
--an especiallyglritig h.rg in i.,
he higlly visible .1shesv.d
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andtheallgations of leaksinnolning
theenecutirebranch onersuchaccess
the Church arndPikecommittees.
Balancingthesecompeting forces,the compromiseoesios coatedan
throughla
impronedsystemfor onerseringand controlling intelligence
teachingautbority, including egslatne power,authoriing power, andfat
the
new panel
to
keep
rangingjurisdictions. The execuatiewas directed
"fully and currently informed, with respectto intelligenceactivities, innotice
to advance
cluding anysignificant anticipated activities," a reference
for coven operations. Although only a nonbinding directie, this provision
carnedweight becauseit wasendorsedby a sineablebipartisan majority.
on
Hoamer, thecompromiseversionalsoimposeda numberof chechs
the newcommittee.Among other things,thesesetlimits on:
- its powers,by circumscribing its sbility to discloseclassifiedinforwhich formally inmation through an elaboratesetof procedures,
ruIned the president,and through requiredinvstigations of suspeced leaksby theEthicsCommittee;
commitee, by spcifying tha a
as a congressional
- its independence
reprnentative of the presidentmayattendits closedmeetings,sub
jed to the panel'sagreement;
seatsfor standing
by designating
- its autonomywithin the chamber,
commits- with overlapping jurisdiction and sharingjutsdictiov
over mostof the intelligence community.
andpower,by limiting their termsIto
- its members'independence
rotation; and
eight years)and staggering
- its potential partisanship, by erecing a bipartisan structure for its
and leadership.
membership
The successof the compromise is reflecd not only in it approval by
a wide majority in 1976buhtalo in the cotinuation of theSenateInrili
sincethat time.
genceCommittee's basiccharacteristics
Evolution of sheSenateIntelligence Committee
featuresof SenateResolution 400remainintac today. And
The esuential
althoughthe SenateIntelligenceCommittee is not a sanding comminee
statusearly
underthe ruln of the Senate,it effectively attainedpermanent
in itshistoryThe tint jurisdictional test grewout of the nominstion for the deputy
which hadbeensubmittedto the Armed
director of Central Intelligence,
Committee beforetheIntelligence Committe wascreatedin 176
Services
however,whenArmedSers askedto be di s d
Conflict was anetned,
Comfrom further consideration of the nomination and the Intelligence
Record 1976,
mitte instead reportedthe nomination (Congressionaf
of undeastand
22017). Thechain of the two panelsissueda memorandum
ing to dealwith maters of 'join concern," which 'will be promptly made
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Record 1976,
of consulantionand resoluton (Congressional
,
maier
22017).Signedby the chair of the ArmedSericen Committee, which lost
cited
Comminte,thememorandum
Intelligence
,h, mostto thenewSenate
Senate
Resolution 400 and thus affirmed the committee'slegitimacyand
institutional integrity.
institutional integrity andstability
IntelligenceCommittee's
TheSenate
when, in early 1977,the Senaterealignedits comwer further enhanced
mitteejurisdictions but left the Intelligencepanel undiaturbed(Cangreesiona) Record 1977,3692, 3694). The SteensronCommittee, which had
initially studiedcommitteeealignment, was skeptical about thecontinuing
actinities (U.S.Concommitteeto onerseeintelligence
needfor a pem-anent
Committee 1976,96). But the SenateRulesCommittee,
gras, Stevenson
floor,
to the Senate
proposul
whichreportedthe committeereorganization
by Howard Cannot,, who hadplayeda heyrolein thecreation
washeaded
of the Intelligencepanel.Thus,the Ruln Committee urgedthat the Intellignce Committee"should be ableto curry out itsimportant worhwithout
Committee on Rules
Senate
anyquetion asto its future" IU.S.Congress,
1977.5).
Establishment of the House Intelligsence Comminee
(1977)

hadactedto establishin newIntelligence
Morethan ayear after theSenate
panel,the Houseceated its own renion in HouseResolution 658 the
Select Committeeon Intelligence.Pernetetit confirms the
Permanent
panel'ssnatus;unlike its Senat ci. sterpart, the Honmcommitteeis a perbody under the tulesof thechamben(HouseRule XLVII).
manent
the
On 14 July 1977by a not of 227 to 171, the Houseestablished
SelectInteiligence
newpanel,which issimilar butnot identical to theSenate
Rcord 1977,22932-34). The two committeen
CommitteeCongreossiosd
identical jurisdiction andauthority-exclusine control
weregrantedalsmost
affecingthe CIA and Director of Central
oer authonuations end legissation
(DCI) andconsolidated jurisdiction oner the remainderof the
Intelligence
community. TheHousepnde,however, differed from in counintelligence
terpartin its size,partisan composition, leadershipstructure,numberof
andauthority to discloseclassifiedinseatsreeroed for other committees,
formation.
onerDisputessnd Their Reoluton The creation of an independent
more conflict in theHousethan in theSenate.This
tight paneloccasioned
placed
restrictions
the
in the delayin creating a Housecommintte,
isreflected
on it, the closedprocessgoverning the debateandnote,andthe narrower
agreedto
marginof ictory. Only 57 percentof the oting representatives
ihetesolution, comparedto 75 percentof oting senators.A distinctive set
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of conditions-allinces, iorce.,and stateuges-saueounded the Houw
panelt creation.
More than a year had panned
sincethe Senatelauncheditu effon, al
lwing the contmoverny
and acrimony surnounding
thePike Committeeio
subside.In pan no alleviate concens rtaed by the Pike Commtteens
experience,however, the new House panelwas givenlessauthority andleu
autonomy than in Senatecounterpan. Intelligence agencies,
for instance,
weeenot directed to keepthecommintee
hidlyandcurrently informed. More
imponantly, the House Intelligence Cotminee wanpeohibited from dinclobing classiied information on in own; this power wanreservedfoI the
hill Houseandthen only under elaboreteprocedures,
including relferal io
the presidentand a vote of the chamber.Suspected
leaksof classifiedin
fonmation from the HouseIntelligence Committee
werealonrequiredto be
invesuigated
by the EthicaCommittee.
Further, HouseResolution 658 qualified the requirement
that the Intelligence
Committee "shall" makeany information availableto other mew
ben or committeesand permit any memberto attend in cloed hearings.
The new committee was orderedso prescriberegulations governing the
availability and accessibility of information in its custody andwasdirected
to keepa written record of what information was madeavailableandso
whom. Bothsupporters andopponentsof this provision recognized
thatit
could restrict andevenprohibit access
by other reprenentatives
to thecomw
mieers information. Suchrestraintswerecontrary to Houe RuleXl: com
mitee "records ar the property of theHouseandall Membersof theHong
shall haveaccessthereto.
" However, the procedureswerevirwed as
necessary
to prevent unauthorized disclounues
and to securecooperation
from the intelligence community. Ruki Committee Chair Richard Boiling
(D-Mo.), floor managerfor the resolution, admitted that memberscould
be deniedaccess:'i
"i i not, in my judgment, sensiblefor the Houseof
Representatives
so say that electionto Congeesu
automatically givesany
memberthe right to seethe mootsecretmarten in the securityestablishment" (Comgr-ssioesaf
Record 1977,22936). Liberal criticr of the intelligencecommunity vehemenly disagyed. Representative
TedWeist(D N.Y.)
suatedthae"when myconstituents electedme.. theydid not expecd
asd
I did nor expectthat I would becomea second-class
memberof Congros,
subjectto thirteen other memberstelling me what I could sayandwhat I
could readand what I could talk about" (Cog.eissioia Record1977,
22946). Representative
Robeen
Giaimo (D-Conn.), a memberof the Pike
Comnstnee,
viewedsheprovision as a stepbackward because
it allowed the
newpanelsowrite nle than"are going solimit andinfringe on hoswrights
which we now have"(CoguSeio-iwal
R.rard 1977,22946).
Anotherdisinguishing characteristc of the HouseIndlignce Cow
wiise wasits panoun compos
ompaed sosh morebiparis-anSesair
panel Thu brotght miensecriticism from sheRepubhlan miority The
sierra loot maissisyminority ratio was the sameI., other Hui- -,i
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mitterswith the authority to report aurhoriztaion bills to the floor in the
Nintly-fihh Congress
(whenHouseDemocratshelda better than rwo-tooneadvantage
in the numberof seats).
Republicans urgeda bipartisan composition of the Housepanel because
of thesnsitive nature of inmelligeoce
activities,the needto gain cooperation andacceptance
from a wary execUliVe, and the perceived
advantages
for consensus
building andcontinuity
in national security policy.
Moreover, the House'sdelayin establishing the newpanel workd so
is advantage;by 1977split-pany governmentwas no longer an obesacle.
In that yearDemocratJimmy Caner, a proponent of reform of the intdlligencecommunity, becamepresident,andThomas P. "Tip" O'Neill (DMaus) becameSpeakerof the House.O'Neill was a more accomplished
leaderthan hbi predecessor
and his accession
openedthe majority leader
position toJim Wright (D-Tex.) (lieDavidson and Olestek1990,163).To
some,the newteamrecalled
(in reverse
order)thepost-World War fI "Austin-Boston" connection whenSamRayburn (D-Ten.)was Speaker
andJohn
McCormack (D.-Mass.)was majority leader.
Thr alliancebetweenthe DemocraticpresidentandHous was made
clearduring the debane
on the Intelligence Committee whenWright stated
bluntly that "it Inhecommittee)wasrequested
by thepresidentof sheUnited
Stares"(Cogeesuson
aI Record1977,22936). RulesCommitiee Chair Bulling addedthan "nononly is sheDemocratic leadershipin supportof rhe
resolution bus it alsohasthe approval of the president"; indeed,ste Intelligencepanelwaneupecird nobe "a cmmittee un, in effect,by the leadeship" (Co esur-iosal Record1977,22934). To helpaccomplish
this goal,
the RulesCommittee reported HouseResolution 658undera closedrule,
which limited debase
and prohibited amendments
from the floor.
The proposedHouseInmtligence
Committee thusreied on strong Democratic leadershipand parnisanappealsso the pary's overwhelming
mujority. Thiumajonty proved signifcant because numberof liberal DewocrandefectedItheysuspected
that the newpanel would becomeisolated
andco-opted by the intelligence communiry and thancritical oversers like
thenuelves
would be closedout of the oversightprocess)
Evolution of the House Intelligence Committee
Most currentfeaturesof theHouseintelligence Committee haveremained
in placesincein inception in 1977.In part the commisree's
stability canbe
creditedno its fin chair, EdwardBoland(D-Mau.), who led it for nvarly
eightyears.A seniormemberof theAppropriations CommitteeBolandwas
a longtime friend of SpeakerO'Neill anda trosmed
ally of theleadership
Theonly significant changesin thecommitee havebersnits stia and
partyrato from thiemern
seats(9-4)to nineteen
sars I12-7). The numbr
of memben was increased
us loor separate
occasions, herby alering interpany atios.These i-.ssr. ..
i.socrredin resytp(se
to drmadsls1i min-
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bershipon the Intelligence Committee, rteflectingits beightenedpeitttge.
minority party representation
aodfor increased
lI addition, a 1989 amendmentto the Houe rulesgat the Speaher
direct accns to any infotmation held by the Ioelligence Committee
Record1989,H8S75-80). This changeatore in the ater
(Congressional
infoemation
of clasnifled
mathof an allegedleakor inadvertent dinclosure
Jim Wright (Koh 1990. 611.The
from the committeeby then-Speaker
Speakerwas not granted ny spectalstatusunderHouseRenolution 638
to committeeinformation by customand practice.Among
but had accens
the leadershippositions, only themajority and minority lenden, not the
TheSpeaker,
Committee.
are offcio membe.of theIntelligence
Speaker,
The Speaker aphowever,hasan interestin and a needfor direct access.
Act,
Intelligence
Cveesight
the
1980
and,under
pointncommitteemembers
isoneof theno-calledgangof eight-the bipartisan leaden of theHouse,
comminttes-who receivt retsomof coven
andthe two Intelligence
Senate,
panels.
whenthey are not madeto thefall Intelligence
operations
THE HOUSE AND SENATE fNTELLIGENCE
COMMITTEES: A COMPARISON
although named
andHouseSect Committeeson Intelligence,
The Senate
Select,areactually hybrids of contemporary sect andstandingcommittesthe Intelligencepanolslack exclusivecontrol
Likeother slect committees,
como-r much of ther jurisdictions, insteadsharing it with authoeioing
mitten notdealing with the military, foreign policy, andjudiciary. Alto like
is temother selectcommittees,the Intelligencecommitteesmethbeeship
porary. feulting in a high degreeof tumorer. Membership is alsononecludive,with positions earmarkedlor memces from standingcommittees
with overlopping jurisdiction.
comminttesar identical to
In owherrespects,however,the Intelligence
broad andstablejuThey haverelaive permamnncy.
committees.
ssanding
snd
rindictions, and, most critically, the authority to report sauthoeloing
binding bills directly to the floor ol their respectie chamber.They hold
of theintelligence
this enclusiely for theCIA andDCI theheycomponeost
community.
committees
Intelligence
Deipite their similarities, the HouseandSenate
Table 14-1outlines someof thedifferences
diterge in important respects.
leadership
sie,
composition.
membership
betweenthe two committees
the Senateis a
stractte andothet characteristics, In panicula, because
muchsmallerbody than the Housein,a largerpropontion of senatrs senrre
on the SenateIntelligencecommittee (15 percent)than do repreentatives
on the HouseIntelligence panel(4 percent).Asa result,a substantially larger
of representation, are on the outsidelooking in;
numboe(andpercentage)
for this avdother rasoes.the Houseiotelligencr Committeehasadopted
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moreelaborateandeating minegoverning acces to its holdingt (Kaiset
19flb, 70).
is beoadet
Inttstutionwide repreentation on theIntelligence committeeo
a nmallerbody, bus
in the Senstethan in theHouse.Not only is the Senate
thatthae jurisdiction two seaineach
thefour commintees
*lao it guaranteos
committee,compared
(a majority anda minority member)on the Senate
to only oneneatapiceeon the Housepanel.In addition, nearly hal of the
seainare reseed for at-large mnmbers,whereasthe HouIe hasno
Senate
comparablerequirement.Thua the SenateIntelligenceCommittee, which
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operatesin a smallen chamber andmore collegial atmosphere
than doesthe
Home pand. enjoysgreaterdeferece in the ulolcbamberand amongotrk
comminaes
for io policy stands and its internal activities.
In addition, the SenateIntelligenceComminttee
ha bipartisanship buib
into irs organization. Thui hanbeenachieved
through severalArrangements
uniquoto * sinfglicchanrber panelenpowered to report substantive legis.
laiion andaurhoeizations for executiveprograms. A nearly evenparty ratio
generallygivesdisproportionate weight to theminority on the Seate Com.
mtimeunlea, of courre, the partiesar evenlydivided (or nindy so) in the
full chamber.Both the majority nd minoesty
parti, moreover,are mrp.
rntetd equally amangthemenberaasaigned
from thefour standing com.
mintes with sharedjuridictaion. Finally, the Seaute
Committee
vicechairwho hallac in the pla andsteadof the chainnan in the abence of the
chainan"-mautr bea memberof the minority party (S. Ras.400, aec.2c,
Ninety-fourtb Congrenaj.
In contrast, the HouweIntelligence
Committee's
leaderhip structure fol
lows the standard practiceof the dcaaibeingreplacedby the nexrtranking
majority parrymember.And ther is no provision for both a moaprityand
minority pary mmb from earh of the four represented
comninims, in
part because
thereare ewerminonry seatsoverall. Changingparty strengths
in ht chan' er haveiapeoved themwnority'a
proportion of the HouseComr
minte membership,
from about 31 percentin the Ninety-fifth Congressto
about37 percentin the 101stCongress.
But the ratio still givesa slightly
dispropoionate werghtto the majority.
Thetwo committes' degrKe
of patinasahip is shaped by other chamber
aNdmembership
charactebintics, inoluding leanportisanuhip,
weakerparty
leadershipcontrols, andgreaterinstitutional loyalty (in deftense
of congreatonalparerogtives in foreign polCy) in the Senate
than in the House.The
effectnOfthe diffnren uructures aremanifold andimportant. Forinstance,
the Senate
Commintee's
reportaon propored legpalationtor o tcnight
findings
arenot jla bipartisan, theyae iusuallyunanimousAswell. Bycontrast,the
HouseCommitee's reportaare often spht along parry lines,sometrines
ignedonly by the majority or with dinaenting
minoriy viewsappended.
TheSenates
bipartisan structure andresultng intrnal committeeagree
men enhanceit inflarnce with other committeesto which its bills are
referred,on the foor., nd with the executve. The Senate
Committee,for
enample,had a grenterimpact than the HouaeCommittvedid in the devrlopment of theexecutive
orderson intelligence
iuned bypresidents
Carter
and Reagn. The bipamtn structue oi the Senate
panelalo allows it to
eien moremndependen
from thecaruttue branchon legislation.
espeially
duaingdi.idedd or aplparvy guonementBipau anship andthe r-sulrnig
unanimnry
givecredibdiy to th Senate
panelsviewsandmakeit rmpsssicle
f.r theenecativebranch to cast thosec-ewsin a panisan lght 'Ie Seva-e
C -stiotitee
rook thelead,ir inslance,on Irancomnta
rel it I
oIto
tgisla

Coagm andthebleignc
nl
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createa staltaory InspectorGeneralfor heCIA and to modify covertatmo
notce requitamentn).
Term imitu-six yeasof cont nuounserviceon the Hoile
d eighton the Seate-ao play a role in committee behaviorConmmiee
andinflurace.Overall, hh turnover for chain has beenthe rul-each panelha
hadfie chairsnince itsestablishment.
Butthe differences
betweenthemad the dinadvantagen
for the HouseIntelligence Committee leadenhipAr evidentwhenwe considerthat the Senatehas changedpary control
twice,helping to accountfor thenewchairs. Recently,
thesh-r-term limit
hot dwangstacadly
affectedtheHouseCommittee. After 19S5therewerefour
newHousechain over four Congreses (99th- 102d); one, Anthony C. Be.
denon, D-Calif., hadto havehis termextended to erve for th full two.
yearCongress.
Proposals
to lengthendteterm of all Housecommitteememhemto eightyears,however, faled at the endof the 101stCongress.
In Additionto iu impact on continuity in leadershippositions, the
thorter-term limit affectsidividusl members.Representatives
cannotdrvlop usmuch experienceor Anmany contacts a senatorscan, ad the
internal comnumne
coalitions on the Hbuse ode undergomore frequent
alterationsthan on the Senaeside.Thustheadvantages
that tepreentativu
normally have rt senaton-thmugh their greaterability to build expeetise
aimd
Alliances
in a cenain field (because
they havefewercommitteeassignmenta)-are neutralied whenthefield is shorened by a termlimit in general
nd, especially,
by a limit that is shoner than senatrs'.
Funrhe,termlimits benefittheparty leadership.
whishsuIcts the
l oo
mittenmember. Bycomparison with the Senate,Houseleadershavemore
selectionavailableto thembecause
vacancies
unrinure frequently. Houat
leaders
*alwhavegreaserdiscretim in making thosechoicesfor two reasons
thereareno requirements
for at-largeselections
and thereis only one seat
reserved
for eachof four sanding committees.

INTELLIGENCE COMMTEE ACTnVITIES

AND INFLUENCE

The work of the Houseand SenuteIntelligencecommittees,
despitether
specializeduarsdiction,rum the gamut of committeefunctions and esponaibibties.
Much of their effort, though. is involved directly or indirectly
with oversight;that is, thereview,monitonog, andsupervision
of eectrOVe
agencies
andtheir activities (Ogul 1976,It; Johnson19S0,478; and
19a, S"0-S1).Oversighttake plate in specialinvestigations
aswell asso
regularmeetingr(such
as meetings
desi*gd to reviewexecutiverrpr l.r.....
covertoperations). Ovrsifht alsonecuain other comestsand adtivarsrs
maclading
work un budgerathoitatrions, legislative initiatives, and,in the
cae o theSenate.pressilental stminatruns andproposedtrat.els
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Effective Jurisdiction

Intelligencecommittm
Theefforts andactivistesof the HouseandSenate
is notonly
in their powerand effectivejurisdiction. Change
evealchanges
dependet on the official list of agecia or units in eachcommittee'sdoon the size,
main, which remainsrelatively constant; it is alsodependent
operations,and capabilitie as
scope,andrangeof intelligence acositien,
Thesehavegrown in the rcent
well as their impact on various policy areas.
in national security pending
of a substanoal increase
past,in part because
added
This, togetherwith their uthorizing power, in ome,
the 1980S.
dursng
committes, l light of
to the petige and importance of the Intelligence
theestimatedannualintelligence community budgetof about 130billion,
the SenateIntelligence Committeecanno longerbe iewedas
for instance,
the poor venion of the ForeignRations Committee,as it wasin 1976.
asforrTeeffectiverangeof both committen' influencehasalsoincreased
vetured into one fieldslike counteenarrotics.
dignintelligence
yearssugmeted
of covertoperations during the Reagan
The ecscation
thefocalpoint for opponents
theimportance of thecommintte; theybecame
in somecam (for example,Angola andNicaragua)and borproponentsin
of covet action has
othen (Afghanistan). Yesthe heightenedsignificance
Public exposureof cetain
beena two-edgedsword for the committees.
controverie, most notably thoe involving Angolaand Nicaragua, ex
Ther issues
pandedthe scopeof conflict insideandoutsideof Congress.
thusslippedaway from the Intelligence committeesandinto different arenat-Appropriations, other authorizing committees(rspeially HouseForandthe floor
ForeignRelations),the full chamhers
eign Affairs andSenate
(asin the Iranprocess,andtemporary investigative committees
amendmsent
contraaffair) (setSmist1990,252-81; and Koh 1990)Secrecy
A built-in power basefor the Intelligence committeesisthe extraordinarily
under which theyoperate.Bothpaonscontrol access
highdegreeof secrecy
by other
to classifiedinformation in their costody- The control over access
nembarsand committee, unmatched by any other panel,allows the Inin itsjurisdiction.
telligencecommitteesto determinethe debateover issues
Moreove,when information is madeavailableby the committee,the recipientsmustabideby certain guidelinesconcemingits use,which dearly
infringeson other committees'autonomy (Kaiser198b, 49-50, 66-68).
Authorisy
theconAathiorbing the Intelligence Budget Thepowerto autborinze
comcommunity budgetwasginento both Intelligence
intelligence
solidated
mittee. The authority wasseenas crucial for Congressto exer controls
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the Inellgence cttortte
andthel acl tes Recently,
over he agencies
on
haveusedtheauthorization act, theacconpantnyg report,and hearings
awayfrom thetr primary focusof the
it to prod the intelligenceagenctcs
past foot decades-counteing the So-t thrat-into other plroitiesteconomicintelligenceandcounteroarco.ics efforts (U.S Congress.House
Committee1990,2-3). Sucha changein direction expandsthe
Intelligence
Intelligencecommittees'effecive jurisdiction into newpolicy rnas.
The authorizing power is alo usedto affect specificpolicies and proe
committees'rangeof influence.The
fcama,againenlargingthe Intelligence
Intdligence Comminrtt,for instance,playeda olein the 1988straSenate
of in support for new surtegic armsreduction talks (START) because
neillancesatellite to monitor Sovict compliance with treatiesthat might
thesatellite packagewhen
endorsed
reportedly
Reagan
emerge.President
the committeechair and other senatorsthreatenedto opposethe United
nuclear missiles(Cosgrestralty banning intermediate-range
States-Soeiet
sioral Qaterly Weekly 1989,21291.Tle Bush administration, which
soughtto reducespendingForthenewsatellite, initially retainedthesaellite
of thesamepssure. In the meantime,HouseAppiopripackagebecause
the cost benefitof theexpensivesatellitepro
anionsmembersquestioned
in light ol the growing deficit when Bushenteed oflice
gram,especially
becauseof changesin the SontetImon
1990,
in
(Funding was later cut,
and shereducedthreat from it and WarsawPactnationsl Thi episode
convoluted way bipartiprnt;s an intriguing enample of the somesimes
sanshipand continuity in public policy are put into effect.Here,the DemIntelligenceCommitteecameto an agretmentwith one
ocratic-led Senate
Republican administration
Republican administration, which the successor
wanted to abortbut insteadwasforcedto adopt (at leasttemporarily). The
effort, moreover,put the Democratic-led SenateIntelligence Committeeat
oddswith the Democratic HoUseAppropriations panel,which, in effect,
sidedwith the newRepublican administration againstthe old one.
commintes arelinhed to other panelsin their chamber
TheIntelligence
by sharedjurisdiction overauthorizations andother legislation for mostof
agends. This meansthat mostof their bills are referredto
theintelligence
other panels(Danidson1989,383; and Davidson, Olesok, and Kephart
1988,10-lIf. A recentstudyof Housecommitteesfound that the IntelligenceCommitteewas"champion" umongthem,with 77 percentof its bills
andKephart1988,10-ll, 26).
referredto other panels(Davidson,Oleszek,
which cameinto being in 1975,shortly before
Themultiple-rferral process,
providesyet another
the HouseIntelligenceCommitteewas established,
and Ruln Committee.
asenuefor influence by the Speaker
GanericLgiislation in Aathorizing Bills In addition to its immediaste
community, the authorization bill is used
purposeof funding theintelligence
that setsbroad guidelineson intelligence
asa vehice for genericlegtslation
oversight power.
congressional
acttivias, establisheoffices,andenhances
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For instance,the annual authorization act-rather than separatrlegislation-was usedin 1980 to establish new reporting requirements.It was
alsousedin 1989,this time to erecta statutory offaceof inspector general
in rheCIA; in fact,thanbill was recommitted sotheSenate
Intelligence
panel
(the first tamethis had occurred) so that sheinspectorgeneralprovasion
could beattachedto it. Separate
legislation for suchbroad instisutional and
procedural changeswould haveexposeddhelegislation aothe prospectof
beingamended
or defeated
on the floor nd beingvetoedby thepresident.
In contrast, -n sushoriation bill can be an exercisemn
logrolling, in that is
contains a vsriety of provisions that togetherhelpto build a majoriry coalition in support of theentirepackage.Is alsoreducesthe likelihood of a
vetobaused
on objections to a particular section,sincethiswould jeopardize
other provisions that dheWhite Houseand intelligence
agencies
favor. The
strategydid nor work in 1990,however, when n intelligence authoriration
bill was vetoed,for shefirst time, because
of dhepresident'sobjections to
newreporting requirements
(Bush1990).
Leverage
dhroughthe Authorieation Power The Intelligencecommitteesare intendedsohaveleverage
over theagencies
undertheir jurisdiction.
The agencies
andtheir officials aremore pronesocomply with requests
for
anformataon
and pay attention so directives or proposalsfIo the coinmittees(in reportsand asmeetings
andhearings)whenthecommitteeshold
the pursestrings.Bobby Inman, former Director of the National Security
Agencyandformer deputy DCI[ referredto rhetangible incentive eo complying with congressional
demandsand even"onerous constraints" when
he recognized
chat "some measureof oversight is absolutely enuentialfor
ongoing public support andflow of dollars" (1987, 2). Thu leverage
was
usedin 1983by rhe SenateIntelligence Committee to force the Reagan
administration to scaleback and darify its covertaction program in Ni
caragus(Congeauanal Record1983.30620-21).

Congrns.
andihb amdligrece
Comaisnity; 297
In late 1980,at the endof the Caner administration, the Hughes-Ryan
amendment
was itself amended.The 1980 Inelligence OversightAct (P.L.
96-450) imposednewreporing obligations on ihe eecoutie branch,epanding thescope,volume,and imeliness of infrmation aboutintelligence
activities including covertoperations. The actdirectd intelligence
agncies
to keepboth SelectCommttees on Intelligence fully and currenly
informed
of all intelligenceactivitis ... including any significant anticipated imel
ligenceactivity" (a referenceto advancenotice for covertoperations). An
excepsion
i grantedonly when"the Presidentdeermines i is essential to
limit prior noticeeo meetextraordinary circumstances
affecting the vital
interestsof the UnitedStates." Errs then,notice s io be given to right
leadersin Congress,the to-called "gang of right`-ihe Speakerand maonty leaderin the House,the majoriry andminority leadersin the Senate,
andthe chain and ranking minority memberson the Houseand Senate
Intelligence committees,
If prior notice asnot givento the Intelligence
committees,thepresidentshould notify them"in a timely fashion"of thereasons
for same.The 1980act alto require the agencies
"to furnih any information or material concerning intelligence -. -which is requested
by either
of the Intelligence committees."Thnseprovisions wereviolated during Irancontra, when neitherthe Inelligence commiatens
nor the 'gang of right'
werenotified.
The advancenoticeprovision was designedto correcta defectanshe
Hughe-Ryan amendment,which called for notice about CIA covertoperationsonly "an a timely fashion."This waspartof a qridpro quobetween
Congress,
which wantedadvancenotice, andthe rxocutice branch,which
soughta reduction in the numberof committees
receiving thy reports The
eightcommineesunderthe Hughes-Ryan
amendment
wee reducedto the
two Intelligencecommittees.The consolidation benefitedthe Intelligence
panelsat the expenseof the six other former tecapirms-ihe Houseand
Senate
stuandng
commitn- on appropriatans, armedservices,
andforeigni
policy.

Overigbt Authority andReporting RequirementsSine their creation,
the HouseandSenateIntelligence committeeshavereceivednewoversight
authority on seveal occasions
andat the expense
of other committees.
The
Intelligence
panelsweremaude
the exclusiverecipientsof newor expanded
exnecutive
repoetingin three areas domesticsurveillancefor foreign intelligencepurposes,
intelligence activities including coven operations, andaudits andinvetigation conducted by the inspectorgeneralat theCIA.
In 1978 the ForeignIntelligenceSurveillanceAt (P.L 95-511) was
passedto establishguidelinesand controls over domesticelectronic surveillance,
usually conducled by the FBIt for foreign inelligencepurposes.
The follow-up reports of the Attorney Generalare sentexclusively to the
Houseand SenateIntelligencecommites How--re had this lgiclatiovn
beenenaced beforethe Intelligencecommitteeswere reated,the repons
would hacegoneto thejudiciary commitees.

Attempts to clarify andtighten thereporting provisions in law suinethe
Iran-contra affair (through the 101stCongress)harr beensurrosnded by
conflict betweenthe branches.A veto was threatenedby PresidemBosh
againsta specific-timenotice requirement
and deliveredaganst ew proceduralandinformational requirements
(Bush1990).
Reportsfrom the Inspector GeneralICG)at the CIA semejffecard an
1988antdagainin 1989,whena statutory IG office was createdthere In
1988Congresscalled for semiannualreports from the adminisrative IC,
office (P.L. 100-453).Continuing controversy andconflict overthe eport,
especially
which onesCongress
could request,resultedin a more far-reach
ingchangethenext year.Baed i part n a recommendation from iheIranconra committees
(1987,425i, andoverthe objections of the agrncy,Congress
in 1989established
a statutory office of InspectorGeneralat theCIA
The IG asrequiredto subriat(1Usemiannualreparisand (2i syrvail rrpa-ris
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particularly seriousandflagrant to theDCI whomusttransmi
aboutissues
them,along wish any commentsdeemedappropriatr, to the Intelligence
committeeswithin thirty daysand seven days,respectively. TheIG is also
whenencuntering any
to report directly to sheIntelligencecommRiters
seriousproblems in carrying our statutory dutiesor whenthe director is
thesubjectof an investigation.
power to confirm presidential nominations
Cunfiemation TheSenate's
hasbeenimportant to itsIntelligence Committee.Two prnsidents-Care
Select
a
total
of
five DCInominations to theSenate
andReagan-submitted
in 1976 Threewer confirmed, but two
Committeesinceitsestablishment
wete withdrawn becauseof Senateobjections.
of continued confiConfirmation approval, of core, is no guarantee
dence.The SenateIntelligence Committee, for instance,conductedan investigationof DCI William Caseyonly sinmonths afterhe wasconfirmed.
Thepanelenaminedhis activities as director, his hiring ol an inexperienced
asdirector of operations, andhis financial dealings.Although
acquaintance
was not forcedto resign,thecommittee'sconclusion-that "no basis
Casey
hasbeenfound or concluding that Mr. Caseyis unfit to hold office'ComSenateIntelligence
(U.S.Congress.
washardly a ringing endorsement
mitte 19S3,291
IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR
stability
ommittees'
Thegreatestthreattose HouseadSensteIntelligence
andsurvival was sheIran-contra affair-the m s aleof armsto Iran and
leranin
1985-f6
in
Nic
aragua
of profits to the contras
sheillegal diveesion
Contra Committees1987, 11-22; Smirt 1990,258-67). The Houseand
SenateIntelligencecommitteeslooked into the matter through specialized
(for a DCI nomination), andhearinvestigations, conhfmarion proceedings
ingson corrective legislation.
Yet the HouseandSenatecommittees'efforts werenot enough.Asthe
vice chair of the SenateIntelligenceCommittee eogniad, "when therlationship between stheCIA and)the Oversight Committeebreaksdown
by virtue of the non-notification such asit did here, then it breaksthe
credibility of this commitem.... Everyother committeenowwantsto innestigatesheCentral Intelligence Agencyandrelatedactivities" (U.S.CongressSenateIntelligenceCommittee 1987, 101).Indeed,the centerpieces
committees
of sheIran-contr investigation did not exist in theIntelligence
but in specially cr ated investigative panels(thoughther was a significant
including someforner andcurrent chain). Following
overlapof members,
eachchamberset
the 1975precedentof the Pikeand Church committees,
up a newselectcommitteeto look into the Iran-contra charges.
Unlike the earlier epbiod, though, no permanentchangein congms
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ionul organiration resultedfrom the Irancomt.a nrTstians lhe Intel
hnstiutionslied
thy
ligencecommitteesremainedimnacindicating how
haidbecome.In addition, the findings of the Ian-onmr panelspointed to
a set of underlying problems quite diff rnt fromIthe earlier intelligence
agencyabuses.In the earlier episode.Congressfound its ovn ovneight
In the Irsa-contra alefforts deficient and in oversight structuredefectine.
commitee
wasnot at fault; rathe, theIntelligence
fair, howevr, Congress
by rte project operators
along with executiveofficials) had beendeceived
had beeneaded. Consequently,
reportingrequinements
andtheestablished
from the Iran-contra committeesfor congressional
the recommendations
oversightof intelligence meremodest,calling for improvedauditcapabilities
andexamination of sole-soure contracting for possibleabuse.The biparto
tisan majoriry alsoenplicitly rejectedthe minority's recommendation
concluding that it "would inevitsbly
createa joint committeeon intelligence,
erodeCongress'ability soperform its oversight function in connection with
and covertoperations" (Iran-Contra Committees1987,4271.
intelligence
CONCLUSION
In the mid-1970s Congesatook the roadlesstravceld, one that madea11
thediflerencefor increasinglegislativeoreight andcontrols ov the inchangedboth in direction andapprouch.
tlligence community. Congresa
It relectedthe minimal andoften protective relationship betweenthe agenoverseer,
and it replacedan isolated,fragmented
art andtheir traditional
Thesechanges
system
with a consolidatedapproachanda newperspective.
The
on Intelligence.
andHoue SelectCommittees
ledsopermanentSenate
becameintegral pam of inch chamberduaingthepostreform
committees
era,surviving the Intn-contra affair, which harmeddtir credibility, snd its
to replacethemwith a joinscommittee.
aftermath, which insluded proposals
The Intelligencecommitteeshaveprosperedsincetheir creation gaining
power at the expenseof other authorizing committees(as with the 190
Intelligence Ovemight Act).
are heirsto long-standing tendencies
Today the Intelligencecommittees
in the postreform era.
of morerecentdevelopments
as well as beneficiaries
Most important among thee ia exetutie-legislativ conflict, which grew
out of the Vietnam War and Watergatescandaland then expandedas a
agencysbuh in 1975.Congresional
of intelligence
aultof thedisclosure
laid the groundwork for new organixations, authority, and
invnesigations
structumnto review,monitor, supervise,andchechexecutiveaction. And
andasntineneus
independence
congressional
underlying this wereincreased
in thepostreform era. Yetthesedevelopments
reinforcedby developments
occurrednot only in intelligencebut also in other national defenseand
including war powers,human rights requirements
foreignaffain mactees,
programs, useof the military in drug-interdiction efin foreign assistance
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forts, restrictions on foreign armssale, DefenseDepartmentreorganhiatGon,
procurementanddepartmental
andnewinstisutional controls over defense
operations (Crabb and Holt 1989; Franckand Weisband1979).
of the postreform era wereevidentin the IntelThemajor tendenctes
(particularly theHouse
committeesat thetioe theywereestablished
ligence
exceptfor the Housecommitpanel).The committees' key characterissrcs,
tee'soineandinterparty ratio, haveremainedconstant eversince.However,
betweenthetwo panels,particularly in term,
ther ar important differences
of their influence and orienration. Whereasthe SenateIntelligenceCommitteeha a bipartisan structure (unursal for a bill-reporting comminee in
criteria (suchasrequiredat-largeseats),
aelection
esther
chamber), rensrictive
Commitnee
has a
and a comparatively large size,the House Intelhggence
partisan structure snmilarto other authorizing panelsin its chamber,few
selectioncriteria, anda comparatively smallsize.Thes committeefeatures
werelargely deteenined by the markedly different inrerbranch, chamber,
and leadershipcharactertics that existedat the time eachcommitteewas
created,eventhough only oneyear apan.
Moreover, the differencesbetweenthe Houseand SenateInteligence
especommineeswere reinforced by intervening political developments,
durnogthefirst sin yearsof theReaigan
cially thetruncated patnygovernment
admimstration (1981-S7), when the Housewas the only democratically
controlled institution. And the diffrencea wereintensified by partisan and
that separatedHouse Republicans-who repre_chambercharactrerisics
perpetual(andohen frustrated) minority-from Senate
sened a seemingly
Republicas-who werelesspartisan andmre institutionally loyal in norbnal securitymatters.
especially
in theHouse,continuesto exern
Strengthened
party leadership,
powers,on the ascenThe Speaker's
itself on the Intelligence committees.
dancyin thepostreform era,include theappointment of committeemembers
with few constraints on the selections,which arem de regularly andfrequently becauseol the six-yearterm limit. The Speakeris also memrbe
holdings of the
of the'gang of eight" andhasdirect accessto theelausified
Committee (initially by practice andlater by a changein House
Intelligsence
rules).Finally, mossof theHousecommittee's bills-77 pecent, morethan
any other panel's-ar multiple-rferred one, giving addeddiscretionary
power to the Speakerand RulesCommitee. Implied in the strengthened
committe leadership.Beparty andiusattutionwide leadershipis weakened
causeof the seemlimits, for instance,the turnover of the chairsfor both
committeesi high, especiallyon sheHousepanel.
Th1eHouseandSenateIntelligence committeesillustrate two important
work load and activities-from lawmaking to
shihf in congressionIal
overight, a long-term andinsittutionwide trend (Aberbach1990,34-46),
of newprogramsto the fine-uning of riting ones
and from thepassage
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A Consumer's Guide to Intelligence

Introduction

Reduced to its simplest terms. intelligence is knowledge and foreknowledge of
the world around us-the prelude to decision and action by US policymakers.
Intelligence organizations provide this information in a fashion that helps consumers, either civilian leaders or military commanders, to consider alternative options
and outcomes. The intelligence process involves the painstaking-generally tedious-collection of facts, their analysis, quick and clear evaluations, production of
intelligence assessments, and their timely dissemination to consumers. Above all,
the analytical process must be rigorous, timely, and relevant to policy needs and
concerns.
The Intelligence Community (IC) iscomposed of 13 intelligence agencies,
including those in the Departments of Defense. Justice. Treasury, Energy. and
State, and the Central Intelligence Agency. A full description of the Community
may be found in section V.
The IC deals with both classified and unclassified information on foreign
developments. Its analysts take raw data and produce finished intelligence by
analyzing, evaluating, interpreting, and integrating the various pieces of information. The IC offers the intelligence consumer a broad range of products through
a variety of media:
* Daily publications and bulletins or briefings about current developments.
* Biographic reports and psychological studies.
* Assessments, briefs, and memorandums on specific subjects.
* Technical analyses of weapons and weapon systems.
* Formal estimates that take more in-depth looks at specific international
situations.
* Daily video reports.
* Comprehensive research studies.
* Serial publications and situation reports addressing specialized topics. key
countries, or important policy issues.
Some of the best information used in various intelligence products comes from
sensitive sources. To protect these sources-whether human or technical-and to
ensure the continued availability of the information to the United States, most
intelligence is classified and carefully controlled on a "need-to-know" basis.
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Section I
The Intelligence Process
The process of creating reliable, accurate foreign intelligence is dynamic and
never-ending. The intelligence process or cycle begins with questions-the answers
to which inevitably lead to more questions. So. essentially, there is no start and no
finish.
Through planning and direction by both collection and production managers. the
process converts acquired information into intelligence and makes it available to
policymakers and consumers. A number of steps are involved:
. Needs. Statements of the intelligence requirements of the policymakers-the
President, the National Security Council (NSC), and other officials in major
departments and government agencies.
* Collection. The gathering of raw data from which finished intelligence is
produced.
* Processing and Exploitation. Conversion of large amounts of data entering the
system to a form more suitable for the production of finished intelligence:
includes translations, decryption, and interpretation of information stored on
film and magnetic media through the use of highly refined photographic and
electronic processes.
* Analysis and Production. The integration, evaluation, and analysis of all
available data and the preparation of a variety of intelligence products. both
timely single-source. event-oriented reports, and longer term finished intelligence
studies.
* Dissemination. Getting the products to the consumer whose needs and requests
initiated the process. It also involves distribution to other consumers both inside
and outside the IC. while keeping in mind the need to reduce the amount of paper that we send to senior policymakers.
* Feedback. An indispensable step if intelligence is to be truly dynamic and
effective. It permits consumers of finished intelligence to interact with the
producers. thereby helping intelligence managers evaluate the effectiveness of IC
support, identify intelligence gaps, and focus more precisely on consumer needs.
Feedback can take many forms and channels. It may be direct or through liaison
contacts and consumer surveys.
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Needs
The intelligence process begins when consumers outside the IC express their needs
for intelligence information to accomplish their missions. Both the executive and
lcgislative branches of the Federal Government are fervent consumers of intelligence. Ascertaining their needs is the first step in the needs process.
A new national process that seeks to achieve higher levels of integration and
efficiency across the IC is now being implemented. The process is intended to
enhance flexibility and responsiveness to changing demands in an era of dynamic
shifts in world affairs and in a period of relative budget austerity. In addition to
gathering and updating consumer needs. the other phases of the process include
translating them into a set of national intelligence needs grouped into broad issue
areas (that are in turn expanded into prioritized topics and subtopics). developing
all-source strategies against each of the major issues, and implementing the
strategies.
The new process is administered and coordinated by the Community Management
Staff (CMS). under the auspices of the Executive Director for Intelligence
Community Affairs and the Intelligence Community Executive Committee. This
central authority draws on all elements of the IC for the implementation and
management of the process.

Collection
There are four categories of intelligence sources. also known as collection
disciplines:
1. Signals intelligence. also known as SIGINT. includes information derived from
intercepted communications. radar, and telemetry. The National Security Agency
N'SAI is responsible for collecting, processing, and reporting communications
intelligence (COMINT). electronic intelligence (ELINNT). and foreign instrumentation signals intelligence (FISINT). The National SIGINT Committee within NSA
advises the Director. NSA. and the DCI on SIGINT policy issues and manages
the SIGINT requirements system.
2. Imagery, referred to as IMINT. includes both overhead and ground imagery.
The Central Imagery Office (CIO) is the focal point of all imagery activities within
the government as well as across all aspects of imagery. These aspects include
requirements, collection, processing. exploitation. dissemination, archiving, and
retrieval. In addition. commercial SPOT/LANDSAT imagery is available to
support Community analysis.
3. Measurement and signature intelligence (MASINT) is technically derived
intelligence data other than imagery and SIGINT. The data result in intelligence
that locates, identifies. or describes distinctive characteristics of targets.
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4. Human source intelligence (HUMINT) involves clandestine and overt collection
techniques used mainly by CIA and the Departments of State and Defense. The
National HUMINT Requirements Tasking Center is responsible for providing
guidance for HUMINT activities, which are reflected in the National HUMINT
Collection Directive (NHCD). The following are some of the principal types of
collection associated with HUMINT:
* Acquisition of open-source data from foreign media, including radio, TV, films.
newspapers, journals, and books.
* Clandestinesource acquisitionof information and other data (including photography, documents, and other material) of intelligence value.
* Data collection by civilian and military personnel assigned to US diplomatic and
consular posts.
* Debriefing offoreign nationals and US citizens who travel abroad or have access
to foreign information.
* Official contacts with foreign governments, including liaison with their intelligence and security services.

Processing and Exploitation
A substantial portion of US intelligence resources is devoted to processing and
exploitation-the synthesis of raw data into a form usable by the intelligence
analyst or other consumers-and to the secure telecommunications networks that
carry these data. Exploiting imagery; decoding messages and translating broadcasts; reducing telemetry to meaningful numbers; preparing information for
computer processing, storage, and retrieval; placing human-source reports into a
form and context to make them more comprehensible-these are all "processing,"
and all collection agencies in the IC engage in it to a significant degree. Two of the
major processors of information derived from technical collection are NSA and the
National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC). NSA is a separate agency
within the Department of Defense (DOD); NPIC provides imagery exploitation
support for the IC. It is a component within the Directorate of Science and
Technology at CIA.

Analysis and Production
Most intelligence organizations have a body of analysts, each assigned to a
particular geographic or functional specialty-broad or narrow. The collection,
forwarding, and processing systems are designed to bring to the analysts information from all sources pertinent to their respective areas of responsibility.
The analyst's job is to absorb incoming information, evaluate it, and produce an
assessment of the current state of affairs within an assigned field or substantive
area, and then put that assessment into the context of past trends and forecast future trends or outcomes. Analysts are encouraged to include alternative views in
their assessments that will help policymakers reach decisions and to look for
opportunities to warn about possible developments abroad that could either
threaten or provide opportunities for US security and policy interests. The analyst
also develops requirements for collection of new information.
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In addressing questions about a country's nuclear program, for example, country
analysts and functional experts in nuclear technology in CIA, State's Bureau of
Intelligence and Research (INR), the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), and the
Department of Energy (DOE), among others. would be involved in processing
information and producing assessments.
During periods of international crisis, such as the disintegration of the former
Yugoslavia, or on occasions when intelligence support is critical to high-level
negotiations, an interagency task force might be created to address critical
intelligence needs. Frequently, the DCI directs that a particular agency serve as
executive agent responsible for task-force support. Such a unit has as one of its
major tasks the production of periodic situation reports (SITREPS) to be
disseminated to appropriate policymakers. It also disseminates other daily intelligence "updates" and products.
Long-range, intractable intelligence problems are addressed by grouping analytic
and operational personnel from concerned agencies into closely knit functional
units. The DCI Counterterrorist Center, for example, widely disseminates intelligence assessments on terrorist threats to US personnel and facilities. The DCI
Nonproliferation Center serves as the focal point for IC proliferation-related
analysis and support for the policy, enforcement, licensing, and operations
communities.
A great many single-source, event-oriented reports are immediately sent directly
to intelligence consumers, often by electronic means. Such information usually is
perishable and needs neither comment nor additional context. It may, nonetheless,
be evaluated and, where necessary, correlated with other data. The final product of
analysis, including the assessment of validity of information and contextual
comment from an all-source perspective, is called finished intelligence.

Categories of Finished Intelligence
Five broad categories of finished intelligence are available to the consumer:
1. Current intelligence essentially addresses day-to-day events, seeking to apprise
consumers of new developments and their background, to assess their significance,
to warn of their near-term consequences, and to signal potentially dangerous
situations in the near future. Current intelligence addresses such issues as military
and diplomatic developments in the Balkan crisis, conflict in the Caucasus, peace
prospects in the Middle East, and political and other threats to the new
government in Moscow. Current intelligence is presented in daily, weekly, and
some monthly publications and frequently in ad hoc written memorandums and
oral briefings to senior officials.
2. Estimative intelligence, generally in the form of National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs), projects forward. It deals with the unknown (but knowable) as well
as the unknowable: Can the Balkan crisis be managed? What are the prospects for
democratization and marketization in Russia over the next four years? What are
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the prospects for the proliferation of advanced weapons and associated technology
from the post-Soviet states? What will the split in Czechoslovakia mean? Will
South Africa weather the storm? Estimates may be given orally, but the normal
form of presentation is in a document that registers the consensus, as well as the
dissents of the Community and likely alternative scenarios. NIEs and their less
formal subsets, the National Intelligence Council Memorandums, are produced
under the aegis of the National Intelligence Officers (NIOs). NIEs are reviewed
and approved by the National Foreign Intelligence Board (NFIB), chaired by the
DCI. An Evaluation Staff of the National Intelligence Council (NIC) helps ensure
that uncertainties in Estimates are transformed into new collection requirements.
In addition, the staff works with the Community Management Staff and the
collection organizations to develop new collection approaches designed to meet the
information needs of senior policymakers. DIA also produces a series of Defense
estimative products, which are coordinated with DOD intelligence agencies.
3. Warning intelligence sounds an alarm or gives notice or admonishing advice to
policymakers. It connotes urgency and implies the potential need for policy action
in response. It is a different intelligence function than simply informing policymakers or enhancing their understanding of an issue or development. Warning
includes identifying or forecasting events that could cause the engagement of US
military forces, or those that would have a sudden and deleterious effect on US
foreign policy concerns, (for example, coups, third-party wars, refugee situations).
The NIO for Warning serves as the DCI's and the IC's principal adviser on
warning. He chairs the Warning Committee and produces a weekly warning
report. The NIO for Warning also produces special warning memorandums when
warranted. All agencies and intelligence staffs have designated warning components, and some have specific warning responsibilities:
* NSA maintains the worldwide CRITIC system for the simultaneous alerting of
US officials within minutes of situations that may affect US security.
* DIA is responsible for keeping US commands around the world apprised of the
latest threat status and prepares and disseminates periodic warning reports and
notices of Watch Condition (WATCHCON) changes.
4. Research intelligence is presented in monographs and in-depth studies from
virtually all agencies. Research underpins both current and estimative intelligence
and grapples with such questions and issues as: Can Yel'tsin retain effective
control? What is the potential for additional conflict in the Middle East? What
are the ramifications of instability in the Balkans? There are also two specialized
subcategories of research intelligence:
* Basic intelligence consists primarily of the structured compilation of geographic, demographic, social, military, and political data on foreign countries. This
material is presented to the consumer in the form of maps, atlases, force
summaries, handbooks, and, on occasion, sandtable models of terrain. The
Directorate of Intelligence in CIA and the National Military Intelligence
Production Center in DIA are major producers of material of this kind.
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* Intelligencefor operational support is another subcategory of research. CIA has
established the Office of Military Affairs to ensure that the Agency is regularly
informed of military needs for intelligence support to supplement the capabilities
of the Department of Defense. Increased national-level policy interest in lowintensity conflict issues (LICs) has resulted in a significantly expanded role for
the Community-particularly for DIA and NSA-in terms of intelligence for
operational support. The full range of tactical intelligence support to operational
forces-including target and terrain analysis and routes of entry and escape-has been provided from national-level and single-source intelligence directly to
forces engaged in counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, narcotics interdiction,
and other military operations in the Third World. This support involves tailored,
focused, and rapidly produced intelligence for planners and operators. The DCI
Counternarcotics, Nonproliferation, and Counterterrorist Centers all play leading roles in these efforts.
5. Scientific and technical intelligence includes information on technical developments and characteristics, performance, and capabilities of foreign systems or
subsystems. Such information is frequently derived from analysis of all-source
data, such as technical measurements. Generally, technical analysis and reporting
is in response to national requirements, such as supporting weapon acquisition,
arms control negotiations and monitoring, or military operations. It covers the
entire spectrum of sciences, technologies, weapon systems, and integrated operations. This type of intelligence is provided to consumers via in-depth studies,
detailed system handbooks, executive summaries, focused assessments and briefs,
and automated data bases.
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Section 11
Collectors
Current methods of intelligence collection generally fall into one of two major
categories: they are either manpower- or hardware-intensive. As its name indicates, human-source intelligence or HUMINT requires a considerable investment
in people to obtain the desired results. In contrast, the satellites and other
sophisticated hardware systems that yield enormous amounts of data are themselves extremely costly to develop and operate. The collection community is
described briefly below.

Central Intelligence Agency
Two of the CIA's four directorates engage in collection:
* The Directorateof Operations(DO), headed by the Deputy Director for
Operations (DDO), has primary responsibility for the clandestine collection of
foreign intelligence, including HUMINT. Domestically, the DDO is responsible

for the overt collection of foreign intelligence volunteered by individuals and
organizations in the United States, and in some cases, data on foreign activities
collected by other US Government agencies. Since 1992, the DDO has been
assisted by an Associate Deputy Director for Military Affairs (ADDO/MA),
who facilitates Agency cooperation with the military. The DO is divided

administratively into area divisions, as are the State Department and CIA's
Directorate of Intelligence, with the addition of a domestic collection division,
two topical centers, one tasking center, and one defector resettlement center.
Several staffs deal with issues specific to the work of the DO.
* The Directorate of Science and Technology (DS&T), headed by the Deputy
Director for Science and Technology, provides support to CIA and the Intelligence Community (IC) in the collection, processing, and exploitation of intelligence from all sources-imagery, HUMINT, open source, signals intelligence
(SIGINT), and other forms of intelligence data collected by clandestine technical
means. The support includes research, development, acquisition, and operations
of the technical capabilities and systems. For open source and imagery exploitation, the DS&T serves as a service of common concern for the IC through,
respectively, its Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) and National
Photographic Interpretation Center. For HUMINT, the DS&T components
provide a wide range of technical support, including agent communication.
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Department of Defense
The National Security Agency-with the assistance of the military servicescollects, processes, and reports SIGINT to the intelligence, policy, and operating
elements of the government, Defense Department, and other intelligence
producers.

The Defense Intelligence Agency provides intelligence and intelligence support to
the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
commanders of the combatant Commands, the Director of Central Intelligence,
and other non-DOD agencies, as appropriate; coordinates the intelligence-collection activities of the military services and the Commands to satisfy DOD needs;
and manages overt collection activities through the worldwide defense attache
system.
The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) ensures that the nation has the

technology and capabilities to acquire superior intelligence worldwide. The NRO
accomplishes this mission through research and development, acquisition, and
operation of spaceborne and airborne data collection systems. Intelligence gathered by the NRO is used to monitor arms control agreements, to provide
indications and warning of possible hostilities, and to plan and conduct military operations. The NRO is an agency of the DOD with the Secretary of Defense having
responsibility in concert with the Director of Central Intelligence.
Military Services-Each military service collects intelligence information within
its specialized fields of competence-including information that would help warn
against hostile military action, both strategic and tactical-in response to established national, departmental, and operational command requirements:
* Army Intelligence is headed by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence
(DCSINT). The DCSINT has Army General Staff responsibility for the
management of collection by Army organizations. This responsibility is exercised
through the US Army Intelligence and Security Command (USAINSCOM).
Subordinate elements of USAINSCOM collect all-source intelligence information in response to Army, Unified Command, DOD, and national-level collection
requirements.
* Navy Intelligence is headed by the Director of Naval Intelligence. It engages in
HUMINT and MASINT collection as well as some signals intelligence to
support fleet operations. Naval SIGINT is performed by the Naval Security
Group.
* Air Force Intelligence is headed by the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence. He
manages the Air Force signals, technical, human, and imagery collection efforts.
Signals and human intelligence is collected by the Air Force Intelligence
Command (AFIC). Air Force Foreign Aerospace Science and Technology Center
(FASTC) collects data on foreign aerospace capabilities that are used to support
US military operations and planning and treaty monitoring. Imagery intelligence
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is collected by designated units to support national and theater requirements.
The Air Force Intelligence Support Agency (AFISA) analyzes the collected
intelligence and provides support to Headquarters USAF and Air Force units
worldwide.
Marine Corps Intelligence is headed by the Director of Intelligence who is the
Marine Corps' Senior Intelligence Officer and the Commandant's principal staff
officer and functional manager for all-source intelligence, counterintelligence,
and cryptologic matters. The Director also serves as the Director of the Marine
Corps Intelligence Center (MCIC). The MCIC supports the development of
Marine Corps plans, doctrine, force structure, training and education, wargaming and simulation, and acquisition policy and programming unique to the
Corps. It also provides intelligence products to support Marine Corps expeditionary and amphibious operations that are not provided by theater, other service, or
national research and analysis capabilities.

Other Departments

The Department of State is not formally engaged in intelligence collection.
However, diplomatic reporting provides a considerable amount of the HUMINT
available to the Intelligence Community. The Bureau of Intelligence and Research, headed by an Assistant Secretary of State, serves as a coordinating point
for the IC's requirements for diplomatic reporting of information on subjects of intelligence interest.
The Department of the Treasury is not formally engaged in intelligence collection
but is responsible for overt collection abroad of financial and monetary information in countries where a treasury attache is posted. Such attaches are currently
posted in some nine foreign missions: Ottawa, London, Paris, Bonn, Brussels,
Rome, Tokyo, Brasilia, and Mexico City. (Note: The Secret Service: Customs
Service; Internal Revenue Service; and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms have no collection missions for the IC.)
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has primary responsibility for counterintelligence within the United States. As a byproduct of its normal counterintelligence
investigations, foreign counterintelligence information may be generated. This
information is disseminated, as appropriate, to other elements of the Intelligence
Community.
The Office of Intelligence in the Department of Energy supports US Government
policymakers as well as the US Intelligence Community with timely, accurate, and
relevant intelligence analyses and national intelligence production on nuclear
proliferation, foreign nuclear weapons and materials, science and technology, and
international fossil and nuclear energy developments. The DOE provides counterintelligence analyses and awareness briefings to the IC, and assessments of threats
to DOE nuclear and energy facilities and personnel. The Office is subordinate to
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the Office of Intelligence and National Security that was established in 1993 to
coordinate the Department's activities in arms control and nonproliferation policy,
intelligence, security affairs, and emergency management.
Several other Executive Branch organizations have representatives serving abroad
in US missions who contribute to mission reporting as part of country teams.
These organizations include the Departments of Interior, Labor, Commerce,
Justice (DEA), Transportation (FAA and Coast Guard), and Agriculture.
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Section III
Producers
The vast amounts of data collected by the IC would be of little use without skilled
analysts-supported by specialists such as editors, cartographers, and graphics
design people-tasked to produce finished intelligence. In many respects, analysis
and production represent the ultimate reason for the existence of the IC. The
principal producing organizations and their respective products are described in
this section.

National Intelligence Council (NIC)
National Intelligence Officers (NIOs), assigned to the NIC, are the primary
instruments for coordinating the substantive finished intelligence output of the IC
as a whole and are responsible for preparing the coordinated National Intelligence
Estimates. (See Section IV for a description.) Each NIO concentrates on substantive matters for a geographic area-for example, Russia and Eurasia, East Asia,
Africa, Latin America, Near East/South Asia, or Europe-or functional areas,
such as general purpose forces, strategic forces, economics, science and technology,
global issues, and warning. Besides National Intelligence Estimates, the NlOs also
issue National Intelligence Council Memorandums and other products on specific
topics of policy interest that have been brought to the attention of the most senior
substantive officers in the Community. These are often prepared with short notice
on fast-breaking situations US policymakers are facing.
Attached directly to the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence, the NIC is
responsible for determining the IC's views on intelligence issues; as a result, more
of its products are subject to interagency review and coordination. NlOs come
from both the various intelligence agencies as well as academia and the private
sector.

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
CIA produces a wide variety of finished intelligence. Its substantive scope is
worldwide. It covers functional as well as regional issues, and its products range
from quick-reaction, informal oral briefings to complex, long-term research studies
that may take months or years to complete. Virtually all of CIA's finished
intelligence is designed to support national-level policy deliberations.
The Directorateof Intelligence (DI), headed by the Deputy Director for Intelligence, produces the bulk of CIA's finished intelligence products and is the
executive agent for meeting CIA's responsibility to produce national-level current
intelligence.
Since 1981, the Directorate's analysis of regional and country-specific topics has
been performed in five regional offices. Each of these offices generates multidisciplinary studies encompassing military, economic, political, and other factors and
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produces the full range of finished intelligence. These offices-structured largely
to mirror the way their policymaker consumers are organized in the State
Department, Defense Department, NSC Staff, and other departments-are:
* Office of African and Latin American Analysis.
* Office of East Asian Analysis.
* Office of European Analysis.
* Office of Near Eastern and South Asian Analysis.
* Office of Slavic and EurasianAnalysis.
The Directorate also has four offices that are worldwide in responsibility but focus
on particular issues or kinds of analysis:
* The Office of Resources, Trade and Technology (RTT) has the broadest
responsibility, covering such transnational issues as sanctions monitoring,
economic negotiations support, foreign efforts to unfairly aid business, questionable foreign financial practices, international arms market trends, defense
industry strategies, energy and resource analysis, geographic and demographic
issues, and environmental trends and civil technology challenges-from both a
technical and policy perspective.
* The Office of Scientific and Weapons Research (OSWR) produces assessments
of foreign developments in science, technology, and weapons. Major issues
currently addressed by OSWR include: the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, nuclear security and safety, technology surprise, and the proliferation of advanced conventional weaponry.
* The Office of Leadership Analysis (LDA) integrates the work of biographic,
psychological, and medical specialists to provide comprehensive assessments of
the major leaders, groups, and institutions of foreign countries that exercise
formal or informal power.
* The Office of Imagery Analysis (OIA)-which, effective I October 1993, is
managed and staffed on behalf of the Directorate by the National Photographic
Interpretation Center-provides analyses on the full range of substantive
intelligence topics worldwide and develops and applies methodologies used to
maximize the utility of current and future imaging systems.
Two offices in the Directorate provide support to Directorate analysis and to other
agencies:
* The Office of Information Resources (OIR) provides all-source library and
reference services within CIA and retrieves CIA documents for the IC. It
supports Directorate of Intelligence information systems and is developing an
electronic open-source delivery system with connectivity to the IC. OIR also
develops methodologies to support quantitative research and analysis.
* The Office of Current Productionand Analytic Support (CPAS) publishes
national-level current intelligence, fulfills the CIA's warning and alert functions
via its Operations Center, coordinates foreign intelligence liaison activities, and
supports CIA's finished intelligence production with cartographic. design. and
editorial expertise.
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The Directorate of Intelligence also houses the DCI CounternarcoticsCenter,
which has assembled analytic. collection, and operations officers from throughout
the IC to monitor, assess, and disseminate information on international trafficking
in illicit drugs. The DCI Counternarcotics Center was established on 4 April 1989.
The Director of the Center is charged with planning, coordinating, and managing
counternarcotics activity within the CIA and within the IC. The Center is staffed
from all four Directorates in CIA and includes the direct participation of most IC
and counternarcotics law enforcement and policy agencies.
In May 1992, the DCI NonproliferationCenter (NPC) was established as the focal
point for all IC activities related to nonproliferation. The NPC, structurally
located in the Directorate of Intelligence, develops and updates strategic plans,
provides assessments, manages operations, and enhances collection efforts in order
to provide the policymaker with a coordinated view on nonproliferation issues for
decisionmaking.
The Directorate of Operationsproduces individual unfinished intelligence reports
that are "raw" in the sense that they consist of clandestinely obtained information
that has not been finally evaluated or analyzed. However, these reports have been
screened and processed both in the field and in CIA headquarters to determine
whether the significance and degree of reliability of their information warrant
dissemination. The CounterterroristCenter produces finished intelligence on
selected terrorist groups and countries that support terrorism. This includes a
monthly Terrorism Review of current developments. The Counterintelligence
Center produces case studies, notes, and summaries on counterintelligence, as well
as a series analyzing foreign intelligence/security agencies for distribution to the
IC.

The Directorateof Science and Technology administers the Foreign Broadcast
Information Service. FBIS monitors, selectively translates, and reports on a large
and growing volume of information emanating openly from foreign sources. Radio,
television, newspapers, magazines and journals, commercial data bases, and other
literature are all addressed in FBIS collection efforts. Unclassified FBIS products
derived from these materials address a wide variety of subjects and are in demand
by a broad array of consumers. Customers range from producers of all-source
finished intelligence within the CIA Directorate of Intelligence, to analysts and
policy formulators elsewhere in the branches and departments of the US
Government, to researchers and scholars working in academia and the private
sector. Information and analyses from FBIS flow to consumers electronically,
through personal contact, and via an array of periodical publications and issue
oriented reports. Popular examples drawn from the extensive FBIS product line
include a set of regional Daily Reports addressing time-sensitive current developments; a Joint Publications Research Service (JPRS) series that provides in-depth
reporting on issues of exceptional interest; periodic S& T Perspectives covering
important foreign releases in the scientific and technical arena; and Trends in
foreign political, economic, and military policies as discerned by FBIS analysts
through intense study of both broadcast and print media.
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The National Photographic Interpretation Center is also managed within the

DS&T. NPIC is a joint CIA/Defense Department center, and its product is
disseminated to its parent agencies, which, in turn, incorporate it into all-source intelligence reports. NPIC also produces imagery interpretation reports, briefing
boards, videotapes for national-level consumers, and provides support for the
military.
Department of Defense
Overall intelligence management in the Department of Defense is in the hands of
the Deputy Secretary of Defense. He has an Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence, ASD/C 31) and an Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Intelligence Policy.
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
The Director, DIA, reports directly to the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) in fulfilling his national-level and Commandlevel intelligence responsibilities. The Defense Intelligence Officers (DIOs) are a
part of DIA's Policy Support Directorate and have functions and responsibilities
within the Agency paralleling those of the NIOs.
DIA is organized with three major directorates-Intelligence (J2), Policy Support.
and Administration-and three centers-the National Military Intelligence Production Center (NMIPC), Collection Center (NMICC), and Support Center
(NMISC).
The Directoratefor Intelligence (12) provides intelligence support to the Chair-

man, JCS; the Office of the Secretary of Defense; and the Director of Central Intelligence. It serves as the DIA focal point for all Joint Staff actions. The
Directorate focuses on increasing DOD's war-fighting intelligence capabilities by
improving joint interoperability, doctrine, planning, programming, and intelligence
methodologies and architectures. It provides all-source indications and warning
(I&W) intelligence, supervises DOD's I&W System, interfaces with other agencies
on substantive I&W matters, and manages the 24-hour-a-day National Military
Joint Intelligence Center.
The DirectorateforPolicy Support serves as principal adviser to the DIA

leadership and the Military Intelligence Board (MIB) on issues of senior-level
policy interest. Drawing on IC resources, the Directorate ensures that all
intelligence support requirements from the Secretary of Defense and other DOD
principals are satisfied. It serves as the DIA focal point and tasking authority for
intelligence support to non-DOD Executive Branch policy offices, including the
White House, the National Security Council, the State Department. and the
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.
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The National Military Intelligence Production Center produces and manages the
production of military intelligence throughout the General Defense Intelligence
Program (GDIP) community in response to the needs of DOD and non-DOD
agencies. NMIPC directorates provide daily management and direction for critical
Center functions; all-source, finished intelligence on transnational threats and
other combat support issues; and assessments, basic and current intelligence, force
projections, estimates and S&T and imagery-derived intelligence on regional
defense issues, the world's missiles, aircraft, aerodynamic vehicles, maritime and
ground forces plus associated weapons systems, and all aspects of foreign nuclear.
chemical, biological, and medical matters. The NMIPC also serves as the focal
point for DOD's management of imagery exploitation.
The National Military Intelligence Collection Center provides centralized management of DOD all-source collection activities and ensures the effective acquisition and application of all-source intelligence collection resources to satisfy both
current and future DOD requirements. The Center serves as functional manager
for GDIP collection, human resource intelligence (HUMINT), and measurement
and signature intelligence (MASINT) programs, and also operates the Defense
Attache System. The Central MASINT Office, an adjunct to the NMICC, is the
focus for national and DOD MASINT matters.
The National Military Intelligence Support Center provides information services
to DIA and the IC. These services include ADP support:.systems development and
maintenance; communications engineering, operations and maintenance; information systems security; imagery and photo processing; and intelligence reference,
publications, and printing.
National Security Agency
SIGINT is not finished intelligence, but NSA provides its specially controlled
SIGINT product directly to military commands worldwide and to the governmental consumers listed in Section VII, as well as to producers of all-source
intelligence. NSA supports each NIO with a senior topical or regional specialist
called a Signals Intelligence NIO (SINIO). SINIOs and other representatives of
the Director, NSA, and the NSA Deputy Director for Operations are assigned to
facilitate the exchange of information and conduct liaison on operational matters
throughout the IC and with the consumers of SIGINT. The SIGINT product is
extremely sensitive and is normally handled in special channels available to only
specifically designated personnel.
Military Services, Departments, and Commands
The military services, departments, and commands issue a large volume of
intelligence in support of their own particular missions and in support of
department requirements. The Army, for example, is charged with producing-on
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behalf of the Defense Department-scientific and technical and general military
intelligence on foreign ground forces. This material does not normally circulate in
the national Community, but the analysis performed by the various research
centers (for example, the Air Force's FASTC at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Ohio) is often used in national-level publications.
Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR)
INR produces a daily intelligence summary, memorandums, and reports intended
primarily to support the needs of the Department, but they are also distributed to
other elements of the IC. Although the Bureau has three major production
elements, most of its analytic and estimative work is done in the Directorates of
Regional Analysis and Functional Analysis and Research. These directorates are
in turn subdivided into six regional and six functional offices. A Current
Intelligence Staff alerts senior officers in the Department, supplies intelligence to
crisis management groups, and maintains close contact with watch centers of other
intelligence organizations. The Office of Research manages the Department's
programs of outside contract and grant research on foreign affairs; arranges for
outside experts to work with the Department as consultants, conferees, and
seminar leaders; and coordinates with other agencies in supporting research on
foreign affairs.
Diplomatic reporting is not considered to be intelligence production, although
cables, airgrams, and dispatches from embassies abroad obviously make a major
contribution to finished intelligence.
National Warning Staff
The National Warning Staff (NWS) is an interagency body serving under the
National Intelligence Officer for Warning. The NWS assists the NIO for
Warning in his various functions, including identifying warning issues and
advising the IC on warning methodology, training, and research.
Department of the Treasury
The Department of the Treasury provides Embassy economic reporting through
State Department channels to members of the IC and to other US Government
agencies concerned with international economic policy.
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Section V
Managing the Intelligence Community
The National Security Act of 1947 designates the Director of Central Intelligence
as the primary adviser on national foreign intelligence to the President and the National Security Council. The DCI is tasked with directing and conducting all
national foreign intelligence and counterintelligence activities. To discharge these
duties, the DCI serves both as head of the Central Intelligence Agency and of the
IC. The CIA supports the DCI through current and long-term intelligence, while
the NIC is the DCl's principal arm for Community assessments.
The Act of 1947 also directs the DCI, as head of the IC, to carry out intelligence
activities necessary for the conduct of foreign relations and the protection of US
national security. These activities include the production and dissemination of
finished intelligence. The IC's effectiveness in carrying out these activities largely
depends on continuous and effective communication between personnel of the
intelligence and policymaking elements of the government.
Various Executive Orders also authorize the DCI to establish any additional
advisory groups he deems desirable. At present, he chairs two:
The National Foreign Intelligence Board, whose Vice Chairman is the Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence (DDCI) and whose members are the heads or
representatives of all the agencies that make up the IC. The NFIB is the oldest
of the DCI's Intelligence Community advisory bodies, having existed in one form
or another since the founding of the CIA. The NFIB is responsible for:
- The production, review, and coordination of national foreign intelligence.
- Interagency exchanges of foreign intelligence information.
- Arrangements with foreign governments on intelligence matters.
- The protection of intelligence sources and methods, activities of common
concern, and such other matters as referred to it by the DCI.
The Board's deliberations and decisions are recorded in coordinated minutes. Any
principal may propose agenda items. In practice, the bulk of the Board's business
has been the review and approval of NIEs.
* The IC Executive Committee (IC/EXCOM) serves as the senior advisory group
to the DCI on matters pertaining to national intelligence policy and resource
matters. The IC/EXCOM advises the DCI on priorities and objectives for the
National Foreign Intelligence Program budget; intelligence policy and planning;
and needs management and evaluation. The IC/EXCOM is chaired by the DCI
or the DDCI, or, in their absence, by their designated representative. Permanent
members include the DCI; DDCI; Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff;
Director, National Security Agency; Director, DIA; Assistant Secretary of
State/INR; Director, NRO; Director, CIO; Chairman, NIC; Office of Secretary of Defense/C3 I; and Executive Director, ICA.
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The DCI established the Community Management Staff (CMS) on I June 1992 to
replace the Intelligence Community Staff. CMS is an independent staff element
that is headed by an Executive Director for Intelligence Community Affairs
(EXDIR/ICA), reporting directly to the DCI.
The EXDIR/ICA is the DCI's principal adviser on IC matters and assists in
planning and implementing his Intelligence Community management responsibilities. The CMS is responsible for developing, coordinating, and executing DCI
policy in resource management, systems analysis and policy, and requirements and
evaluations. To carry out these functions, CMS has three offices:
* The Resource Management Office is responsible for National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP) and budget development, evaluation, justification, and
monitoring.
* The Systems and Architecture Office is responsible for strategic planning to
define long-range objectives and priorities for the IC as well as the means for assessing the IC's progress toward these goals.
* The Requirements and Evaluation Office is responsible for translating the needs
of customers of IC products and services into national intelligence needs, for
integrating the efforts of the collection disciplines to address these needs. and for
evaluating the Community's performance in satisfying them.
In addition, CMS is responsible for coordinating four activities:
* The Intelligence Community Open Source Coordinator is responsible for
overseeing the development and implementation of the Community-wide. Open
Source Program.
* The Advanced Technology Office is responsible for coordination of science and
technology matters pertaining to the NFIP Advanced Research and Development (AR&D) Program. It provides Executive Secretariat and other support to
the AR&D Committee, which advises the DCI on the overall National
Intelligence Advanced R&D Program and on technologies that will best
contribute to the attainment of national intelligence objectives.
* The Community Counterintelligence and Security Countermeasures Office
(CCISCMO) supports the DCI in activities involving the development. coordination, and implementation of counterintelligence, security countermeasures.
Sensitive Compartmented Information, and-intelligence sources and methods
protection policies.
* The Foreign Language Coordinator is responsible for coordination of IC foreign
language issues, including recruitment and training of linguists, technology
exchange, and an annual strategic plan.
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There are two other entities that advise and assist the DCI in his Community-wide
responsibilities for production and analysis. These are the National Intelligence
Council (NIC) and the National Intelligence Production Board (NIPB).
In addition to its production responsibilities (see pages II and 24), the NIC:
* Represents the DCI and Intelligence Community as a whole in policy deliberations at various levels within the US Government and suggests IC productions
supporting those deliberations.
* Identifies critical information gaps in NIEs as authoritative guidance to
collection and producer organizations arising from their NIEs.
* Encourages within and among the Intelligence Community's production organizations high-quality analytical efforts, development of innovative analytical
methods, and attention to collection needs on pressing issues.
* Maintains contacts in the policy community and with appropriate specialists
outside the government to ensure the relevance of Intelligence Community
products.
The Chairman and Vice Chairmen, NIC, who are appointed by the DCI. are
responsible for the management of the NIC. The Vice Chairmen of the NIC are
responsible for Estimates and Evaluations, respectively.
The Chairman of the NIC is a member of the Intelligence Community Executive
Committee and chairs the National Intelligence Production Board, which was
established in June 1992. The NIPB is the NIC Chairman's tool for obtaining
high-level Community assistance in advising the DCI on IC intelligence production-particularly the relevance, quality, and timeliness of the products going to
the policymaking community. The NIPB consists of senior Community production
managers, including the chairmen of the DCI production committees.

Central Imagery Office
The Central Imagery Office (CIO) is a joint Department of Defense-Intelligence
Community activity within the DOD. The DCI and the Secretary of Defense
established the CIO to be a centrally managed agency to serve as a focal point for
imagery activities. CIO provides guidance, supervision, and central authority
throughout the Community for imagery and imagery-related plans. programs.
operations, research and development, requirements management, and performance evaluations. The Director of CIO is an adviser to the DCI on imagery
policy and resource matters.
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American Intelligence and Congressional
Oversight
Today marks the last speech that I
will give as Director of Central
Intelligence.
I have decided to use
this opportunity to talk with you about
Congressional oversight of intelligence
and how it can be strengthened.
The idea of Congressional oversight
of intelligence first came up a year
after CIA was created by the National
Security Act when, in 1948, there was a
motion to establish a joint committee
to oversee intelligence.
This motion,
which failed to get out of committee,
was the first of nearly 150 proposals
concerning intelligence oversight that
would follow over the next 25 years.
Just two of those proposals made it to
the floor for action and both were
(134)
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defeated by greater than 2 to 1
margins.
Not that CIA was totally without
Congressional oversight in the first
The
-quarter century of its existence.
Armed Services Committees and Defense
Subcommittees of the Appropriations
Committees had authorizing and
appropriating jurisdiction for the
Intelligence Community.
However, there were never more than
a few Members of either House that
actually participated in this oversight
The number of
of intelligence.
hearings was limited and, according to
one expert on Congress and
intelligence, there were several years
where the Senate oversight bodies met
only once or twice.
By the early 1970s, the Director or
Deputy Director averaged some 30 to 35
There
committee appearances annually.
were even briefings for the Congress on
For example, Foreign
covert action.
2
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Relations Committee Members were
briefed as early as 1962 on covert
assistance to the Myong in Laos and
during the ensuing years Foreign
Relations and Armed Services Committees
of the Senate were briefed on a total
of 28 occasions on this effort alone.
Even so, Chairman of the
Intelligence Subcommittee of the House
Armed Services Committee Lucien Nedzi
accurately described the overall state
of Congressional oversight in a talk to
the CIA Senior Seminar in November
1973, when he said, "It is a sobering
experience for me, as Chairman of the
House Intelligence Subcommittee, to
find our Subcommittee still in the
process of defining ourselves still
exploring (or worse yet, just beginning
to explore) what we can do and what we
must do."
The pattern of oversight just
described was not a product of CIA or
Intelligence Community reluctance to
appear before the Committees or inform
3

The Subcommittees were
the Congress.
regularly informed of the most
significant covert programs and
routinely briefed on the intelligence
budget. As one observer put it, "The
mechanism for oversight clearly
existed; what was missing was an
interest in using it --

or more

properly speaking, a consensus that
would legitimize its use."
By the mid-1970s, a broad consensus

emerged for the creation of a permanent
and more effective Congressional
oversight capability.
Both the
Rockefeller Commission and the Church
Committee separately recommended
creation of committees to oversee
intelligence, and those recommendations
were enacted into law by the Senate in
May 1976 through Senate Resolution 400.
The House acted a little over a year
later in July 1977 with House
Resolution 658.
In the early 1980s, Congress
demonstrated its support for good
4
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intelligence and also its interest in
stronger oversight both with support
for increased funding and with three
major pieces of legislation affecting
intelligence.
First was the Classified
Information Procedures Act that
provided for the protection of
classified information -intelligence information --

especially
in

courtrooms.
Second was the
Intelligence Identities Protection Act.
Following the assassination of CIA
Station Chief Richard Welch, the
Congress moved to make it illegal to
publicly identify a CIA officer who was
under cover.
Finally, and most significantly, the
Intelligence Oversight Act of 1980
reduced the-number of Committees
overseeing the Intelligence Community
from eight to two --

the Select

Committees of the House and Senate, but
also established certain obligations on
the part of CIA and the Intelligence
Community:
to keep the Committees
fully and currently informed of all
S
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intelligence activities, to furnish
information-deemed necessary by the
Oversight Committees, and to report
illegal or failed intelligence
The
activities in a timely fashion.
legislation also revised the
notification procedures for covert action, again reducing the number of
Committees notified from eight to two.
So where do we stand today? Over
the past sixteen years, CIA
accountability and legislative
oversight have grown enormously. With
this oversight, CIA and the other
intelligence agencies have become the
most scrutinized intelligence services
It would be difficult
in the world.
for any secret intelligence
organization to be placed under this
And yet,
microscope of intense review.
I believe, under these circumstances we
not only remain effective and capable,
we enjoy a legitimacy and an
acknowledged role in our government not
shared by any foreign intelligence
It is fair to say today that
service.
6
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there is not a single planned or
ongoing activity in the Intelligence
Community that it is not in some way or
another subject to review by at least
two Committees of the Congress.
To give you some insight into the
breadth of this relationship, let me
cite a few statistics.
In 1992,
representatives of the agencies of the
American Intelligence Community met
more than 4000 times with Members and
staff of the Congress in either
briefings or other meetings. We
provided over 50,000 documents to the
Congress and responded to almost 1200
questions for the record or
Congressionally-directed queries.
Now, let me address two areas of
special interest to Congress.
First,
the budget. The Intelligence and
Appropriations Committees of the House
and Senate take seriously their
oversight responsibility to review the
Intelligence Community budget and
examine planned intelligence
7
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expenditures into the billions of
dollars. They scrutinize budget line
In so doing,
items in the thousands.
they pass judgment on virtually every
plan and program. And Congressional
oversight of the intelligence budget
does not end after funds have been We must gain the
appropriated.
approval of up to six Congressional
Committees when we reprogram money
beyond a minimal amount and we must
notify four Congressional Committees of
any withdrawal of money from the CIA's
reserve fund for contingencies.
Furthermore, both intelligence
authorizing committees and the House
Appropriations Committee have created
their own audit units and these have
access both at Headquarters and in the
field to our books and our
expenditures.
The second area of special interest
to Congress is covert action --

actions

which support the foreign policy
objectives of the United States but
The
cannot be achieved by overt means.
8
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United States has the most elaborate
set of checks and balances on its
covert activities of any country on
earth.
Few realize that most covert action
proposals originate in the National
Security Council or the State
Department. But before any proposal
for covert action moves forward, it is
subject to intense scrutiny inside the
CIA.

The Covert Action Review Group --

which includes the Executive Director
of the Agency, the four Deputy
Directors, the General Counsel, the
Directors of Congressional and Public
Affairs and the Comptroller --

examines

the critical legal issues of the covert
action and also asks an important
question: "If this program becomes
public, will it make sense to the
American people?"
Under the laws governing the
oversight of intelligence, covert
actions are conducted only after the
proposal has been reviewed and approved
9
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by the National Security Council, the
Attorney Gefneral, and finally, the
The President's approval is
President.
embodied in a written Presidential
Finding --

which explicitly

acknowledges that this operation is
important to the national security of
the United States. For the last seven
years, every finding has been briefed
to the Congress within 48 hours of
signature.
The intelligence committees hold
hearings to review new covert actions
approved by the President, and they
regularly examine all on-going actions.
These two committees not only know the
nature of the covert action that we are
undertaking, but they know exactly how
we are doing it, and they monitor every
This is no
dime that is spent on it.
Congress can --

pro forma exercise.
and has --

exercised control over CIA

covert actions by denying us the funds
needed to carry them out --

just as it

approves funds for all covert action
that are undertaken.
10
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Contrary-to the image sometimes
portrayed, most American intelligence
officers welcome Congressional
oversight --

and all are subject to it.

We see these Congressional mechanisms
as surrogates for the American people,
ensuring that our intelligence services
operate within the law but also in ways
consistent with American values.
Congressional oversight is a protection
against misuse of the Agency by
Executive authorities and Congressional
review of our intelligence publications
helps guard our objectivity.
Intelligence professionals believe that
effective oversight is vital if
intelligence is to have a fut¶re in
this most radically democratic country
in the world.
The vast majority of CIA employees
have grown up under Congressional
oversight.
More than 75% of the
Agency's population has entered on duty
since the creation of the Oversight
Committees. They understand the rules
11
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and appreciate the value of and reasons
for oversight.
Having said that, the process by
which American intelligence agencies
became accustomed to and positive about
Congressional oversight was a long, -and
Especially in
often difficult, one.
the first half of the 1980s -- and
occasionally afterward -- there were

periodic crises of confidence brought
on by concern on the part of the
Oversight Committees that they were not
being dealt with candidly, in a full
and forthcoming manner. These concerns
were too often justified, at least in
some measure. However, in recent years
the relationship between American
intelligence and the Congress has
improved steadily to reach its current
excellent state.
Yet, just as we have focused in
recent years on improving our
performance in this relationship, today
I would like to reflect from our
perspective on several problems on the
12
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Congressional side which, if addressed,
could strengthen and enhance oversight
while contributing to the further
improvement of our intelligence.
My first and most important concern
is that very few Members of the
Intelligence Oversight Committees (or
the Appropriations Committees) appear
to devote much effort or time to their
intelligence oversight
Only a handful of
responsibilities.
Members in both Houses have taken the
time to visit the intelligence agencies
and to make the effort required to gain
some knowledge and understanding of
what is a very complicated and
sophisticated undertaking. This places
an enormous burden on the Chairmen and
Ranking Minority Members. Individual
Members from time to time will develop
an interest in one or another aspect of
our work and acquire some knowledge of
that, but the number of those with
broad understanding and real knowledge
in my judgment can be counted on the
fingers of one hand -13

and that is
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after 15 years of continuous oversight.
At the same-time, there are too many
instances of members of our committees
having important misunderstandings,
misconceptions or just wrong facts
about U.S. intelligence, including
their own legislation governing our
activities.
Most Members of Congress are among
the hardest working people I have ever
met. But they have many Committee
assignments, must carry out their
responsibilities to constituents, and
they have a multitude of other
The sad result is that
obligations.
Committee hearings and briefings are
usually not well attended and it is my
experience that the record is getting
worse, not better.
Let me give you one example. We had
a single budget hearing for Fiscal Year
1993 in the Senate Intelligence
Committee last spring. The heads of
all of the intelligence agencies were
Of the 15 Members of the
present.
14
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Committee, the Chairman and a handful
of members,-perhaps three or four,
showed up.
A half-hour or so into the
hearing, it was recessed for a vote and
when the hearing resumed a short while
later, the Chairman and only two or
three members returned.
All but the
Chairman were gone within 20 minutes.
The result is that for the single most
important hearing of the year --

on the

budget of the entire Intelligence
Community --

only Chairman Boren was

present throughout.
By the same token, the next day
there was a hearing on covert action
and 12 out of 15 Senators attended and
stayed throughout --

and that for a

covert program that is but a fraction
of one percent of our total budget, and
that is just one-tenth the size of the
program two years ago, and where there
are virtually no controversial
activities under way.
Budget hearings
on the House side were often attended
only by the Chairman, the Ranking
Minority Member, and a very small
15
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number of others, typically dropping in
for a few minutes at a time.
I know that the Members can read the
record of the hearing, but how many
really do? The result is that enormous
responsibility then falls to the staffs
of the Committees. They are neither
elected nor confirmed by anyone, and
yet they acquire enormous influence
over the structuring of issues, as well
as the attitudes and votes of the
members.
My concern, then, is not oversight,
but the lack of attention and knowledge
and time on the part of too many
members of the Intelligence and
Appropriations Committees. This, in
turn, means that in this most sensitive
area of American government, anonymous
staff members with little or no
experience in intelligence or its use
by the Executive acquire enormous power
over the programs and directions of
American intelligence.

16
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To make matters worse, Congressional
rules approvred in the mid-1970s
established time limits on Members'
service on the Intelligence Committees
--

eight years in the Senate,

six years

in the House.
As a result, just when
an interested or concerned member
begins to acquire some knowledge and
understanding of our work, he or she is
rotated off the Intelligence Committee
--

unlike most other Committees of the

Congress.
So my major complaint with
Congressional oversight of intelligence
is that there is not enough of it --

that is, by the Members of Congress
themselves. Now, I am not naive.
I
know how the system in Congress works,
and I know that the situation that I
describe prevails in nearly all other
areas of government as well. But, as
we reduce the size of our military and
contemplate major changes in the
structure and size of American
intelligence, I would argue strongly
that these decisions are too important
I7
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to be left to staff. Those in Congress
who are selected for these Committees
--

and I am told that there is high

interest in joining these Committees in
both Houses --

should be expected to

invest the time necessary to gain an
understanding of the intricate and
fragile system that they seek to
change. Our national security depends
upon it.
The second concern that I have
involves the way in which Congress is
organized to deal with our budget.
Again, we are on the receiving end of a
larger problem identified by
In past
Congressional reformers.
years, the Chairmen of our two
Intelligence Committees have devoted
enormous effort to reviewing our budget
in great detail and making
recommendations with respect to that
budget. Until recently, the
Appropriations Committees were willing
to defer in considerable measure to the
Intelligence Committees --

usually see to it that the
18
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Appropriations bills paralleled the
recommendations of the Intelligence
However, in
Authorizing Committees.
the last two years or so, the
appropriators have shown considerably
less willingness to defer to the
Intelligence Committees with the result
that these two bills --

the

intelligence authorization bill and the
separate appropriations bill --

are

often very different. As a result,
when the appropriators tell us to do
one thing and the Intelligence
Committees have not acted or disagree,
we are paralyzed --

caught in the

middle.
Last
Let me give you an example.
year, the Appropriations Committees
approved several hundred million
dollars more for intelligence than did
the authorizing Intelligence
We went back to all of the
Committees.
Committees in the spring and asked that
a substantial portion of that money be
approved by the Committees so that we
could enhance our efforts on
19
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nonproliferation, counternarcotics and
certain other high priorities.
Everyone agreed with our intended use
of the money, but because of minor
differences and procedural squabbles
among the Appropriations, Intelligence
and Armed Services Committees, it took
us five months of intense effort to get
I don't know
these transfers approved.
anyone in Congress who believes that is
how the system is supposed to work.
We in intelligence also are becoming
vulnerable to another common practice
but one from which heretofore we have
largely been protected --

insistence by

individual Members on funding of pet
projects before they will approve our
budget. At a time of significantly
declining resources, this is a
dangerous trend that threatens to
weaken our intelligence capabilities by
forcing us to spend money for programs
that we do not seek and that we find
wasteful.

20
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Let me conclude by making three
recommendations for strengthening
Congressional oversight:
--

First,

Congress should end the

practice of rotating Members on the
Intelligence Committees.
The fear in
1976 that Members of the Committees
would be co-opted by the intelligence
services and lose their ability to be
critical has proven unfounded.
At the
same time, the rotation has contributed
to a lack of expertise, knowledge and
understanding on the part of Members of
the Oversight Committees of what U.S.
intelligence does, how it does it, and
how it can be improved.
If it is too
hard to end the rotation, at a minimum
the period of service should be
extended substantially.
As
Representative Lee Hamilton said in an
address at the University of Virginia
on 16 December 1986, "The large
turnover of Committee Membership every
six years produces a loss of
institutional memory {that) hinders
effective oversight."
21
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--

Second, I urge the returning

Members of the Intelligence Committees
and the new Members to take especially
seriously their responsibilities on the
Oversight Committees and give them high
For the good of the country,
priority.
they must make the time available to
learn about the intelligence agencies
how they do their

that they oversee --

work, how well they perform, the
quality of the people, how they can be
improved, and what intelligence
capabilities this country will need in
the future.
--

Third, and finally,

although I

realize that it is a naive request, I
hope that the Congressional leadership
can do something about the conflict
between the authorizing committees and
the appropriators because the problems
created by the disparity in their
respective legislation is imposing a
great cost on the Intelligence
Community both in terms of effective
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management and the ability to deal with
high priority issues.
In the first nine months of 1992, I
personally had some 120 meetings,
briefings and hearings on Capitol Hill.
Building on the efforts of my
predecessor, Judge Webster, over
several years to improve our .
relationship with Congress, one of the
achievements of the past year about
which I am the most proud was the
absence for the first time of a single
major problem, incident or controversy
in our dealings with the Intelligence
Oversight Committees.
I have just issued guidance to every
employee of CIA and the Intelligence
Community who may appear before
Congress that stresses four principles
of testifying first articulated by my
predecessor, Judge William Webster:
candor, completeness, correctness and
consistency.
I am confident that my
successor will devote the same effort,
in collaboration with the other leaders
23
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of the Community, to extending this
period of cooperation and confidencebuilding between the Intelligence
Community and the Congress.
I strongly support Congressional
oversight of intelligence activities-.
I believe it is a needed check in our
system.
But it is also a measure of
how far we have come that it is the
intelligence professionals who now call
for a further strengthening of
Congressional oversight

--

that is, by

the Members of Congress who accept that
responsibility.
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